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them disturbs the even flow of thought, the
women must and should get out of the way.
It is painfully Uimriilating to any lover of I
the race to see American women of education •9
holding important places in the grandest Government the world ever saw, and imitating
the costume and manners of Parisian grisettes. Let any thinker watch the troops of
women stump, stump, stumping, or lather
thump, thump, thumping up and down the
long stone staiiways of our different departments, with their feet crushed into shoes so
tight that all elasticity of step is gone, and
the foot come3 down like an old-fashioned suck
kg, while the shoe, which, if large enough,
would last easily six months, must burst in
one; let him or her look at the spreading
hoop and flashily festooned and ornamented
slum which invite attention to these poor,
crushed and crippled feet; let him or her note
the jaunty hats and “cunning” feathers; the
poor hair stuffed with “rats” and “mice” and
bundles of buffalo hide, which make one sick
with disgust, and then bedizened with buds
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Advertising*

of space, In length of column, constitute

“square.**

$L50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, o»* \css, #1.00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cones.
ingHall
square, three insertions or less, 75 eonts; one
week, #1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Under head of “Amusements,'* $2.00 r>or square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,*’ $2.00 per square first wow.
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or* ices, $1.50;
hall a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,
$1.50.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
©i the
State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 eonts per square for each

tion.
Special

subsequent

and spangles enough to satisfy the vanity of a
brace of Chippewa squaws, and let him say what
these women are, externally, but bad imitations of the genuine grisette. It would certainty be better for humanity that ail of this
class of Government employees should- starve
at home than they should corrupt public morals, and we lower the national standard of
womanly delicacy by recognizing their right
to fill the honorable position’s many of them

inser-

Notices^ the

usual rates.
All Conqp unication.s intended for the paper
should be directed to the
Editor of the Press,”
and those of a business character to the
Publishers.”

*3T* JOB PRINTING, of every description,

exe-

[From

the Genesee

following, which

is compiled from varifound interesting to farmers, hoUse-keepers, and horticuituralists.

For ten years I came and went at will, and
think I was nevor in the way. The men 1'oJk
and 1 had a tacit understanding that they
should not swear in my presence; but if they
forgot 1 was not deaf, some little act of kindness was usually the apology.
Otherwise than
this I think it seldom occurred to any of them
that I was not one of them. This may appear
unwomanly, but 1 insist that If women are to
be the companions of men in public employment, the idea of sex must not be the prevailing thought of their lives. They: must estab-

squ^es, will be

machine for
A^ngenious
exhibited in New

■recently

drying grain was
York. The grain

■while running through a lower with various
■ seives, is exposed to an air current ascending j
and drying it perfectly.
A seed separator
which separates mixed grain was also exhibitj
ed.
It receives the grain mixed, and deposits
oats, hay seed, peas, com, large wheat, small
wheat, aud refuse wheat, aud chess in differ-

pound advoirdupois.
Tlie ascending power
15

not
»

HOOP

v»

lit",

muwicijBisfcci, uau^uiyr,

-j

Goods Purchased

immunity

some

preference? When

or

dig

SELLING OUT!
ii TOW IS TO UR TIME

They should be
ly tender, when they can be
com.

dried for whiter
",
: 7
\j
At a meeting of the American Institute
Farmer club, Mr. William A. Jfcsurges3 of Glen
,t

use.

TO

N. Y., presented a bushel basket ftiil of
dill'erent varieties of seedling roses, which
were produced by liimself from the seed.
He
remarked that the idea had prevailed that
roses
could
be
seedling
produced only in
France, but the truth was they could he propagated iroro the seed here bettor than in
France. He advised everybody to plant their
rose seed. He had obtained blossoms in nine

WHOLE STOOK to be disposed of by January. Call and examine my large stock el

To which

stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in price from
88c to S3 * 50.
Coll! Judge for yourselves!
Be

•

VERY LOW' f»r the Xcxt. Sixty Days.
Those In wknt of the above should not Bill to examine, before purchasing elsewhere,
I

At A.
Oct 2i—dtf

away as soon after digging
possible,
are to be placed in ft, cellar
it should be dark and cold and they should
have as much dirt around them as will stick to

M.

toes

and if the potatoes

CLOAKS, SACKS,
OASSOCKS!

Women in the Departments.
A RACY LETTER FROM

We

j

>.

CORSETS.
splendid assortment from 88c to $T»50« From
plain Domestic Corset to the most beautifully
Embroidered French Coutille.
A

the

Ladies having any difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
have them made to order,

Cassocks from $9
These goods
than regular

on our

one who
room in

ing ?

bore; and

A. G.
1

fresh,

$45!

to

and are 80 per cent, less

at

New York Skirt and Corset Store,
28 MARKET SQUARE. 26.
GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
{3?“Skirts and Coweta, wholesale and retail.
Oct 20—dim

j.i

“El Dorado Cook Stove,”

Middle Street.

short dime,

a

In-no case ban itfhiled to give entire satisfaction,
and it Jins elicited the highest praise from all who

have wftnessed itsworlring.
It has all the best points of our former favorite
Stoves, besides others which they do not possess.
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifts s&hes*without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to he used im-

Fall and Winter
—

Mrs.
NO.

or

1

2

ELDORADO!

New and Second Stoves of all kinds may
FOUND AT OCB STOVE STOKE.

de

Kli C. B. NASH,
No. 174 Fore Street,
Portland.

MILLINERY!
Fall and Winter.
MRS. HUTCHINS &
E

a

fashionable assortment

sent them with the old apple of
disobedience
but to ask them to keep up a state of
chronic
admiration for taper waists, glossy ringlets, bewitching smiles, and all the et ceteras, is a
Hats and Millinery Goods,
strain upon human endurance which must I
snap the cord.
On TtniredLftr, November and,
In business hours men must “mind their
To which she invites the attention of her friends and
own business,” or the world’s work will be left
the public in general, to call and exainlHo.
pad one; and if the presence of women among
Oct 27—d2v?
—

Fall and Winter Bonnets!

^

Beltings,

CO.,

Styles

their patronage.

Our

BOUGHT FOR CASH,
-AND WE SELL THEM AT THE

Smallest Possible
our

goods

Advance,

are sure

of getting

Full Value

arc

them

Copartnership.

partnership heretofore existing under the
naiu^ and style of CLEAVELAND & CO., is
hereby dissolved by the retirement ot Mr. Parker L.
Cleaveland; the business hereto ore conducted by
them will be continued by Mr. Frederick F. Hale,

THE

firm name of Cleaveland & Co
PARKER L. CLEAVELAND,
FREDERICK F. HALE.

Great
FOR

oc26dlw

Bargain!
WITHIN TEN

MONEY 1

THOMAS E. MOSELEY& CO,
SUMMER

STREET,

one or

T O

Novel and

3ST

HAY~PKFSS!

hi, 8n

ST.,

Rubber Belt*, Hose and Packing,
Lace Leathet, Hemp Packing, ffc.

sep25dtf

to the Bartlett

in form,

juicy; line texture;
Society.
“of healthv and thrifty

Beautiful!

Has just returned from New York with
and elegant stock of

;,aid in relation to its excellence.”
Price.—'Trees of three years, generally having
$20 per doz. Smaller #12 to $24
frait-buds, $3 each;
*
J. W. ADAMS’Nursery,
per doz.
Oct 20— d&w5w
Morrill’s Corner.

an

1MORTELLES,
DecnlcomanZa,

Vases, &c

To which she invites the attention of her frends
the

puhBc,

at her

arc

rooms,

Cor. Congress and Chestnut Sts.
BhP**1 Cut Flowers and Coquets constantly
and furnished to order.
Oct 11—codlw

on

s

4,^

extensive

hand

IN

acknowledged

to be

ORDERS
Shoe,

Momu

s

ADAMS’ NariortrR.
Corner. Gaedenf.ks, well

trained in our Nurseries, will bo ftrrnished—at cost—to plant trees and
the City or Cemetery. Names
yniesin
or orders may be left at the Tea Sto*e.
^APLRSof large size for streets, gvown
in the N lirsrry, with abundance of roots.
Am. and
Siberian Arbor Vit*; Homloc’t and Norway
Spruce,
Am. Weeping Willows, for Cemeteries.

Northern Pacific Railroad.

rr 11 yon are In want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Office.

Boxes !

Packing Boxes,

ever

McKEUXEV'S,
Congress St., corner of Centre

The

onij

A.

281

Oct 3—eod&eow&n

0Ct3»-dlaw4w.CHAS-

Machine l

Stewing

Oct

-3-(..f

Street.

at

Scc’y.

Ma!u Wharf<

11 will pay to
else-

BARNUM’R SERF SEWERS, Needles, Twist,
Colton, Od, and all kinds of MaihineTriminings.
New Machines Exchanged tor Old.
Mato Let and Repaiked.

chines

W. S. BY ER,
No. 137 1-2 Middle Street,
(up one flight of stains.)

NEW

GOODS!

FALL
ftill

Stock of

Colored Corded

Black and

Bdqe

Ribbons,

at

V

viAiioftuiov

SATINS, VELVET, FEATH-

SILKS,

-ALSO,A lull Stock of Straw and Pelt Go«d«, .*vlasted to City and Country trade, uuw opening and for,
sale at the lb went market price; lb dealers only, by

Boston.

COLLARS

Gloves

at

General

4 Free St. Block.

wishing to cugage in a profitable business; by calling for Agent at the American
House, or addressing P. O. Box 662, Portland,Maine,
you can obtain a most profitable agency, for itome ol
the mrtt nopular works out,
Oct 25, lS6Wd*w*

TO

Card Pictures $3,00 a Dozen, as good a
any one makes.
CUUNEK of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—1&w3m

IN

NO. 144 MIDDLE ST&EET.
Portiaad< Maine*

Work executed in every pari ot the State.

juneidM

PAEBbE STREET, (Near Proble House.)

PORTLAN D,. M E
Sale Boom*, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Maas.

JuneltT

;

'-—i,

--—i—a.___j

HENRY P.

EST" Merchandise of all kinds bought ami sold
Northern account.

Removal.

'Yy

STOTFK FORMEHLY OCCUPIED BY

D.

order at

tt

of

Vests,

CllTf

Yarns,

'luto

Hosiery,

1 Coi*°“

aT™^vur

Assortment of Goods*

PAINTING,

or

answered.

L.

PAI.MRR,
Xo. HOi Federal Streel,

XEWTOS FIT£ Is ready to receive papils in

MR.

English and Italian Singing!
Andalsotmthe TIAUO FORTE. Mr. F. cm cotint
among bis paat pupils many who now occupy Pro“'}‘
noat positions as musicians and vocalists, bow* “Jlr£,
®
countrv and abroad, and eonlldently poJJJy **
c»i»aty »» »
past success as a guarantee tor lib*
teacher. Orders may be left at PAINE S Music
ocwu.m
Store, Middle St., Portland.

semi-

THIS!

aepISdtftfl

I*n

Of all descriptions, by

No. 91 Fedoral Street.
Hind" CWmkid nnd Rcpalred

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENG'NEER
OFFICE,

wmlersigned contemnlat’ng making

a

SINGER’S

SEWING

A fz e
No*. 34 and 30

TRUE &

CO.,

n t s,
Middle Sireel.

Trimming* always on band.

Pntfern,*»
CUT

FROM MEASURE,

Bv CHARLES CPSTH* * CO.
Mo Bios Block.
May 3—dtf

WARREN’S IMPROVED
?IRE ANU WATER-PROOF I eLT

COMPf)S!rrio^<
—

Only Perfect Piano Forte!
Patent Isolated Piano. Call am!
PABMEIJEE’S
be convinced.
Tim

McKE.VVEY, A«rm,
261
cor.

MACHINES!

ehang

PEARSON & SMITH.

Congress St.,

Stieet.

1>. Ww TKUE & <3 O.

tcpttouu_

TtIKWether

M.

.e

I

!r

iu tboir busln s, would dispose of their Beta
with Horses, Bread Carts and Bak
Ti a'V
on reasonable terms It applied fo*
Ing implement,

A.

BLOCK,

HAVE till” dar admitted as Tarlnera W. C. PwiKAL and O. H. Tbub; ami future business will be
continued under the hrm naiue of

8eoond*Mid Cloth

RARE^HAXCE!

oc3fcod&oow3m

CODMAN

Tem,

Needle* and
marlStf

WM. BROWN,

3, !«J5.^dti

JOHX F. ASTJDEItSOS.

WOODMAN,

Second-Hand Clothing,

Oct.

EXCHANGE STREET,

Manufactures to order and lu the Vest manner Mmiary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

I>. \V. TRIE.

FQ B—~

A

and

October 6th, 1865.—octl6d&w3w*

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Portland, Maine.

MUSICAL 1

attached, payable

CiWWng of nil
o.
gaod style, ond at short uotit
lag bought and sold.

REEVES^
Draper,

ALEXANDER D.

Tailor

NOTICE.

p- lord’

AT~

THE BEST MANNER,

Contract.

PORTLAND, 9.*E.
Sept 29—eodtl

Portland,

Me, four?

annually

SLEEVES,

Dentist,

mch 1" d&wti

Tbeasubeb’s Office,
March 11, 1866.1
OF rORTRAXD SIX PER (TEST.
BOND*
are for sale at this othce, iu sums to suit m u.
ll,an?300 on one, lu-o,
and

Edgings,

ESQ.,

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

OS

manufitc-

or

A,

iBbabley,
cqoli^ge & Rogers.
Portland, Oct. 2,186(5.
d2m

EXAMINE.

Portland

of

CHAS

Uead of Lons Whorf.

l3lIi*,',le

City

T.

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,

TrioMPgox & co’s,
S*’ upone
irs.

tlR

E have this clay removed to

manufacture

hand

on

Office.—No. 12 Campbell-?. Wharf.
_■
Niibfolk, Va.
Consignment* sollc.ted.
Kefors, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
ienterj Gerrlsh i» Pearson; John IH-nnis & Co.;
.'lark, Read .t Co., Portland, Me.
may&Uthn

1G1

Inigneat Variety, cf style, at skort notice. Th» Carpel Hassock is tire best Footstool in use, beta" light
durable and ornamental.
It is really an article o'
be.utu ami/nr superior to anything ol tbe kiud evtu
belbre manufactured in lliiB vlctalty,
Parties can have their remnants orCarpeting mad
into this desirable footstool, la auy style at tritita"
"

on

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

—

subscribers havin'? taken rooms at Nw.
fpITE
A Middle Si., are now
to

City

Dress Buttons,

twenty-tive years’ practice.
Communications con erning Painting In City

Commission and

New for Portland!

AXD

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

IV

-ALSO,dumber of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORl
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
‘’F. II • RA NI>ALl« on the premise*,
JOHN RANDALL, at Laarlnll & Woodbury’s.
Orjof
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

CALL

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

Business.

prepared

KIMBALL,

P.

Carriage Maunfactory No. 20 Pi>cbl<
rjillE
A! Street, with all the tools and appurtenances necessary to carry on a first-class Carriage Manufacturing

Graining and Page ring,

EXECUTED

SALE

AT jV BARGA IN!

LOOK

HOUSE

Fresco and Banner Painter,

WAXlTFACTtritER

SIX FEE CEXT LOAX.

Brilliants,

AND

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Patronage solicited.

X full assortment constancy

MAINE.

Luther Dana,
Wooddfbt S. 1>axa,
|une ldtf
John A. S. Dana.

C.

are requested to call and give mo a try
1 am hound to make as good work as can be fount1
An assortment of FliAAJLES, &c., will be foun

.Taconet Cambrics,
Merino

Fish and Salt,

CO.

as

0

Swiss Muslins,

and

oet!0d4w

octlSdlf

CALV,?r

]*ri».vs.
*the public

23 Free Street!
V1THITE Goods,
YY Plaid Cambrics,
Nainsook Muslins,
White Flannels,
Linen Handkerchiefs,
Stamped Ehbroidebies,
Berlin Worsteds,

I

Copying

tufe

-GOODS

Just Received

Glazing,

Fortes,

be iound at No* 192 Miilille Street
where
is
to w ait upon any one wishor friends, at reason!
for
is to be had at air
lor
ns
work
ble.prices,
good
roam in the city.
done of all kinds of pitand
a
worked
competent artist at th<
up by
tunes,
to Children s pic
roqnis. Especial attention
to
also
of
sick
or deceased person,
pictures
tuiles;
out ol town or in the city.
I have tlio old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at in
rooms, taken when lie was in business; friends wb
hod them, there will find them here, from whic'
can be taken without Tecopying, at the lowes

1 to

lor

arranged
inaimer,
up
orders in town of country tailhfi»l!y executed. Ail
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oJ all description*.
aprultt

PORTLAND,

Ft. DUPEE
PHOTOGRAPHER!

PLEASE

12 and 14 FrahklSn Street*

n

anau<

expense,

WILLIAM H. HORTON & 00.,

NEW

of

hand

cn

CAKJPKT HASSOCKS/

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Sept 4—dan

Dweldesertion Water Fix*utm
IjlVF/RY
J lin^ House**, Hotels, Public BuibUngs, Shop*.
and set
In the best
and all

CO.,

A Hons, of New York,

Something

Silver Plated Cocks*

Sl

FORTES.

undersigned begs leave to
they are manufacturing

TE 8—d&wtt

ME.

&

All instruments sold by ns are warranted to give
satfelactibn.
Pianos to be let, ami 'uning done by experienced

ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

Acid

Bowl*, Brass

with all the modern improvements, which they car
sell as LOW as can he purchased elsewhere, o< tl;(
same quality. We have male arrangements, also, tc
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Pianc
Fortes, among which are

Htetnitmy

and Water Closets,

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

13—dtf

The

Pumps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

°*~t—---^—

Black English Crapes,

for

Surveyor of Customs.

MAKER 07

Force

PORTLAND.

A

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

It.

Etay-eres! Book
Cases!
Hall
Chairs, «t* Square Music Stools.
JUST RECEIVE!) and for ale bv
d
burroughs & utomau*.
those

PLUMB 13 R!

VW^No. 200 Fore Street.

here.

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug 25—dU

No.

FOR

Address:

“

I

copies

Makes Four Different Stitches,

Country, by mail, promptly

T^e?ttltnqulrfoft'UoU£e

Oct 2C—dtl

Hallotypes!
most

is the

AT

of

No. JOS Middle Street.

CO.,

Has Removed from his old stand in Union Street
to
2'X) Fore St., where he is prepared to fill al'
orders for Carpenters*
and oilier Tools, ol the
verv best quality, al short notice and on reasonable
terms.

by

Boat-House for Sale.

made of J, l or j inch lumbar, at short notice, and al
the lowest prices, bv
*J. T. SHANNON* 8aco Maine.
Saco, Sept. 19,1866.
sopSttoocl&n

beautiful picture
made.
THE
place in Portland to get them is at
M.

BEST MAfcmifE For Fabult Use

of the Stockholders

S-

Holloltor

paid

BY

solicited for Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot

J net

thing. Model and Bale of Hay may be seen at
Blake £od<mes’ Commercial St.
Send tbr Circular.
Address STEPHEN j.
AUSTIN, Portland, Me.
Oct El—eodlm

BUTTON
Machines.

Sewing

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

v

MAYpictureshe ofready
themselves
ing?

Oct IdG—dow

shook.

Kind of

HOLES!

PORTLAND.

WILLIAM H.

and Calkers’ Tools, &c..

I.

Corn Starch.

Oswego

Button Hole,
Weed, Shaw & Clark’s Improved, and Howe

■

T'irf ,rcg”.lar.Ani>«a1 Meetlug

00 Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

AS ndd

Advantage,

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers

for

food, has been counterfeited
by eome unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
in
imitation
of
their style of packages and
put up
trad a-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,
use

the day, by the xrfiefc, or by Special
Correct estimates of cost of Fluting mail© from
a judgment, matured by
measurement, aided

or

Any

popular

EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

and Dealer in

Manufacturer ol

Piano

Oswego Corn Starch !

for

Joseph. Bradford,

nounce that
bv^fUyM'-'wn
kLr * CLkecp

KINGSFORD’S

!

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite M anufactcrers* and TBAOtHB’ Bank.

■J^ino

Furnishing Goods

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

constantly

Trees!

W- ADAMS* at his Nursery at MorCorner, offers a few extra sized Pear Trees
with rfruit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauts
;o Bonne, &c.
$3 to $5 each.
Equally.good Dwarf and Standard Pear?,of smaller
size, at 60e to $1 each.
VINES, to be removed from laud already sold.
Price according to
uahty.
oct21cod&w5w

■

New Deiigus in

CAUTION, CAUTION,

ftoekester,

“quite worthy of r:Uiking &&&”
Mr. Hocey, Prest. of Mass. Uort. Society, thought
“it vps bo hardy .as o resist the cold which so generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it certainly was its superior.”
Hon. M. P. Wilder and Hon. Joseph BreclI*, Ex-President of the same Society, say they “can endorsp all

rill

And Gents'

—OP—

PIANO

Black & Colored Velvet

Favorite Fear !

“Very large; similar

JOBBEB8 OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,

Cora mission House

CAUTION I

BIBBONS 1

Am. Promo.
The tree is
habit.”—Norfolk Ay. $ocThe late l>r. BrincMe saiu “It was of superior
quality, as wed as size.”
Mr. Barry, of
K. Y., pronounced it

f

MRS. J. W. EMERY

two

HAY PRESS I!-The Side-PowTnis machine is
er HAY and COTTON PRESS.
Portable and easily set up in a common bam floor;
will nrc.s one ton ef
liny Into 80 cubic feet in 30 minutes; no beating, rolliuz or treading; no injury to
the hay; Rite of bale
No
30 in. by 20 in. by 14 In.
othor machine can
The invention is
press as cheap.
one or

“happy

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

Comprising a

DAYS!

Corner Lots ot Lend, to be sold cheap.
MOSES GOULD,
74 viddle Street.
aetl&lSw

those

Calf and Thick Boot*, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses’ and Children's Boots and Shoes.
IW Men’s RUBBER COATS, LKGG1NS, and
CAPS.
—Also,—

Millikeu & Co.,

^oceaaora to G. L. Storer $ Co.,

Men's and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAIT-

oetSeodlm

DRAWING, FRENCH,

Large Pear

Oct 23—cod3moa

Also two

the

Clapp’8

Peering,

Sbpt 8—dtf

purchasing

No* 113 Exchaugc Street*

&c.
Please send for

October 2—d3m

prom-

short notice.

to the Best

Dealer, in nil kinds of

of nud

Hardware & Wiadow Glass,

No. 63 Commercial St.

Street.

And lias Cue REVERSIBLE FEED.
call and see these machines before
where.

STUFF

given In
INSTRUCTION
GERMAN,
Circular.

at

DEXTER,

173 Middle and 119 Federal 8ts.

Should apply to the

ERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large 38 ortment of Wen's, Boys’ and Youths’

58 nud GO Middle St*

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER
PRINCIPAL.

Importers

of this estaMisli-

U. T. S. RICE &

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

--AT-

arv.'o.

TERMS CASH.

S

Exchange

Florence

musky in flavor; vinous, meiting, bntsjg&but less
and
ranks best.”—

visiting Boston to call at oui
they will never be urged U

ONE PRICK.

O

8

No.

The

Immediately.

MORRELL’S

Z2Z~tery,

THEIB

assure

Bought or Sold

Cleaner

HOLES made to Older.

Portland Academy!

-ARE——

Made

&

Successors to Close, Littlefield <& Co.,

Merchandise

jTbarbour,

~BUTTON

Coat, Pant and Yest Makers !

ocl3d4wcod

is the motto

REPAIRING neatly done
Sept 12-dtf

Aug. 7—d&m

DEEBING, MILLIKEN & 00,

Goods

Boots

WISHING

RUBBERS, RUBBERS !

Kingrsford's

Hundred

GOOF

Class

i*oktlwd. Me.

KING

J2w*

In such

NETS,

largest

Wanted

Millinery and Trimmings.
I shall al4o coulinite to execute HAIR WORK,
in all its branches, at the name place—27 Free St.
11. E. VAR.VEI.
octl7—dtf

Portland,' Oct 24,18C5.

Oct

GOODS,

Belt Clasps, Ac., Ac.

One

Imoeiatf

PARTIES

CO.,

Photographic floods.

No. 18 MARKET HQ!'ARE.

WORK,

is'd.

Wood !

I

Aug. 26—dtf

(Comer of Hawley),

recommend to my former patrons,
my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Co., as fn every
wav prepared to furnish the Latest and Most E leyant

same

Complete Stock

For varietv and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to any in our
cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terras as will secure

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

We invite $11 who

Cumber-

T^

PICKET

Mirrors mid Engravings.

gardless of expense.
Air. J. L. WILLEY, who lias had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this
city, hatcharge of the manufacturing department.

Oct 13—d2moa

Faney Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

&c*

In

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

To all of which they Invito the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.

TEOW8ER8!

and

block.

Holew,

Dealer

WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’ and CHILREMOVAL!
MEN’S,
DREN’S

A LARGE STOCK

Store, and
bay.

88

KZF" It is Cheaper, Better, and
than Charcoal. TRY IT.

j. & c.

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,

WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOR SALE

FOB

First

ijUNCJUAUTY

ocl2dJ3w

_

K.

ME.

meht, and &U work ready for delivery when

For Sale at the GROCERY STORED.
THE BEST THING lor KINDLING HARD COAL.

Fall

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

Sept IG-d&wtf

So that ail wh6 buy

RODUAN,

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD

WM. M. TOBEY.
Agent lor Maine.

FANCY

St.,

Orders horn out oi town *<>iVited.

attended to.

May 22—dtt

J,

Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very beet
stock to be found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.

—BY THE-

constantly on hand.
S3/~i’articular attention given to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family Machine, before purchasing.

Children.

-A-ll

P.

Me.

liinclling’

Silk, Thread,

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and

H3

for

Will be prepared to exhibit

or

Tics,

FINE Two-Story House, suitable
Opening. A fiu^ilies;
Packing
soft water; centralplenty of hard
ly located*

dkering

Single

We also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

VARN BY.,

Dissolution of

Inquire of THOMAS

s-ALE !

-that has been

87 Fjree Street.

IF APPLIED

CUSIHMAN,

—

nnd

Oxford

STATE

the Nashoa and Concord Bail Road.

land Stieel, Portlcud,
Oct 11,13(55.

quality
tre^

HEAD

,m«d*ately.

A

went to his
counting or consulting
the ball dress of the
previous evenr

Leather

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

It has taken the lead of every thing in the
Cooking Stove line.

H

On

MAINE.

Where you will find a good assortment ot all the various patterns oi Case and
manufactured by
the Company. Machines sold ait this office will be
oi charge.
Thorkept in good repair ono year
ough instruction given at the office. Machine fittings,

IS TIIE CHAMPION OF THE DAY J

under the

OEKEY.& CO.,

inn
oct£0<I4w

what should we think of

good morals, but from the etiquettes of society. In the social circle it is
all right; they should pay all due attention
to
their natural enemies,” who continue to
pre-

are

prices,

business hours men
require to be released from the restraints of
the drawingroom-not certainly from the
rules of cowl

manners

Vl

Patent

Federal

ly

Coloring, Whitening and White-Waaldng prompt-

VIinif,jtn:9r of MWor A r-ioiure f '«ni*l.

great variety of

a

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Double

Bonnets. Straw

PRINCIPAL.

-FOR-

Next) and

Ill

«

PORTLAND, ME.

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
No.

OhNAMKJiTAL

STU000 AND MAST10
W0it££3Jgf
Oak Street, between, Congress ard Free Sts.,

ONES,

PORTLAND,

REED’S FERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE,

WOU LD inform their friends and the Trade gen
V V erally that their snaeious store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now gprepared to show a

BALMORAL BOOTS,

ANDERSON’S

y

SACKS FROM $9 TO $30 \

pronounced

a

„•

A nice Black Sack for $9.00
A nice Black Cassock for 9MO

The employment of women in the Government Departments is an experiment. It has
not, thus lar, been so complete a wiccess as its
friends could wish, and may possibly yet be
The fault is ciiieliy all
a failure.

always

j

ETHB

tf

side of the house. Womeu persevere
in carrying the drawing room to the office.
Unless this mistake is cbrrected, the experiment must fail.
A fixed rule of
good breeding excludes the
shop from the parlor. A man who lugs his
business, habitually, into his social houre is

,'u,

and

Calf

CORSETS,

best

and

Phil-

or

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,
We also have

ladies garments ICHfeKRPULLT
RBOEtVED.

we

do so, she says:

day opened the largest

have this

selected asanrUnent of

transfer it to our columns. After stating her claims to he heard on the grounds that
she led the advance on the woman’s rights
question at a time when it was unpopular to

that

CORSE1 SI !

Successors to.

Washington Chronicle publishes a sensible, racy letter from Sira. JWe G. Swishehn,
on the duties of women in the public
departments, which is so applicable to them and alin
all
sterner
so to the
relations of life,
sex,

Sold in New York

F O F.

CORSETS,
CORSETS,

MBS. SWISHELM.

The

as are

J

4b PMEXT,

PLAIN AND

great variety

N. IIOWELL, A. M..

Her. S.

GOODS,

July 29—eod&wSni

STYLES,

ROSS

Mano&cLiirar and Deal or in

Military & Collegiate Institute.

MERRILL & SMALL

CORSETS,

—And—

them.

have all I lie

MOST APPROVED

CORSETS,

oct23<14w

as

We

H.

sepJOdlyr

,,_

PLASTEE EE S,

tiroat Variety*

Sept. 19—d6w

A_ll

GRANITE

NEW AGENCY

CORSETS,

SMITH’S,

171 Fore Street.

Me.

of

P41**10 consignment * of ail kind*
—

With Fair Htltch.

So. 4 Manaiaciarers Bloch, Union St.,

GOWELL oilers his entire stoc
and Winter

Moornin"

Beans.
liBlLD APPLES, Ac.
Lime .S'.'rttl,
Fobtlard.Me.

No. 3

FURNISHING GOODS,

lu

B.

ORNAMENTS !

Bonnets Repaired.
Oct 21—d2w t o »d2w

adelphia*

Goods !

Furnisliing

Co.,

At So. 11 Olapp's Block, Congress St.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,

Ladies,Misses & Children

CORSETS,

sold in this market only

ISF'Velvet, Straw, and

LIBBY, LID3ACK & CO.,
Machinists,

CLOSING

STEEL

A.\l)

AX» WHOLESALE DEALERS IR

Butter, Cheese, Egrprs, Lard,

ALSO FOR 8ALE

GENTS'

C0.7

Commission Merchants,

an

And would be pleased to receive orders for the same.

For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and DRESSES.
GILT

Street,

FALL AND WINTER GOODS,'

Stoves.

A

pkoduce;

For Gentlemen’g Onnnents,

LARGE and CHOICE SE-

ALL SHADES afUiti£lDTHS.
H *■>

J t DWfl UJ GOVE &

SON,

STOCK

CUSTOM
TRIMMINGS ! For

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine,

FOR

Sueh

been

In
0I'

Till Sov. Is', at prices so LOW as to suit everybody.
Other parties will take ihu balance of Stock arid
Store at that time.
rar- Don’t tail to give him a call, as it will be
much to your advantage.
Oct 17—e<xl&W2w

we are

convinced.

ITyetlias

and

And Velvet Ribbons !

WOOD-

Portland,

DR'?

did

rj'

&

SB.

Constantly Making Additions

CLOTHING,

much can be said in praise of
onions for fowls. They seem to be a preventive and remedy for variot*. diseases to which
domestic fowls are liable. For gaped and iuflamation of the throat, eye3 and head, onions
A small addition of com
are almost a specific.
meal is an improvement.
Many farmers in digging potatoes expose
them to the sun and air several hours before
taking them in, supposing it to be necessary
to their good keeping. The idea is very error
lieous, and it is also injurious to the potatoes.
Farmers should be careful to put their pota-

BOSTON,

splen-

onr

Winslow, Doten

BOOTS AND SHOES,

$d. It consumes ns little, if not nctuallv less, coal
than ^ny stove now in use as a Cook-Stove.
4th. lt may be regulated with greater ease and
perfection than was ever lieiore considered possible.
If lias a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thus
5th
avoid scattering and dust.
AKI>
4th. It lia»,as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manufacture.
PILOT
and
of
CASTER
7tli, and last. These Stoves are warranted in resConsisting
MOSCOW,
&c.
OVERCOATS, Caesimere and Doeskin Pants and pect to working, cracks, imperfections,
and
all
Vests, Ouiler-Garmunt Trave ing Skirts,
kinds of Furnishing Goods, together with a wcl te-! Don’t buy a Cook Stove until you have
lected Stook of CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS, and
acen and examined the
TRIMMINGS; all oi which will ho sold

too

Moseley & Co.,

Large and Well Selected Stock

in these

MY

weeks from the seed sprouted.

Scarcely

YOU II

BUY

WINTER CLOTHING!

Cove,

12—eod&wlw

Our exten-

Skfrt..^

-A. T

of

Planing, Tongueing and Grooving
Machines.

■

B3T*Every Skirt we sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
before being placed in store is examined and tested,
and in no case shall we knowingly sell an inferior

CORSETS t

one

Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
ALsn, manufacture and sell Watters’ powerful,
double-acting, anti-freezing Force-Pump. Wairanted to give satisfaction.
J. A.
IT. T. LIBBY,
GEO. L. AKMSUEY.
LIDDACK,
Oct ’9—oao2m

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

prices

Ladies Ure Invited to call and examine

In successlul

PORTLAND,

third hands.

FURNITURE,

easily as Indiau
plucked when perfect-

PURCHASING.

T. E.

articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Manufactories in the U. S.,
gives ns such advantages in the matter ot
price, that in many cases we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 rer cent, lower than they can be bought ot other parties who get them through second or

SINCE

as

Oct

Anderson intends to give you

widely Spreading''trade

IRON.

Mills! Rich Silk Velvets

Foot of Cross, between Fore and Commercial Sts..

PRICES!

s

j

be cultivated

AND

26 KARKET SQUARE. 26.

,b|v#

a

now

doing

141 and 143 Middle St.

Skirt and Corset Store!

satisfactoryy

Fumnecs and

opening
ARE
LECTION of

It will Plane on two sides,
Tongue and Groove at
the same time, «r it will do either
separately.
Our facilities fitf
all kinds or Sfiwin",
Turn°
ing, Planing and Mouldings arc

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND,

NEW YORK

|

Passenger

the Re-

before

furnish Garments at

can

BEFORE

ANDERSON’S,

and

Can now crhfblt

•Vo. 00 Middle Si,, Portland,

Call and See Oar StocJe

-AT-

one

BANCROFT.

have

October 4—eodlm

OPENING

which must be

Planing

87

M. & A. P. DARLING,

city

Operation
WEBURY’S CELEBRATED

BOTTOM BRICES.

ALL THE NEW STYLES!

Ladies!

IIEAVY

OF

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

complete.

|

BUCKLEY

►

cent Advance !

SKIRTS,

this season, Skirt3 and Corsets at

&c.

ood2m

forest

Steam

We invito all to

NOW

WORKERS

&

Business Cards.
_

Tailors,
Middle

Office and Parlor Stores,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

invited to CALL,

are

FERNALD

in (ldrnuee

per annmi

Merchant

*-

SKIRTS,

HOOP

Cooking,
And

Cnltiog Roue for Other, to Make,

Portland, Oct 26,1SC5.

J. E.

ELEGANT

53P* Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
aagedti

s

r

SON,

He Cuts and superintends his work
S
himseli,
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

B.

"Manufacture,”,

£_Miijce^aneotw,

Sin gee

Vests,
own

&

Which ho mannihctures to order in the LATEST
STYLES, and at FAIR PRICES.

The public

Pants,

And

let WOUiuJl UG

takes a place in a department, die contracts to
work a certain number of hours daily for a
certain sum. It is understood that she is to
work faithfully during these hours, and when
she spends a portion of them, habitually, in
reading or gossiping, or in any other way
shirks her duty, she is a swindler—only this,
and nothing more; and the man she induces
to overlook her delinquency is an accomplice
in the dishonest evasion.
He is her best
friend who holds her most firudy to the fulfilquickly decompose.
Wet your cut straw or hay before you mix ment of her contract.
Nor should the sickness, brought on by folyour meal with it for cut feed, ^fheu every
piece of hay or straw has meal adhering to it ly, be any excuse tor a failure to fill the contract. The headaches and backaches and dysthe cattle will eat it clean.
liadishes may be grown in winter by soaking 1 pepsias and endless miseries brought on by
the seed in water twenty-four hours and then impeded circulation from pinched feet and
j
hanging it in a bag in the sun a day or two, crushed waists; the colds and chill3 and catill it germinates. Then sow in a half barrel | tarrhs caught from half-clad teet, and arms,
filled with rich earth, and place another half and shoulders, should be no apology for undone
or half-done work.
barrel over it. Water occasionally with lukeWomen as well as men arc under moral obwarm water.
Experiments with cast iron rifled guns of 12 1 ligations to “use all lawful endeavors to pre!*ch bore .fare demonstrated that they are not serve their own liyes and the lives of others,”
and their failure to do so is no justification of
desirable additions to our ordinance.
their failure to perform any other duty. That
A box for transporting eggs without breaknineteen-twentieths of woman’s sickness is
age, and a car with a large tank for transport- j
ing oil in hula, are among the new inventions, 1 the direct result of improper dress, is a fact
Where fruit trees grow too luxuriantly to patent to all thinking physicians; and until
bear well, they can be improved by “root prun- women can make up their minds to study, the
ing,” digging a root around the tree at a pro- laws of health rather than those of lasliion,
per distance. A fifteen year old tree may bo their demand for equality in employment and
salary is simply idiculous.
encircled five feet from the tree. Care and
Jake G. Swisshelm.
judgmetit should be used not to cut close, and
stunt the tree. The aim should be to reduce
the roots about two-thirds.
The strawberry, blackberry, raspberry should
be protected in winter, north of Philadelphia;
most kinds are hardy enough to live without
the recent fire at our old stand, over the
this care, but it is better to employ it neverWorcester Passenjrer Station, we have taken the
theless.
Strawberries may have leaves or
large and beautiful Halls over the
straw thrown over t hem, and a little soi
thrown over to keep the wind from biowingl Boston and Maine
Station
tuum away.
Kaqtoerries and blackberries
Ilnymarket Square,
last
season’s
should have their
bearing shoots where we have opened with a new aiid flesh stock of
taken out, the young canes pruned so that goods.
Our stock, mostly manufactured by otmteife?, in
three or four of the strongest only are Jett,
faithful manner, of the Latest Deaigne,comand then laid down and covered with soil. To the mostDRAWING
ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING
prising
out a spade ROOM and CHAMBER
do this without breaking them,
full of earth on one side of the lull, aud with
the heel press the stock over. The inclination will be sufficient to prevent the breakage.
In everj' vaiiet ’, cannot fail to command the favor of
Never overfeed poultry. Never allow any. all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Qualfood to lie about. Never feed from trough, ity, Style or Price.
I-very article warranted as recommended. Gratepan, basin or any vessel. Feed only while the
ful for the liberal patronage of the last Twenty years,
birds will run after the feed, and not at ail if wo
hope for the continuance ol the favors of our old
friends and the public.
i.
they seem careless about it.
ocl8d3moe
The Okra plant i3 recommended for more
Boston, September 30,1865.
extensive cultivation. The pod9 give a delicious flavor to soup, and are good stewed. 1‘he
can

Sacks,

-PitOM-

SKIRTS,

HOOP

England's sovereigns, says: “One’must
judge her as a woman, but as a ruler.” As

Experiments in feeding charcoal to fattening poultry have been very successful. Fowls
fed daily on pulverized charcoal mixed with
their meal, aud having a pleutii'ul supply broken in their pens, are fattened much quicker
and their meat is much better than those fattened in the usual way.
Forest leaves make excellent manure mixed with fermentable substances.
Gathered in
masses and mixed with lime or ashes they will

plant

Business Coats,

SKIRTS,

HOOP

woman; as a clerk, let her be judged as a clerk. The display ol personal chan us,
of adornments, of dress, of graces of conversation, should be reserved for the social circle.
What man of sense and delicacy could value
the second-hand articles of this description
which have been hawked around through public offices as the price of some trilfing
privilege,

of May.

English Coats,

NOYES

FURNACES, RANGES,

1111111A FIKE ASS0ET‘

Broadcloths,
Doeskins,
Cassimeres,

Over Coats,

Of their

Middle St.,
°n

N.

No. 33 ISxehanjre
Street,
PORTLAND
MAINE,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

MERCHANT TAILOR!
KIMENT ofSta“tly

FINE STOCK OF

A

A.

$s

Terms

_Miscellaneous.

NA THAN G 6OLD,

1;31

OPENING

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

judged as

to 11 nearly.
Sea water is both salt and bitter at its surface, but only salt at its depth.
Tulips should be planted in October and
November, in good garden soil. Set the eariy
flowering kinds five inches apart, aud the late
varieties seven or eight inches apart.
The
earliest flower in this latitude about the first

A EE NOW

of

est

of a balloon filled witli
gas to one filled with coal gas is as

Lewis, Hollins & Bond,

Hoop Skirts,

lish “business relations,” and keep them purely and entirely business relations.
Hume, jn speaking of Elizabeth, the great-

ent vessels.
A fibre of silk a mile long
weighs hut 12
grains, so that there are 283 miles of fibre in a

hydrogen

HOOP

own experience of office life, and attributes
her entire freedom from all annoyance to a
resolute persistency in maintaining the purest
business status. She says:

VALUABLE IIINT3 AND SUGGESTIONS.
The

POTT

Mrs. SwisUelm relates some incidents of her

Farmer.)

Agricultural and Scientific!

ous

|

\

tween business and social life, and so drag the
drawing-room with them, with its eoquecries,
on to and into the office.

Nov. 1,1865.

Wednesday Morning,

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

occupy.
I know that some, perhaps a majority, of
these dress thus from misapprehending the situation. They fail to see the distinction be-

cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or
Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 1,1865.

\

SKIRTS,
HOOP SKIRTS,
HOOP SKIRTS,
HOOP SKIRTS,
Hoop Skirts,

& CO.

The Portland Daily Press is published at
$8.00 per year in advance.
The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at #2.00 per annum, in advance;
$2.25, it paid within six months; and $2.i>u, it' payment be delayed beyond six months.

One Inch

PORTLAND,

Voi. 4.

ofC.ntre

Gravel
Jan26<lti

AND

—

Rooiing

FOR FLAT HOOF8.
E. HERSSYy AgPiltf
No 16 Union Stteet,

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND.
Morning, Nov. 1,1865.

Wednesday

!flf Pres' 11 tary-r than the comdaily unte »/
the other dailies in the city.
bied circulation of all
The

7ermn-$S,00 per

year

in atlcance.

ty Heading Matter on all Pour Pages.

t3^“ A contagious disease among horses is
prevailing all along the line of till New York
canals, which proves fatal. It is a sort of diptheria; the animal commences to drool when

first taken, and shortly after the tongue swells
rapidly, and the throat closes up. The disease
came recently with the army horses.
An odd scene is said to have occurred at
Bamum’s Museum on Saturday of last week.
A lecturer employed there having been notified that his services could be dispensed

The wonderftil old man who for so many
years has virtually wielded the power of the
British Empire, and controlled her destinies,
has at length passed away. No actor on the
great stage of European politics, unless, indeed,
it be the Inscrutable being who sits in the palace of the Tuilleries, has exercised so powerful
as the
an influence in the drama there enacted
this
of
view
In
of
fact,
late
England.

premier
some slight
his

career

sketch of the chief incidents in
may be ol interest.—

John Henry Temple, ora viscount raimerBton was born Oct. 20,17S4, and consequently
at the time of his death was 81 years of age.

The Palmerston peerage is an Irish one, and
viscount, who succeeded to the title at
the age of 18, had the alternative of taking bis
chance of election as an Irish representative
peer in the house of lords, or of seeking a seat
In the house of commons. He chose the latter,
and in that congenial field for his ambition he
the late

a

conspicu-

filled for the next twenty years
ous place. In 1809 he succeeded Lord Castlercagh as war secretary in the Percival cabinet, an office which he filled uninteruptedly,
in five different administrations, during a period of 19 yeara. On the accession to power of
Canning and his party in 1822, Lord Palmerston adopted the principles and policy of that
party and its great leader in relation to Catholic emancipation, parliamentary reform, and
other matters, and from that time forth was
identified with what is deemed the Liberal interest. In 1830 he lost his seat for Cambridge
University through his advocacy of Lord John
Russel’s Reform bill, hut was the next year returned for the little borough- of Bletchingly.—
It is a coincidence worthy of note that the man
who by Lord Palmerston’s death becomes indisputably the first of English statesmen, the
man to whom all eyes now turn as alone able
to grasp and wield the vast power held by the
dead premier,has just been rejected by the sister

university of Oxtord for the same unpardonable crime of a too progressive liberalism, and
present parliament tne traders and manufacturers of South Lancashire.
Since 1835 Lord Palmerston has sat for the
borough of Tiverton for which he wa3 returned at the last election.
In his capacity of
Foreign secretary he tvas constantly prominent in all European affairs. The establishment of the independent kingdom of Belgium
was largely his work, and the “quadruple alliance” for the professed support of constitutional government in Spain and Portugal was,
in its formation and its continuance, in a great
degree the result of his diplomatic skill. Less
creditable to his reputation for astuteness was
the part played by him in the events which
led to the Crimean War. Even Mr. Kinglake, whose book is not so much a history of
represents

m tne

events as an attempt to make them shed glory
England, has not been able to conceal

upon

the fact that in Louis Napolean the wily and

sagacious English premier
more

had encountered

than his match.

the progress of our war the influence oi Lord Palmerston has been constant-

Throughout

ly

exerted in a manner favorable to the

Uniby any

ted States.

Without being actuated
very great ardor of friendship, or enthusiastic interest in the principles invalved, he

has yet had the

good

sense

to see that

Eng-

land’s proper policy is to remain on good
terms with the United States.
In the present
condition of our relations with that country,
pending the settlement of irritating discussions, and the adjustment of important claims
on both sides, the event of hU death is one
which may have an

important bearing

on

national affairs.
The withdrawal of so
potent an influence can har ly fail to be deeply felt, though in what manner its effects are
to be shown it is, of course, impossible to orediet.
Few public men have held power through
our

long a

of years as Lord Palmerston.
The secret of the success which has attended

so

course

his career is to be found

partly, of coarse, in
his industry and talent for statesmanship, but
it is also largely explained by his tact as a parliamentary leader, his shrewd and accurate !
judgment of the character and temper of his
countrymen, and his wonderful skill as a debater and public speaker. Cooi, wary, sarcastic, but good-humored, he was a dangerous adversary in debate, while no man knew better
than he how by clear and forcible statement
to recommend a measure, or by judicious use
of vague phrases to cover his views and purposes with an impenetrable disguise.

Lord Palmerston was married to the dowager countess Cowper, daughter of Lord Melbume, but the union being without issue, the
title expires with him.
Seven Loyal Bishops.

It will be remembered that after the recent
action Of the Episcopal General Convention in

refusing to render thanks for the “restoration
of the national authority ovei the whole
land,” and the extermination of slavery, a paper was signed by a portion of the minority of
the House of Clerical and
Lay Deputies protesting against the sesmiDg disloyalty of that
body. Seven of the House of Bishops have
since declared tlupr non-concurrence in a
course of action wmeh would seem to
repudiate as grounds of gratitude ts
Almighty God,

the re-establishment of the National Union
and the emancipation of the slaves.

The following is an extract from this second
protest, which bears the signatures of Bishop
Mcllvaine of Ohio, Bishop Lee of Delaware,
Bishop Eastbum, of Massachusetts, Bishop
Burgess of Maine, Bishop Vail of Kansas, and
of Bishop Lee and Assistant Bishop Bedell of
Iowa:

“The House of Bishops
unquestionably loved their
country and its unity, and they could not approve
the system of human bondage; out they will seem to
have aJopt *d as the position to be henceforth occupied by this Church, one which is consistent with indifference to the safet y and unity of the nation, and
to the freedom ot the oppressed.
This is a position which, as the undersigned believe, should not he maintained by any branch of the
Christian Church in the United States, whether in
the present or any ftitnre generation. To signify
that It was not accepted by all on this occasion, an
that those who did not accept it believed it to have
been accepted at all only because an extreme desire
for conciliation and unanimity prevailed for the hour
the undersigned have prepared this
perfect and cordial respect for their brethren, but under the sonsciousness of a great duty to the inseparable interests of their beloved Church and country.

document, with’

Almost the Only Issue.”

The Saco Democrat advocates political doctrines of the most exceptionable character,
and of the most definite stripe, but it has the
merit of standing up squarely to its own record, and of not attempting to dodge the responsibility of its own logic. Here is the conclusion of a brief article entitled “The Black
and we commend it to aU Democrats
who believe in
equal rights, in “equal and exact

justice,” and

Webster’s definition of a
llUi3OTle
favors the ex-

in

®“f suffrage
tension of

to all classes

of

men :

thJhMeftanclwr oflue^tlr'6
?egr°
that. Iiadlcals>

dare not trust even
On the other hand the
in evsry state without
partial suffrage by its
it idle and false to deny that
in issue, but it is almost the only

aud

is

they

excep^^^Pa^V
pla'fffZ’
tiiat o°n J25 Is
i^v?eSti°.KJ8
Democracy oppose negro voting for the rilf
cals against the
of the

opportunity

of his last public
appearance to give the astonished audience
some information not usua ly promulgated irom
the platform. He Btated that the dwarf on ex-

with,

Palmerston.

ITEMS OF STATE NEW3.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

seized the

hibition

a mere

was

baby; that the Circassian
Brooklyn and spoke Eng-

female was orn in
lish iu private life; and made othei interesting
disclosures of a similar character as to other

features of the Musenm.
B3?"At a levee in Malden on Wednesday
evening, Gen. Banks said—For himself he did

who think they
belong to that class of men
can control affairs better than Providence and
their own sagacious proarrange the future by
visions. No man, whatever his capacity, can

not

ohange truth

falsehood

to

or

turn the currents

of history.
gy A mass convention of western farmers
and grain dealers is called to assemble at Morris, 111., on the 22d of November, to break down
the excessive rates now charged on grain shipments to the East.
Large quantities of grain
are stored which would come east and lessen

prices hut for the heavy freight charges.
B5?"A street car conductor in St. Louis has
been fined $25 for trying to eject a coloxed
from his oar.
B?-The political campaign in New Jersey is
a vigorous one. Over
eighty republican speakers are in the field. The
republicans are sanwoman

guine of

success, and the democrats concede
that the result is doubtful.
erst Louis is clearing its streets for the
cholera. The Council requires every householder to cause the sidewalk and gutter in front
of his premises to be thoroughly cleaned twice
a

week.

named Samuel Taylor, thirtySif^A
six years of age, hung himself in London lately,
and at the inquest bis father, who gave evidence, attributed the act to his son’s partiality
for smoking, which he thought had affected
his brain. The pipe, he said, was never out oi
his mouth. The jury did not bring a verdict
against the pipe.
sy There were twenty thousand persons
weighed on the scales at the Boston Mechanics’
Fair last week.
The average weight of men
was 1411-2
pounds; average weight of women
was 124 1-2.
The largest man
293
man

weighed

pounds. The largest woman weighed 274 1-2.
Ky Musioal cigar stands, imported from

Paris, are now

for sale. A knob at the
top ol
tho octagon case opens eight
doors, displaying
the cigars, and at the same time sets a music
box running; but it’s necessary for the owner
to keep good cigars in it, it he wants to have it

play melodiously.
Sy -Kev. Henry Slienk, a Bishop In

the old
Menonite denomination of Christians, suddenly expired on Sunday last, while in the pulpit
of his church, in Pequa township, Lancaster

county, Pa.

He had just concluded an earnest
exhortation and sat down, when he drew a
couple of long breaths and died. His age was
about 75 years.

./“The Georgia State Convention has abolished slavery by a unanimous vote and without
debate.

work.

By On Sunday evening, the house and barn
by Goodwin Littlefield of

owned and occupied
h rankfort, were

destroyed by fire together with
forty tons of hay, a large quantity of grain and
all his farming tools and furniture.
No insurance.—[Whig.
B3^“A few evenings since the Bides of a
storehouse in Bangor, used for
storing barley,
burst out, with a loud noise. About 3000 bushels of barley were stored, most of which was
saved.

B3?"An elderly man by the name of Estabrook was killed, a few
days since, by a bull
belonging to Mr. J. W. Bradbury of Burlington. The animal
trampled him under foot and
gored him in his legs and body. Mr Estabrook
lived about three days after the accident.—
[Whig.

hung.
By The voyage of the ship Janus, which ar
rived at this port yesterday, after an absence oi
nearly forty months, must be a very satisfactory one to the owners. She sailed for about

$24,000; and her oil on board with what she
sent home during the voyage, will amount tc
full $100,000; leaving the ship worth from onethird to one-half more than when she sailed.—
[N. B. Mercury.
jyThe New

York He raid has a report that
Chief Justice Chose will resign.
tyGov. Fenton of New York has appointed Dec. 7th for Thanksgiving—same
day oi
the National Thanksgiving.

jy’The New York Tribune thus alludes tc
the election of Wade Hampton as Governor o:
Scuth Carolina : “The election of Wade
Hampton, formerly a Genera] in the rebel army, tc
be^ Governor of South Carolina, is a
singular
but not surprising manifestation of Southern
feeling. Wade Hampton, politically is one o;
the worst men of the
South—personally, one oi
th? best. We should have preferred Orr, but, a(
the same time, hope much from the kindness
and dignity „f Hampton's nature.”
gy They have got a talking dog in Boston.
He will say “Good morning,” and “How dc
you do” as plaialy as—any other dog !
BJT*The Hartford Press says : “As evidence
of the enormous profits some dealers make on
fruits, we have knowledge of one who bough:
grapes for 5 cents a pound and sold them in the
vetry town in which they were grown for 25 tc
40 cents.”

6yThe attempt to charge ten cents a quart
for milk is simply a piece of
unnecessary ex-

tortion,

and should be frowned upon

by

ever}

good citizen.
jyThe following important announcement
was thought
yesterday, worthy of being madi
by telegraph all the way from New York :

“Special dispatoh

in morning papers contain:
very little news." This was all New York had
to send.
The 2f. T. Weekly Review estimate?

Beunett’s loss in
advertising alone, by hisquarrel with the theatrical
managers of that city
at $100 a
day, or $36,500 per year. His loss on

printing

for the theatres, vhe result of the same
quarrel, is estimated at $36,000 per year.
J®“8now fell to the depth of a foot in Western Massachusetts and Eastern New
on

York,

Saturday last.
The

ten-cent currency notes are
nearly ready for distribution. They are half an
inch longer and a quarter of an inch wider
than those now in use. A medallion head
ol
Washington forms the centre of the vignette
while on the sides are minute
representation.of masts of ships,
warehouses,&o.; and, on each
side of the medallion, in
the
new

fancy lettering,
signatures of the United
States Treasurer and of the Register of the
Treasury are appended to tho note. The dress
figures

“10.”

The

is printed in green, and hut little bronze is
being used.
Ef At a concert given in Killaruey, Ire-

land, recently,

God gave the

hissed.

Queen

was

SSf“A Baptist minister in Brooklyn lately
to
marry a lady member of his church

refused

ecause her

intended husband

was

not

proreligion. A less scrupulous Presbyterian divine was found who
tied the knot with

feisor of

a

pleasure.
K3r*A Boston editor says if “to be present at
any diversion or entertainment” Sunday evenings, is a breach of the law, a religious contemporary hopes the law will be so amended as to
prbhibit any admission by payment of fee on
the Sabbath, rrhether on pretence of worship,
sacred music or auything else.
t5^”Tt is said that an old miner has discovered in East Boston iron pyrites apparently of a
valuable character and having a minute resemblanoe to such as in Colorado are wrought
for gold. They have been successfully tested
witb acids. There is an opinion among Colorado miners that
contain

they

oth^i^iTn
W°Vb® Philadelphia Press,
WashinSon CAr^Forney>

Johnson

hSs

copperhead

to

editor

new

leta7erB
tbal
4
ppointtd

office,’^

of

the

“PrCBident
one

Bingle
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OP PORTLAND

MARKETS.

UNITED STATES

MONDAY,

on

HOTEL,

the gold market
The great
during the past
week has been the United States Government, which
has marie disbursements on account of the November interest on the 5-20’s, largely in excess of the customs demand fur coin. Specie exports have been
light, exchange tending downward nnder the increasing supply, especially of bills drawn against shipments of cotton. Cotton has advanced Jd in Liverpool, and notwithstanding a slight advance here is
still going abroad freely. On Wednesday alone 8,509
bales were cleared from >iew York. The legitimate
demand for gold has been easily met; prices have
been easier, ranging from 144£(gl46$; operators for a
rise have burned their fingers, and nobody cares.
The stringency in the money market atm continues,
bear in

agricultural

purposes.

SSfThe

Bath Times speaks in high terms of
the management and improvement of affairs at
the State Prison, paying many deserved compliments to the Warden.

B3F*There ars a great many Fee-mans
city. The lawyers and physicians take

the “brotherhood”

as

naturally

SSF" A new machine shop
operation at Skowhegan.

as

in

to
ducks to a

has been put in

£3F*The Aroostook Sunrise learns that par
ties in Fort Fairfield are negotiating with
Joseph B. Hall, Esq., formerly of the Aroostook Herald, and recently of the Courier in
this city, to start a new paper in that town.
He proposes to engage in the enterprise if they
will raise him $1,500.

K^—The rates of wages at the Kittery Navy
Yard, recently cut down, have been restored,
so that they are precisely as
they were before
the-change.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
—The Congregational Church in So.
Bridgton having very liberally increased the salary
of their pastor, he has withdrawn his resignation.
—A Georgia journal says that mauy of the

leading Methodist clergymen of the State, in
aonsequence of their hostility to their Northern brethren, have made overtures to the
Epis
copalians for a union with them.
—Bishop Davis, of the Episcopal Church in
South Carolina, approves a reunion with the
Northern branch of the c
—The Congregational
it Chicago opened last week with
stu-

Cures

Et^Reiueniber Dr.
from

PHOTO QRA-FHS I
THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment in
the State.
All work warranted.
Card Photographs $3,00 per doz.

Cafnrrli*

of

Drb.

Ligbthill—Gentlemen:—Having

A* M.

McKEVNEV,
Oct 6—8 2T OD<J&eow3m
284 Congress St.

been un-

der your treatment for the past six months tor Chronic

Catarrh,

I take

pleasure

in

saying

gratitude for

in

that I

belief
of the

cured;

am

disease have

turn.

at

PHOTOGRAPHIC

any rate, the symptoms

disappeared,

Very respectfully,

1 trust not to

forty

lents. This is quite an advance over the usual
number.
—A correspondent of the Presbyterian Banmaintains that “Broad Church” views, like
those held by Dr. Stanley, are spreading
among
the Presbyterians of Scotland. He mentions
the names of Dr. Norman McLeod, the editor
of “Good Words,” Dr. Caird, Dr. Lee and Principal Tulloch, as those who are suspected of
entertaining these sentiments.
—An important step has been taken in the
ncr

formation of a “board of trustees of the
Methodist Episcopal church in the United
3tates.” This board is incorporated under the
aws of Ohio, Bishop D. W. Clark
being the
president, and Rev. Adam Poe, D. D., the
treasurer, Its service is to hold in trust moneys given and bequests made to the Methodist
recent

Episcopal

church.

—The American missionary society held its
nineteenth anniversary at Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher’s church in Brooklyn, N.
Y., on Wednesday and Thursday. The receipts and ex-

penditures

of the past year were about $140,The labors of the sooiety among the ft-eed-

J00.

extensive and

promising.
—The Kentucky synod of old school Presbyterians, after a long discussion, adopted a
compromise platform, denouncing the patriotic
tnen

are

action of the

general assembly, but refusing

to

secede on account of it. Dr. Breckinridge and
other out-and-out Unionists had previously left
the meeting in disgust.
—After full consultation it has been decided
to hold a New England Methodist convention
of preachers and laymen.
It will probably
meet in December. Zion's Herald says: “Noth--

ing revolutionary is

intended, but simply a
active development and use of the powers
of the church within the strictest constitutional limits.”
more

—The Alabama Baptists have just closed
their annual meeting at Montgomery. In the
ipeeches made the assertion was often repeatid that the negroes are worse off now than
when Blaves, and that the n jrthern missionaries
must be forestalled and not allowed to get a
foothold in the South. The idea that the North
should regard the South as a missionary field
held to be insulting. One minister said
that the negroes are already better Christians
than the people of the North.
was

—The sixteenth annual
ican Bible Union (Baptist

meeting of the AmerRevision)was held in
Wednesday and Thursday. Rev.

New York on
Dr. Armitage presided. The new translation
progresses well. Since the last anniversary the
work on the Old Testament has been recommenced by Dr. Conant. Dr. Bliss is still
prosecuting his labors for the union on the historical books. The coming year, it is
hoped, will
be distinguished by the publication of a considerable portion of this part of the Bible. A

pulpit aud family testament in large print, is
just published. The poetic parts have been
printed in poetic form, thus ex ibitiug the indications of rythm which appear in the
original, aud all the quotations from the Old Testament are so presented as to leave no doubt
where they commence and where they close.—
This, it is claimed, is the clearest exhibition of
the revelation of God in any existing version
of the sacred Scriptures. The receipts of the
year were

$29,028,

and the expenses

a

thousand

more.

—Rev. Eugene de Normandie was installed
over the Unitarian
society at Marlboro, Mass.,
on the 19th.
—In theUniverealist
Convention at Chicago
on
Thursday, Rev.Dr. Ryder asked for $100,000
for the endowment of Lombard
University, and
$25,000 for general denominational
purposes.The sum of $33,000 was raised on
the spot.
-The Christian ItegUter says tnat
Pope Pius
IX, who is seventy-three years jeld, reached the
his
on
of
the
19th year
pontificate
loth of Sept.
Of the 259 popes recognized by the Romish
Church, eight alone have worn the tiara as long
aB

Pius IX.
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quotations.

DUCK—Portland duck is again in the market and
taken up as fast as manufactured at $1 20 for No. 3

For sale at

a bargain, the Stock, good will, and fixof a well established DRY AND FANCY
GOODS BUSINESS, in one of the most flourishing
cities in I he State.
For particulars apply to
G. PACKMAN 8l CO*.

LOOK, LOOK l
SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, and

FISH—Receipts of dried fish are improving, but
with an active Western demand there is no chance for
accumulation of stocks and prices are fully sustained.
Tho poilock fishery has proved a partial
failure, aud
prices have advanced 25a 50 c ty qtl. The catch of
shore mackerel is insignificant, many vessels having
left the ground without fares. See quotations elsewhere.
FLOUR—Receipts of Western flour are improving,
and with light sales, stocks have been
steadily increasing during tho week. White wheat flours are
firm, but interior grades have fallen oft about 25c
brl.
Corn meal is steady at $1 03$?$ 11’5
bu
FRUIT—The market is w thout material variation. Lemons arc* dull at $G 50@7
box. Raisins

or

serious

to

—

efforts and

a

Let

firm at the late decline: we continue to quote bunch
at $5@5 25 ^ box and layers at $5 25@5 75.
The stock ol mixed corn is ample: prices
GRAIN
have advanced in New York and close firm here at
()6
$1 03@1
$? bu. Yellow corn is out the market,
ltye is in fair demand tor Rniall lots at $1 25@1 30.
is
less
active at$l@l 10. Oats arc quiet and
Barley
bu.
Shorts very firm at
tending down at 60@G5c
ton.
$28@30

few

tor

me

a

Wanted.
Oct

Dr.

P. R.

Lighthill.

HIDES AND SKINS—The market is quiet and
We now quote Buenos
Ayres at 27@31c,
Western dry salted at 18@19, and slaughter atOc.—
Lamb skins are worth $1@125.
IRON
Tho market is firm and active.—
Sales mostly in small lots and at full prices.
Stocks of both foreign and domestic are very light,

shading.

—

and the difficulty experienced in filling orders still
continues. The cost of home production has been
materially enhanced by the rise in coal. Cut nails
are firm at $8@3 50.

2o

MOLASSES—Stocks are very light, there being
first hands, and the market, though
quiet, closes firm at 60@62c for prune Cuba clayed,
and 70@75c for Muscovado. Cienfuegos commands
75@85e, and Porto Rico 90c@l 00 with little of either
in market. A cargo of Trinidad sold for 75c and is
Jobbing lor 80c.
NAVAL STORES
The market is quiet.—
Spirits turpentine is selling at $15 *
gal. Rosin
ranges from $10 for common to $22 for No. 1. Coal
tar pitch quiet at $3 50@3 75. North Carolina tar is
Jobbing in large lots at $0 60@750 and Wilmington at
$8 50@10. Oakum 1ms advanced to 12c@15 # lb.
OILS- Portland kerosene is firm at 90c for 1000
gals. 92$c for 5 brls, aud £5c for 1 brl, at the
factory. Winter sperm oil has advanced to $2 75
and winter whale oil to 31 90@2. Crude fish oils are
firm, prices ranging from $32 £39
brl for Pogie,
Shore and Bank. Lard oil is steady. Linseed oil has
receded to $147. Castor oil is firm at $3 75.
PAINTS—Union lead is firm at $16 50. Pure
dry
lead is very scarce at about $1G.
Other paints are
steady and without change in price. Demand good.
PLASTER—The market is quiet at $2 50 @2 75 »
ton for soft, a cargo having been sold
Friday for
$237$. Stocks light and demand increattng. Ground
plaster is held at $9 with moderate sales.
PRODUCE—The supply of fresh meats is very good
and prices rule without material
change. We quote
beef by the side at 9@13c $> lb and lamb at &£llc.
Chickens are worth 18 20e, and turkeys 18 (£22c
Eggs are scarce at 33«36c $? doz. Potatoesare
steady at 65@75c ^ bu. Sweet Potaoes have receded
to $4 50@5
brl. Onions steady at 3 25£3 50 &
brl. Cranberries firm at $12 50@14.
PROVISIONS—The market here is firm, with light
stocks and a moderate consumptive demand. In the
Western markets beef is reported steady and pork
entirely unsettled. Lard is quiet, without change of
price.
RICE-Is still quoted at ll@13c Cor India and Car-

STOEE,

E.

R.

__H.

warranted to do all that is claimed for it. Will
Grayest Heads to their original color,
whether black or brown. Cores all eruptions of the
Scalp, frees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
Is

restore the

glossy. Its perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the market. Try it. $1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents tor Portland,

hair moist and

Me.

nc6SN6w

Unsolicited Testimony.
Portland, Me., July 23, 1865.
lo Messrs. Burleigh if Rogers .'—Having been troubled with my Kidneys for some two yearB past, and
having tried a great many patent medicines to no
was induced to try SMOLANDER’S COMPOUND EXTRACT OF BUCKU, and, after using
two bottles only, I have found it what it is represent-

purpose, I

ed to be in every respect,—a benefactor to those troubled with Weak Back or Kidney Complaints, and

would cheerfully reccommend it to the public.
JOHN E. DOW, Insurance Agent.
Smolander’s Bucku is for sale by all Apothecaries.
Price one dollar.
octl8snd3w

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy

pain

IS at 1*7 Middle

Goods is

RUSSELL.

MRS.

WINSLOW,

Soothing
FOR

selves,

CHILDREN

TEE,THING

and

Relief and Health to yoor Infants.
We have pu* up and sold this article for over thirty
years, and can $ay in confidence and truth ot it
what we have nevor been able to say of any other
medicine—Never has it failed tn a single instance to
effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relfei
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach bottlle
None genuine unloss the fhc-siniile of CURTIS
& PERKINS. New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Prioe only 36 Cents per Bottle.
dune3snd&w6m

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew*
er has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties whatever.
Hall’s

treatment about
and

one

^w*Jnd^Si2^r5^hhd

J.

the

SOAP—American Castile is firm at 18c. For Leathe
it Lore s soaps, see quotations elsewhere.
Aulet with a m°derate demand from
ti
cf8
the trade.
Slocks arc small, hut prices have licsn
forced a little higher than the market will bear. Cassia has receded £o *1 05,
nutmegs to *1 60, and mace

30

A^esbury Street

powdered.

Discharge

Junction,

Sept. 1st.

consulted many physicians and
aurists, but
could get no relief. Acting under- the‘advice of
I had

TEAS—The market continues very strong, and
sales increase. We quote Souchong at 75,®90c ® th
¥
Oolongs at 95c® 115, and Japan at
20®EM.
TIN—Is firm at 45c
lb for English nig and *
S1AS
®
15 50 *> box for I. C. plates.

friends, (who, by their own experience, know of Dr.
Lighthill’s success in the treatment of such difficulties,) I gave him a trial, which resulted in the complete restoration of my hearing. Tho discharge from
my ear entirely ceased, without detriment to my

Demlnd g^Si.

TOBACCO—There is a steady demand from the
trade and prices continue to rule very
regular as
quo-

moderate

sales,
quotations.
WOOD—Hard woo4 brings at retail
fll@12 D
cord, and soft wood $6 50@7 50. ManufaoturedTkinding wood is still quoted at 35®50c i> box (containing about a barrel) for soft and hard.
WOOL—The onquiry is now mainly for the finer
grades, and the medium wool grown in (his State is
rather neglected. The Portland market has been
very
quiet, prices ruling at 60®«5c for fleece and 60@76c for

health. The cure was performed upon me four
months ago, during which time my
hearing not only
remained ; oo-i, (in spite of several colds which I suffered from,) but actually
improved,
can

puUed.

hear

been
I

as

perfect as though

my

so

that

hearing had

now

I

never

affected.

would recommend all those afflicted with the

complaint, to plaeo themselves under tho mild
treatment of Dr. LighthiU.
A. W. CLARK.
above

Care of Discharges froui the Ear** of nine
years’ standing, apon Mr. F. F. Pries t, of

Gardaer, Mass.
This is to certify, that for nine years or more I was
afflicted with a disagreeable* and offensive
discharge

|

my ears, rendering me quite deaf. About a
I placed myself under the care of Dr.
LigbtBnd to the surprise of my friends and xpyseli In

from

year ago

WMf

W. F.

use

it.

USED BY

TUE

Phillips If

N.

II., Proprietors.

Wholesale Agents.

Co

auglOsndfcwtim
1

SEELFS

X.33PE 1

HAIK

A Magical

Preparation

-FOB-

RESTORING-,

BEAUTIFYING-,

-and—

DRESSING
PRICE

•'

HAIR.

TUE

FIFTV

CENTS.

For sale at

CHARLES

Ear.

Junction, Me., hereby certify, that for thrbe
years I have been troubled with ^deaftiess a»d discharges from the ear. My deafness has been such
that, with the utmost exertions, I could not hear t.»e
loudest conversation, whe
directly addressed to|me.

fi®16c,

Nashua,

from

Db. Lighthill:—I. A. W. Clark, of South Ber-

..

should fall to

for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
f^T
take ne other.
R. P. HALL A CO.*

Wholesale

wick

SUGARS The market is qniet and we continue to quote Muscovado at
and Havana
at 16®17 jc. Refined sugars are still
quoted at
21}®21} tor crushed, granulated and

youq*.

and Retail,

-BYor

South Berwick

to ¥1 50.

FREIGHTS—Under an increased supply of tonnage. foreign freights were a little weaker at the
close, though there is as yet no actual decline. We
have to report the
tollowing charters. Brig Ben Carver for Cardenas, with box shooks at
25c. jBrig Snow
Biru for Havana, with box shooks at 26c and
hoops
on dock at $10
M. Brig Star of Hope for Havana,
term9* Bark S. B. Ha’e for Cardenas,and
£n•*>mla*ie
brig Th iraia Conner for Matanzas. both with box
shooks at i5c.
Coastwise freights are active at fall prices. For
lumber to New York, $3@3 25 & M: to Boston,
S2&2 25: to Baltimore $5; to Richmond, Va., $6 60.
Hay to Boston, $3 5 Xg4 ^ ton. Coal, from Philadelphia to this port, $3 30; from Baltimore, $360
1. To Ellsworth, Machine and other ports reached
by vessels of the Eastern Packet Co., 15@20c & brl
P brJ for beef and por£ $1 26 »
^>®2Cc and
hhd for molasses,
$3 50@4 ton for bay,

GLIDDEN,

Cares of Olorrlura,

Liverpool?

VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with
at

D.

or

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

(not constantly, however,)

was

box'*^a^ie sa^remain8steady at 33c

tcu oisewnere.

year,

splendid hair dressing.

a

No person, old

that I could

entirely cured; my hearing having remainperfectly well since. While nnder your treatment
my general health was not affected, in feet I followed
my usual business without any iLtorruption.
Yours respectfully,

continue to quote
and

and

doaf

ed

“ominaUy higher bat there is now
we

It Is

Ask

with difficulty hear anything at
all, but after remaining under your mild treatment about six months, I
commenced to improve.
I remained under your

olina.

mS‘^f^'7Pri,co?!':oflrmand

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair'soft, Ins*
trous and silken.

La whence, Mass., Jan. 27,1865.
Dr. Light hill—Dear Sir; On the first day of
so

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

INAL COLOR.

J. H. BURLEIGH

w

„.5UM_Pric?8
little
or no sale.

IT

GUSTIS

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July

22—endtf

ITCH 1

ITCH I

ITCH!

Scratch, Scratch,

Scratch!

Wheaton’s
Ointment
Will-Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours*
Afcoente* SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, CMbUtns,
ana all Eruptions qf the Skin.
Trice 50 cents. For

Boston.

Ar at Mauritius Sept 10, Ellen Hood, Kilby, Calcutta, (and mailed 15tli for New York.)
Sid fm Rangoon Aug 21, Montebello, Kelley, (hr
Callao.
Ar at St Helena
lor England; 11th,

Maulmam
Sept 8, Europe, Reed,
Rising Sun, do tor Faixuouth, E;
15th, Statesman, Pendleton, do for do.
SPOXEX*
lat 35 S, Ion 21 E, ship Vicksburg, Irotu
Calcutta for Hull E.
Oct 18, lat 32 28, Ion 74, brig J Polledo, Marwick,
from Portland for Matanza*.

Aug 21,

New Advertisements.

Coupons','.'.*.'.'.*’. 1»3
.*.’.*.’.to*}

U. S. Coupon Sixes,
1881,.
U nlied States 7 3-10th* Loan, 1st series.
2d series.
UO
3>J aertaa
United States
1st

97

•J°

issue.! !!!!*.*.*.

Flro-twentles,

j

97}

071

103$

small.lOlj

do
2-J Issue.
United States Ten-lortle.
Maine State Sixes, 1882.

lOOy

cs"
Kulroad.!..!.!. 97*
7*
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.. IV. 95
Eastern

_MARRIED.
In this city, Oct :0, by Rev Dr Sludler, Marshall W
Wright and Miss Sarah I> King, both of Portland.
In Waterville, Oct 81, by Rev Dr Sheldon, Horace
charlotte’ daughl“

by all druggis.s.
By sending 00 cents to WEEKS * POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be torwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25, 1365.—s s d&wlyr

MR.

Goods

Knowing,

in a neat and
tantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

Tlia-t Robber

can

be

repaired

subs

133'“ A Physiological View of Marriage*
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the HumanOr-

with a TreaHealth and Disease,
its Deplorable Consequence*
Author’s Plan of
upon the Mind and Body, with the
successful mode of
Treatment—the only rational and
of oases treated. A
cure, as shown by the report
and those contemtruthful adviser to the married,
doubts at their physplatin'* marriage, who entertain
of postage to any addrees,
ical condition. Sent free
to Btampe or postal currency,
on receipt of 25 cents,
Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maidon Lane,
by
A
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either personaUp or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Qct 6—8 K d*w6m
gans in

a

tloe

Early Errors,

state o4

addressing

A.

LOCKE

J.

Lancaster Hall,
Tuesday EveuKug, Novenber ?, ISOS*

On

Term to consist of Twelve Lessons.
Ladies’ Class
will meet at 7 o'clock. Uent.’s Class at 8 o'clock.
Terms for Ladies #3,00. Gentlemen $5,Ou.
P.S.—Those wishing to attend will please commence the tint lesson, ts this will be the only term
be will teach this season.
novl did

ofymtoZXlorw*1**
Ocl 30, by Rev

SOCIAL
win

There
HALL,

be

LEVEE
levee at Lincoln

a

on

Thursday Evening',

Nov. 2d,

Farthebenolltof the Ladle.' Sewing Circle of the
Sumner Street Church. The public are respectAilly

died.

invited.

In Bath, Oct
8 months.

30, Julia A Town, aged 14 years and

Lost overboard, Sept 30, tr

Crescent City,
on the passage from
to Ellworth, Lug, Horace
E Wilson, of Bath,
21 years 9 months.
In Thomaston, July 10, ( apt Geo Robinson, aged
81 years 3 months 2
Oct 5, Mrs Susan, wife ol
the above, and of the same age, having been born the
same day and hour of the same year.
In Woolwich, Oct 16, Abbie E Covel, aged 13 years.
In Lewiston, Oct 16, AKP, eldst son of E B Seavey, aged 16 years 4 months.
m

Akyab
aged

Cards of Admission,
Cards of Admission,

ship

IK-

days;

SYDNEY CB. Ship John S Harris—800 tons coal,
to James L Farmer.

Sun rises.8.34
Sun sets .4.83

Moon riRes.4.1G AM
High water.&.45 AM

MARINE NEWS
OP

PORT

PORTLAND.

ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John NB
for Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Ship John S Harri. (Br) Bailey, Sydney CB.
Barque St Jago, White, Salem.
Brig Zephyr. (Br) McCulloch, Plctou for Boston.
Sch Mary Jane, (Br) Price. St John NB.
Sch Centurion, Green, Boston.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.
Sch Baltic, Foss, Salem.
Sch Hope, Treworry, Sorry.
Sch Arrival, Parnham. Boothbay.

Sch Pasha, Bibber, Harps well.
Sch Lexington, Kollocb, Rockland.
Sch Amanda, Jones, Eastyort for Boston.
Sch Belmont, Hodgkins, Bangor for Salem.
RETURNED—Barque Ellen Stevens; sell Henry
Janes.
CLEARED
Brig Hiram Abiff, Tibbetts, Havana—S C Chase.
Brig E'sinore. (Br) Moore, Cornwallis NS—master.
Brig Arcturus, (Br) Stiles, Hillsboro NB—master.
Brig Sea Bird, (Br) Edgett, St John NB—Thomas
Paddock.
Eastern
Sch Arkansas, Thorndike, Thomas ton
Packet OCo.
Sch President Washington, Howard, Waldoboro—
—

Eastern Packet Co.

FROM OUn CORRESPONDENT.

GREEN’S LANDING, Oct 24—Cld, schs Counsellor, Means, Ellsworth for Boston; Patriot, Gray.
Gloucester for Bangor.
Oct 26—Cld, schs Lady Jackson, Cliatto. Bluehill
tor Rockland; Ophlr, Cand&ge, from Rockland tor

Philadelphia.

Tucker, from Cardenas for Portland,
(before reported abanooied at sea) watt fallen in with
Oct 25, in lat 30 50, Ion 79 22. in a sinking condition,
and the vessel a complete wreck from the edict of a
gale. There was nothing standing but her
mainmast. All hands were taken off the U S steamer
Massachusetts, from New Orleans, and landed at

heavy

Philadelphia.

Sch Garland, from Philadelphia for Boston, put into New York 30th for repairs, having been run into
by an unknown steamer and lost bowsprit, jibboom,
head gear. &c.
Brig LC Watts, before reported ashore at Naushen,
has gone to pieces.
Brig Eastern Star, Griffin, at New York from Barbadoes, experienced strong N and NW winds; 1. st
deck load ot molasses, split sails, &c.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
JACKSONVILLE—ad 18th, brig H Means, Hall,
New York.
SAVANNAH—Cld 21st. brig Mary Cobb, Duncan,
New York; sch May, Kelley, Boston.
PORT ROYAL SC—Cld 8th, brig Itaeka, Rose, for
New York; 14th, ship Vanguard, Russell, Mobile.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, brigs Sea Fcsm, Coombs,
Turks Island; Martha Washington, Blanchard, Boston; schs S H Jackson, WUey, Boston; S H Cady,
Bristol.

PHILADELPHIA -Ar 27th, schs Ceres, Trefcthen, Boston.
Cld 27th, brig Minnie Miller, Anderson, Boston;
sch Ceres, Trefethen, Dover NH.
Ar 28th, brigs Forest State, Shute. Bangor; JW
Woodruff. Eaton, Boston; W R Sawyer, Ray.Balem
schs A F Howe, Eaton. Bangor; Oneida, Davis, do;
J H French, Burgess, and S A Hammond, Paine,
Boston; W Crnwtotd, Haskell, Newburyport.
Ar 29th, brigs Emma, Titcomb, OrchlUa; R 3 Hassell, Blanchard, Trinidad.
At Delaware Breakwater 28th, barque PhUena, for
Portland; brigs Marshall Dutch, for Boston; Maria
Wheeler, for Saiga; Lincoln Wehb, for Portland;
schs C S Dyer, from Sullivan for Baltimore; Ida F
Wheeler, for Portsmouth; Mail, for Gardiner.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, brig Leonard Berry, Steele
Bermuda; 29th, sch Agenora, Murch. New burg for
Boston.

Cld 28th, sch Ruth H Baker, Knight, Philadelphia.
Cld 3 th. ships Calhoun, Page, Liverpool; Sterling,
Small, New Orleans.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23th, schs Louisa, Saunders,

Calais;

Pa ran, Clark, Machlas.
Ar 3*th, sch Cosmos. Stetson, Rockland.
NEWPORT—Ar 28tn, sch*
Langley, Calais for New Haven; Alpine, Pressey, Providence for EUiahethport.
Ar 30th, schs Forest, Merrill, Providence for New
York; Zampa, Johnson, do for Baltimore; William,

John^dLanglcy,

Fletcher, Eliaaoethport.
AT 30th, brig Moses Day, Load. Philadelphia.
Sid 29th, sch Gea Flower,Uuptill, (from Bristol) for

Portland.
HOLMES’S HOLE-Ar 27th, schs DP. Thompson,
Rondout for Newburyport; Vulcan, Hersey, Wareham lor Pembroke.
Ar 28th, sch Isaac C Herts, Gray, fln Rockland for
MoMle.
Ar 29th, brigs E H Kennedy, Ueyer, and J Aviles,
Tracy, Philadelphia for Boston; A F Larraboe, Carlisle, New York for Bangor; schs Laurel, Parker,
Turks Island tor Frankfort; Gauges, Lord, Georgetown DC for Boston; Sinola. Kelton, and Dhigo,
Dal how, Philadelphia for do; Harriet Newell,
do for do; Mary Louisa. Guptttl, frn Rondbut ft r do;
Michigan, Greenlaw, do lot do ; Abbie E Willard,
LanslT, Port Ewen fordo; John. Falk Ingham, from
Elizabeth port for do; Convoy. Merrill, New York lor
do; Defiance, Nash, do tor Newburyport; William
Arthur, Loriug, Elizabethport lor Portland.
Std, bar iue C B Hamilton; brigsCastillian, Chesapeake, and Aroostook; schs Leesburg, Baltic, Sarah
Jane, Oriental, Mt Hope,
Flora King, Lyn-

Gould,

Hudson,

don, Dacotah, J W Hall, Venus. George Edward,
Wings of the Morning, Union, Challenge, Ida, and
Antelope.
Ar 30th, barque Zotoff, Carle, ftn Philadelphia for
Bangor; brigs Marla Wheeler, Wheeler, d. for Salem; Lincoln Webb, Greenlcal, do for Portland;hs
Dolphin, Crocker, ftn Kondout for Boston; “*“1®
do tot
Sampson, Blake, and Id* F Wheeler, Dyer,tor se
Portsmouth; Ada Ames, Marstou, Rockland
do
York; Triumph, Mills, do for
,ohn

A».n
coin Webb:

F
Kb. Flora

King.

Challeng,

la.urel Si-

25 cts.
50 cts.

HALE,

DEALER IN

Engravings, Lithographs,
Oard Photographs, Fioture Frames, Ac.
CORNER OF FREE AND C ROSS STS., (3d Floor,)
PORTLAND, MAINE
Published—Views of Appomattox
place ot Oen’l Lee’s surrsuder.

Juit

House,

Court

the

Wanted

Agents

In every town in the State to canvas* for some of the
most popular Engraviusure to well in every family. Enterprising men with a capital of five to fifteen

day.

dollars, can

make from three to ten
a

dollars

per

Circular.

H. W. HALE, P. O. Box No. 17T2.
Nov 1—<13t&w4w*

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

DR. W.

N.

ATedical

DEMING,

Electrician

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizen* of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located In this city. During the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
ot the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried ether forms ot treatment in vain, andcuring
patients in so Bhort a time that the question Is often
askoJ, do they Btay curod? To answor this question
we will say that oil that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second Vne without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and i« also a regular graduated physician.
174

WHERE

Electricity

}*erfectly adapted

is

disputes in

to chronic

of nervous <»r sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
ia the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, Indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, niks—we cure

the form

every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, ami all forms of female

complaints.

Lady Ellen, Libby, Ellsworth for

Portland.
Ar at Portsmouth 31st, barque Andes, Dalilng, fin

Berry,

W.

For tall particulars send for
Address

Tuesday, October 31*

Bluehill.
Oct 27—Cld, sch
Portland.

Ladies,
Gentlemen,

Good Music wi 1 bo in attendance.
Nov. 1—dtd

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic
tty of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deaf to bear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature liie

presented; the calamittat of old ago obviated and
circulation maintained.

an

active

LADIES
Who have cold banes and feet: weak stomach*, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: illzc>
ness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain In the side and back;
feucorrhcsa, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polynus, and all that long
train of diseases w ill find in Electricity a sure mean?
For painful menstruation, too profuse
of cure.
menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble*
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, In a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH I

TEETH 1

TEETH I

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain.
Persons having do ayod
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting be would give a polite invitation to toll.
Superior Elkctho Magnetic Machines tor sale
for family use, with thorough lnstrui tlons.
Dr. D. con accomnvN&te a lew patients with board
and treatment at his dimisc.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.

Agents

M.; from
novtti

Wanted !

AMERICAN CONFLICT, by Horace
Greeley. This work h*as no rival as a candid,
lucid, complete and an then tic history of the Great
Civil War. Its popularity is sufficiently indicated by
the feet that the weekly sales of Vol. I. are greater
th>n those of all similar histories united.
Vol. II. will be completed at the earliest day consistent with thoroughness and accuracy. Tbe author
having availed himself of the full official reports of
the Confederate, os well as the Union authorities,
will
present both side* of t^e great struggle with

TO

Mil the

equal fairness.

abundantly

This volume will

the

sustain

high reputation of Vol. I.
No man in America is more conversant with the
subject than Mr. Greeley, and tore irore competent
*
•
•
to do it justice.
We confess that we
are agreeably disappointed.
It is pervaded by a
of
spirit catholicity and froedou from partisan leaning that some of Us beat friends did not expect.—JJEvening Journal.
bcuiy
“The American Conflict,” by Horace
Greeley, may
pr ve to the progressive thinkers of all uatlons a
work of equal interest with Napoleon's “Life of Caesar.”—A. F. Herald.
It ts altogether superior for reference to
any volume on the subject that has yet appeared.—Cincinnati

Enquirer.

We earnestly recommend this history as a work of
marked ability. No person of candor could read It
without teeling Indebted to the author .—London Daily News.
Mi.Qreely is qualified above all his cotemporaries
for the task which he has undertaken.— London Sat-

urday

Review.

Address O. D. CASE & CO., Publishers, Boston,
44w3w
Msss., 81 Washington St.

Agents

Wanted !

AdvooB TEARS IN SECESSIA.
tore, within and beyond the Pw 11 Line*. By
Junius Hesri Bhowrb, Special War Cjrretpomlenl
VtkeNcv York Tribune. most
interesting aocount
This volume furnishes a
of the author’s personal experience daring the late
of fects and Incidents
war, embracing a groat vanety
ol the m >st thrilling character.
canvassers, returned soldiers, teachw 111 find this
ers, ladies, and all seeking
a rare chance to engage In a pleasant and profitable
business.
One of the most reliable books that have swarmed
the commencement ol tbe year.
from the

rpo mIIFOI

1

Experienced

employment,

yesssinee

His theme Is a most
interesting one, and he has
used it to excellent adyantageCincimuiti Gazette.
Mr. Browne’s book abounds in rollicking fun and
humor. His pictures of Bohemian life in the army

are

very rich. -Brooklyn

Address

U. D.

44w3w

Daily

Time*.

CASK 8c COM Pukl-ahere,
8t Washington Steel,

Bostoji,

Mass

Wanted.
COMPETENT MAN to take charge of a Mannfactory in the State of Maine, on the Urand
Trunk Kailroad. «f >ne understanding the w&nufecture of ‘Excelsior,” preferred.
Address Box 1683 Boston Post Office.
Nov. 1—w3w44
A

30th, brig S Strout,Wallace,
Atef reDFORD-At
White Swan, Wooster, do.
in
schs
Mary, Wilcox, ftn Calais;
°ho§TOX—Ar 30th,
and Ranger, Hallowell, Dennvs-

HaUowell,
Elizabeth, Brown, Pemr; Oracle, Carter, from
Pembroke; H F Cushing, Wood; Freedom. Donovan; Otranto. Hammond, and Caspian, Inga’ls, Machlas; Vienna, Look, Addison: Counsellor, Means,
Ellsworth; Grecian, Stratton, Hancock; Maiy Emily, Pendleton, Bangor: Lucy & Nancy, Billings, do;
Cameo, Matthews, Belfhst: Oceanica, Wallace, waldoboro; Northern Light, Orne, Boothbay; Harriet
FullenUpton, Portland; Florida, Thompson, do.
Cld 30th, barque StarHght Sparrow, New Orleans;
schs Romp, Mitchell, Lubec; S Berni'-e, Stewart, tor
Machlas; Sun, Harding, Bangor.
Ar 31st,
barques Daniel Webster. Ryder, Malaga;
Chas Brewer, Smith, Baltimore; brigs F.ssex, Bain,
do; Delmont Locke, Cochran. Philadelphia; sch*
Dacotah, RichardB, from New Orleans: Wings of the
Morning, Richards, do: Sophia E Jameson,Jameson,
New York. St Lawrence, Colbeth, Machiu*.
Below, ship Eastern Stav, from Shields; brigs Marshall Dutch, from Philadelphia; Sea Breeze, ftn do;
Marv

A Pact Worth

_

Will commence hi. Fell Term in Waltzing, Polka,
Mazurka, Vaiwrienne, Waltz and Fclka, yuadotlles,
Qallop, Polka lie Iowa, Spanish Dance, A c., at

In this city,
Coe and Miss

Dr Shatter, Allred H
Sarah J, daughter of Georgo Ayers, oi
Portland. [Corrected.]
in Balli, Oct 28, Duncan Frazier and Julia £ Dill,
both oi B; 30th, < ’has £ Look, of Leominster, Mass,
and Margaret S Stilphen, of B.

DANCING!

□

Ogdertsburg Second Mortgage Bonds

sale

on

Ar at ManUr. Aug 1!, Monsoon, Jay, Hong Kon*.
Cutwater, Dwight, San Francisco.
Sid Aug 10. Ocean Ranger. WUcomb, Boston.
Passed Aiyicr Aug 16, >Iag nta. Dudley, irom New
York tor Manila; 17to, fearkwy Drew, Manila for

Gold.

Brig Stella,

allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your-

South Berwick, Me., July 17, 1862.

your office

Boston Stock List.
the Broker* Board, Oot 31.

at

DISASTERS.

Syrup,

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will

fully record that after being under his gentle but efficient treatmen: only a short tfme, I could hear as
well as ever with my right ear,, which I have not been
able to hoar my watch tick through for six months.

to

Sales

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at Havana 30th ult, barque Norton Stover, from

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

From statements made by Mr. Clark, of South

came

JuneSldlyr

junc23tf

really magnificent.

AX

Berwick Junction, I was induced to call on Dr.
Lighthill, No. 10 Bedford street, and now cheer-

I

In its act upon the .1 In.
and Fancy Good’s Dealers

26*

Square,

—

June, 1863,

extremely beneficial
tale by all
Druggists

Miniature Almanac.November 1.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer

Cbuikshank, L. L. D.. Editor of the
Teacher, Albany, N. Y.
This may certify that, having been alllioted, during the year 1856, with severe and almost total deaf
ness, and having tried the ordinary medical and surgical aid, under the care of those esteemed as eminent practitioners, I was induced at last to put myself under the care of Dr. Lighthill. His treatment
was brief and successful.
I was completely restored, and the cure is apparently permanent. 1 have
all confidence in Dr. Lighthill’s skill and integrity in
the diseases he makes specialities.
JAMES CRUIKSHANK, L. L. D.
Albany, Oct. 1, 1882.

scarcely any in

At

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

C.

New York

ping

Market

oetl8snd3m

From James

the lumber market, and stocks are stilt light. Shipboards are quoted at $21@24. Spruce $17@19.
Hemlock $14@16.
Clapboards $26;<r27 for extra
J^aths Lave adspruce rapine are out of market.
vanced to $3 25@3 50 for spruce and $3 25@4 for pine.
Cooperage shows no variation in prices. Hoops are
in better supply. Shooks of city manufacture are
scarce and quick.
Transactions unimportant.

Elevators!

NEW YORK SKIBT & OOESET

JOHN NOTT.

LEATHER—The market is more quiet, and prices
have declined. Hemlock sole is selling at 32 @41 c 4?
lb, the outside figures for middle aud heavy weights.
Finished calfskins are in moderate request
at Si
-mv
50@1 75.
LIME—Is very scarce, and has gone np to $1 75®
1 80 4* cask. Demand active.
LUMBER—There has been considerable activity in

Box

ANDERSON’S

College, Schenectdy.
Schenectady, Jan. 17, 1864.
Db. Lighthill—Dear Sir : Having been cured
by you of a discharge in an ear, which has boon
very offensive of late, and, as far back as I can remember, always more or less so ; and having been
entirely restored to hearing since under your care,
I feel that I cannot withhold this acknowledgment
from any use it may be to others, especially as I have
applied in vain to my family physician and other
physicians of reputation. Yours truly,

#9@10.

AddreBs

WANTED.

23 Cents per Set !

From the Rev. John Nott, D. D., Prof, in Union

HAY—Thero is a little better demand, and prices
are firm at §14@16
ton tor pressed.
Loose hay
has beeh selling for about $15@1G, aud straw for

SOAP!

27—SNdlw

Cures of Deafness*

$6 50 for blasting and

COLGATE’S HONEY

THIS celebratod Toilet
Soap, In .uch unirersal
demand, I. made from the choicest materials, 1.
mild and emollient In
ita nature, fragrantly scented

IMPORTS.

advise all troubled with catarrhal difficulties

apply to

NURSE

Dress

application.

in this mode of

difficulty

WET

A

Af-

no

Box 132.

1786, Portland.

My

nose

little practice there is

DRESSER, Portland, Me.,

27—SNd4w*

Oct

catarrh has gradually melted away, my cough has
disappeared, my voice has become natural, and I am
The
once more able to preach the blessed Gospel.
peculiarity of Dr. LighthLTs is that he cleanses the
inside nasal passage with a healing solution, applied
by a curiously constructed syringe, in the phssage

leading from the roof of the mouth to the

will

t’ct0“'
w^S sate'

one

L»

twenty years.

present time.

to the

I

of these Gold-Plated Articles:—
Ladiea Neck Chain, Gents Yost Chain, No. 5 Locket lor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladies Jewelry, Gold Ring, Gents Chain Pin, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated Buttons, Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
Address

send you any

I began immediately to improve, and this
on

Me.

—t-—.

successful mode of treating catarrh, in Providence,
R. I. I visited him, and put myself r«der his treatimprovement lias gone

Lewiston,

_

Oct 24—sn dlw*

for

Hong Kong.

Chance.

tures

ew
gradually
worse, producing cough and
hoarseness, destroying the sense ol smell, and breasing down my general health tp such a degree as to compel me to resign my pastorate and suspend public
I made diligent use of the usual remedies, such as
snuff oi divers kinds, nitra'e of silver, tar-water,
olive tar and inhalations, but without any very
salutavy effects. Last summer while journeying in
the country for my health, I heard oi Dr. Lighthill’s

ment.

and 85c for No. 10.

Rare

strength

give
Prepared by

DR. W. P. MANSFIELD,
Proprietor of Mansfield’s Vegetable Mitigator.
For calc by MANSFIELD jt CLARK, No. 71
Green St, Portland, Me.
Orders by mall will rrceire
prompt attention.
Oct 3—s n dim*

•Jo

per

It

j

Liver,

whole System.

United States

No* 00 Middle Street, Portland*

Bittern.

\

American

PHOTOGRAPHER,

benefit of your readers who may be afflicted with catarrhal difficulties? I have been much troubled with

COFFEE Stocks of Java are now very low and it
has become almost impossible to replace them. Prices
very firm at 53&56c ** lb. Rio steady at 34@37c.

are

POB*ies PORTS.
Spareow, for
S?“# Zephyr,*ew
Pnm^Scot've^’,
York.
QueenstowniaVh ^P1?00'

San
Ar at

Coney, Bueno* Ayren **ln9t’ kar<ine Limerick Law.
These Bitters are not only valuable In all cases of
L''nJncSid flu Mansaullla
brig fanny Lincoln,
Bilious Diseases, Liver Complaints, Dyspepsia, Jaunlor Boston.
At
Nassau
NP
at
2d
Inst, scl,
dice, Costiveness, Headache, tfc., but in all cases of I New
Johli*™,
York, (and cld lOili for
GENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness of the
AratRermnda Stli, barque st .lame.
whole system, Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
New York for Cork, leaky and hi
Lav*
Ing experienced heavy weather.
Paine in the Side, these Bitters will be found most
valuable. Delicate females who are weak and sickly,
of
at
New
Boston,
[Per City
York.]
will find this medicine invaluable.
They operate
Ar at Littleton NZ July 12, Otago, Luu* (w.*
1
*
gently; they purify and mako new blood; they regu- Good Hope.
Ar at Melbourne Aug 21, Joshua Bates, Walker
late the
lorce and
to the
and

ALOTZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
ATo. 80 Middle Street,

re-

your ob’t Servant,
C. C. GREENE.

Boston,

affords

Mansfields Debility

for

E. S. WOKMELL,

ton. Dealers here continue to sell
Lehigh, Red
and White Ash at $15 ^ ton, delivered. Cumberland remains steady at $12.

at

SPECIAL NOTICES.

and

PORTLAND

kind and skillful attention, that I have derived
such
benefit from your practice, as to
induce the

essential

er

steady

Lighlhlll'a visit,

Nov.Sth until Nov. 11th, One Week

Oct 30—d&wtd

a

GUNPOWDER—Is

PlilEST.

Only.

C. C. Greene, Editor of the Boston
Post,
Boston, 12th June, 18C4.

From

greatly restricted the volume of domestic
trade; a large portion of the available funds of the
country—particularly at the West, is now absorbed
in withholding supplies from the market,
prices tending down and holders being reluctant to make any

$8 50 for sporting.

F. F.

Mass., July 1,1SC1.

~

and has

CORDAGE—The market is firm with a good demand. We quote American at
19£&21c & ft, Manila at boltrope at 27@27$, and Russia at 26@27c.
DRUGS AND DYES —There is a fair demand
for articles uuder this head, and previous rates are
generally sustained. Alum has advanced to 6*c ^ 1b.
Alcohol is very firm at $175 $> gal. For other kinds,
see quotations.
DRY GOODS—The market for cotton goods has
been very regular, prices
remaining firm and unchanged. Receipts are still limited, but sales have
ihllen oft somewhat. The financial aspect occasions
some lack ol confidence in present rates.
Prints are
scarce.
Delaines In fair demand. Woolen3 firm,
with a good demand for all seasonable styles. See

conaiduanoe of the constant

In

Gardner, Worcester Co.,

—

considerably

affected at all. My general health, which

impaired

afflicted.

on

temporary relief, but it is believed that sales at low- To the Editor or the Boston Journal.
rates will be the ultimate resource for holders of
Dear Sir:—A desire to bonofit tlioso
similarly
large stocks. Bread-stuffs and grain are quiet with afflicted induces me to
make the following statement.
increased receipts. Provisions steady, though WestFor many years I have been troubled with
ern pork is unsettled. Agricultural produce is firm.
discharges
from my nose, which afterwards t
Groceries dull, but stocks much reduced and firmly
egan to drop or
held. Metals In request at full rates. Lumber and
ooze into my throat,
ing quite a saving to the County.
causing me to hawk and spit alS3?-The Bath Times pays a handsome com- building materials active and buoyant, lime and most constantly, more especially in the
morning.
Box
cement
at
a
dead
higher.
shocks
considerably
pliment to the enterprise of this city. It says,
Soon my head began to be affected more
severely;
lock between buyers and sellers. Cooperage dull.
“the Portlanders are taking advantage of every
pain in head and over my eyes. My breath became
Fish tending up, the pollock and shore mackerel fishavailable opportunity to increase the business
eries having proved failures. Freights weaker, with fmted, and knowing what the result must be to ooninterests of that place.
The Board of Trade
an increased Bupply of tonnage.
santly inhale a foeted breath, made me seriously conhave started in the matter of a steamboat con- !
APPLES—Choice fall lruit if* scarce and firm at
sider my condition. My friends and even some
necti >n between that city and Machias, and
brl.
Baldwins
50
have
sold
Phyweek
the
$&u6
during
bu. Dried
sicians told me that my difficulty was
Cooking apples bring $1@125
subscriptions are being received for the pur- for $7. are
and
Catarrh,
scarce
at
for
and
15<a,20c
Western
very
apples
pose. We glory in the spunk of the Portland
Eastern.
consequently an incurable one. But when I asked
people; their enterprise and energy arc highly
ASHES—The market is firm and pot ashes continue
them the reason why it
(Catarrh) could not be cured,
lb.
commendable. We would that something of to bring ft&lOc
their reasons were so
that I resolved
unsatisfactory
BEANS—The
local
demand
for
white pea beans
the same spirit were manifested here.”
continues quite active, and prices are firm at
to consult Dr. Llghthill, ot whose saill in the
treatBSfVessels tu take lumber freights are in $2 75(0,3 -pbu. Marrows and blue pods are quiet
ment ot this disease I had so oiten heard.
at quoted rates.
high demand at Bangor.
BOX SHOOKS—No transactions have been reportTho»very examination made by 1dm inspired me
S®”The Lewiston Journal says there are ed during the week, and the market
closes quiet:
now in that
city 100 Fenians, 60 of whom are manufacturers holding at $1 for good pine boxes, and I with confidence, and I at onoe resolved to placo myFenian volunteers ready for action whenever buyers still offering 80c. Advices from Cuba do sell under his treatment, which resulted in a
nor encourage large shipments.
perfect
called to enter the Fenian revolution.
cure.
They
Is firm and we continue to
BREAD
My general health, which was badly affected
quote
round pilot at Il(£l3c
have a regular Company organization, drills,
lb, square at Grille, ship at by this disease,
began to improve, and I am now os
7@8c <Dlb, and crackers at 50@60c
loo.
&c., and most of them agree to fight for fathwell as though I never was afflicted. The treatment
of choice family butter are still
BUTTER—Receipts
erland when called upon.
light, and prices are firm at 42@45o
lb. Store but- is mild, painless, and perfectly harmless. To
those
B^”The Journal is informed that there is ter rules with lard at 28(a31c.
CANDLES—Moulds are still quoted at 22«23c ^
similarly afflicted I would advise to call on Dr. Lightin
Leeds
a
sensation
over
the
of
something
lb. Sperm are in moderate demand at 45@48c7
hill, and they will find in him all they desire.
supposed discovery of gold on the farm of
CEMENT—The demand for borne consumption conAbiatha Keene. The story goes that ore3 suptinues quite active, and prices closed at 2 40@2 50
Respectfully, &c.,
with a hare market and strong upward tendency.
CHAS. SMEAD, Hancock House.
posed to be gold were found in the crop of a brl,
CHEESE—Vermont
factory cheese is steady at l&a)
duck and that on digging in a gulch which the
20
lb aud New York at 15@20c. The market is firm
duck had frequented,speeimens of similar ore
at the recent advance.
From Rev. P. R. Russell, Lynn, Mass., to the Watchwere found.
The ores were sent to Prof.
COAL—Receipts in Philadelphia continue very
man and Reflector, Feb. 1,1S62.
The production is now in excess of the facililarge.
Hayes of Boston and pronounced to be gold. ties for transportation and there is said to be considDear Brethren Editors .—Will you permit me to
erable accumulation at the mines. The Philadelphia
The farm has already been bonded at a price
market is dull and cargo prices have declined 50«75c
make a statement in your valuable paper, for the
above its value for
The Oxford Democrat learns that hut
traverse jury will be summoned to attend
the next session of the S. J. Court in that
County. So few cases go to the jury, that it is
said, one will do all the work easily, thus mak-

much

discharge from my ears, is now as good as I can wish.
I cheerfully recommend the Doctor to all
similarly

DEAFNESS, CATARRH, DISCHARGE ftom the EAR, NOISE In
the HEAD, and all the varied diseases of the EYE,
EAR, THROAT, and NOSE.
All operations in Ophthalmic
Surgery successfully
performed.
t-if Artificial Eyos inserted without pain.

Note.-Our quotations represent prices of large
lots from first hands, unless otherwise stated, and In
filling small orders, higher rates have to be charged
For figures see quotations in another column.

The sale of government securities

was

Nov. 6th, to remain until SATURDAY NOON, Nov.
11th. during which time he can be consulted at the

Week endixq Oct. 31, lsas.

concession.

one's never

AURIST,

makers next professional visit,

Will

nty ears wore radically cured and my hearing restored, and as I write this my ears are as well as any

LIGHTHILL,

DR.

_

REVIEW

week’s time my ears ceased discharging, my
to improve, and shortly afterwards

one

hearing began

one

mudpuddle.

in favor of allowing every negro who can read
and write and has $200 worth of
property, tc
vote at once in every Southern State.
By A party of men recently broke Into tht
jail at DeWitt, Iowa, and took out a horse
thief named Heiner, whom they speedily

Maas.

H.,

worth,

SEECTAIL NOTCES.

Congregational Church, of
has extended a unanimous
call to Rev. Alex.
McKenzie, of Augusta, to
become their pastor, at a
salary of £3,000 per
annum. This ancient church was
organized in
and
was
eleventh
the
1636,
organized church in

Great

mouth Railroad in South Berwick, is to be
sold at auction Dec. 4th.
The Saco Democrat says Mrs. Mary
Clay, a lady 73 years of age, residing in Limington, has spun 515 skeins of fine woolen
yarn during the past season, and is still at

should be recognized till it agrees to the Constitutional Amendment and repudiates the
rebel debt. This &ct derives significance from
the additional fact that Col. F. is supposed tc
take his complexion, like a tree toad, from tin
object to which he adheres. At present he adheres to President Johnson.
gy The Washington correspondent of the
Traveller says in tho best informed circles
there is no expectation that the British
government will accede to our demand for
indemnity
for pirate damages.

hrctn-rre-t8hinkS’

l-

Falls & South Berwick
Branch Railroad, which extends from Somersto the Portland, Saeo & PortsN.

ByThe

this

gold.
tSf Governor Parsons of Alabama, has had
a protracted
interview with the President, and
r- presents
affairs in that State as being in a
and the restoration of civil tule and represen- very
good condition. Representatives will be
tation in Congress. Until this is done we have
Wh° W‘U “0t b® ol»ected
no Union.
South, now tram*
pled under the foot of despotism, because theC
would reinstate the South in the equal
enjoyment of taeir rights with the other Statesrights

By The item in yesterday’s Press in relation to the drowning of Lewis Morrison, in the
rear of E. Perkins & Son’s store, was cut from
the Baugor Whig, aDd the credit inadvertently
omitted.

0®“CoL Forney, who is a Conservative Republican, takes the ground that no rebel State

|jy Senator Henderson of Missouri, whe
had an interview with the President a few
days ago, Bays Mr. Johnson expressed himseli

—The Shepard

Cambridge, Mass.,

Aroostook, from New York; Hattie Eaton, ftn-Cld 31st, barque Sunbeam, Jordan, Callao: sch*
Statesman, Nickerson,Washington: Henry A, V> ade,
Waflboboro; A Lawrence, Stanley, Brooluto.
SALEM—Ar 30th, brig Edwin, Allen. Calais.
Cld 3')th, brig Abaratta, Bibber, Philadelphia.
NEWBURYPORT—A* 2Sth, sch Banner, Albec,

Ruth Thomas,Winslow,
^kMWtf^Khs
Bateman, Smart, Bangor.

andWm

PORTSMOUTk-Ar 29th, aeh* Unfoon, William*,
Bangor; Yontic, Prtabss, Boston,

Seizure

of Goods.

is hereby glveu that the following e Inscribed goods were seized at Lhls port, on the
days hereinafter mentioned, lor a violation of tho
Kevunuo Liwa:—

NOTICE

Sept. 2,18*5, on board Steamer “Now York
3
bbla. WUakay, maftod 0. Sept. 23, atelranel Trunk
Depot In tbbclty, 1 Trunk cemtalning 3 bag* Nutmeg*. Sept. 20, on board steamer “New York •’ I
.arked Ur. SomorvU^ Boston
basV
ceMitaumig CTeadtory and (lias, Ware- i
paikaie
Tew, anel 1 .Tug Whlskrv. Oct C on boned L,^
“Ne’w Brunswick" 4 bottle
Any person or persons oUlmlag the same
re.
quowod to appear Wul make such ci&liu withinarenina.
tte uate hereof;
will
be ellgpored e>. In accorelance
Kernels
with tho
-ect
tllB “*
ol Congress
approved April» 1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, .Jr.,
CollBctor'
N v.

mLs

Biineiy

oXrwhw ie ILti

1,1865—dlaw3w

A Card.
meeting of the Young Ladles R F.
A BUSINESS
SwIetTwlllbe belel at MU Carter’s,
Dana

b.mb.2.
taiSi

Thuf^y. Sov. 2d, al
e’.on
taportanoe will be

novieiat*

rwl”B*wd’

on

11 o’clock. As
transacteel a fell atPan OnnEB.

^

Wodnagday Homing, HoTembar 1,1885.
PORTLAND AND
vm
at

rX& H
New

VICINITY.

***** tl>*m»eUei,a,

wellas

ad™*mta“

Agftriutnenli

T*»Day.
Hall-A. J. Locke.
Agents Wanted—O. D. Case & Co.

VS*?*}****"

■

T*
Evening.
AgentsHnyeo—Thursday
Wanted—If.

V

Hale.

SOtture of (food—Israel Washburn, Jr.
A Card.

WtNDHAlt, Oct. 80,1865.
Mb. Editob :—I have seen, as yet, no mention in any public journal, of the Cattle Show
and Fair of the town of Windham, held the
18th inst.
While I do not propose to write a report, I
would like to call attention to the trotting
match connecting with, and forming a part of
the show. The fast nags of this town should
not he ignored. Six horses were entered prop-

by Sawyer Rice; b. h.
erly, namelyg.
by Oliver Haskell; g. h. by Obadiah Whitney;
Independent Coarse of Leoturei.
blk horse by George Harding; blk colt, four
At a meeting of a large number of gentleJames M. Cobb of Westbrook,
years old, by
man held soma time since in the Mayor’s ofand colt, chestnut, by Wescott of Standish.
fice, it was decided that it would be for the They were matched as follows:—Rice and
public advantage to continue, the coming win- Haskell, Whitney and Harding, Cobb and
ter, the course oflectures on National Affairs, Wescott. The average time over a poor road
which have been so popular and successful for
was 3:22, the Rice horse making the best time.
the last three years.
Much sympathy was felt lor this horse, as some
The gentlemen who
last winter were
scoundrel or scoundrels the evening preceding
|erved
selected as the Cdjnmittee of Management, ex- the race entered the stable of Mr. Rice and
cept Oliver GerrisUj'JSsq., who takos the place sheared his horse’s mane and tail.
of Hon. John Lynch, the latter being preventIt seems hardly probable that this could have
ed from acting by his duties at
Washington as been done to keep the horse off the track, and
Member of Congress.
acyet those who know Mr. Rice can hardly
The list of lecturers, as far as we have
count for it, on the ground of personal feelings
learned their names, is unusually attractive.—
against him. What the object of the conAmong them are Hon. George S. Bout- temptible trick could be remains a mistery.
well, formerly Governor of Massachusetts, If it was to keep this horse from trotting, the
and now Member of
Congress; Major Gen. O. villains signally failed. The feelings of Mr.
O. Howard, chief of the Freedman’s Bureau; Rice
were outraged, and bis horse materially
Hon. J. Harlan, Secretary of Ihe Interior; injured for use for a long time. It is only jusMrs. Harper, of Maryland, bom a slave, but tide to Mr. Rice that some mention be made
reputed to be very interesting and)eloquent; of this shamfefdl piece of rp scality, and th at the
Frederick Douglass, Esq.; Hon. Kichahd merits of his horse do not remain unnoticed.
H. Dana, Jr., U. S. District Attorney for Ml. R. has a good horse and she trots handMassachusetts.
somely. She gained more friends at this race
The price of tickets will be the same as last than aii the other horses entered.
Justice.

net proceeds oi the course will be given

to benevolent

objects.

This Course is not to be considered in any
sense as the rival of the regular Mercantile
Course. The latter is one of the established
institutions of Portland, and will be, as it
ought to be, well sustained. The pi ice of tickets to each will be so low, as to allow the
great body of our lecture going citizens to attend both.
The sole object of the Independent Course
is to bring before our citizens the leading representative minds of the country, and thus to
obtain the best views and strongest arguments
on the great questions which
agitate the Nation. For though the war is over, it has left
U9 a legacy of new ideas and experimental policies which demand the most
profound^
thought and consideration. These lectures
will aid materially in solving rightly and
the

of the hour.

righteously
problems
er the gentlemen who projected

Neith-

this

MUNICIPAL OOUBT, OCT. 31.

John Bolton and Thomas White, for an affray in the streets, as mentioned in the Press
of yesterday, were fined eight dollars each and
costs. Bolton paid, but White was committed.
John Sisk and Jeremiah Spellman, for
drunkenness and disturbance, paid three dollars and costs each.
Jurors.—At a special meeting of the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen yesterday afternoon
the following jurors were drawn:
Grand jurors for the ensuing year:—Ephraim
Goding, William Carney, Nathaniel Whitney.
Travers jurors for the criminal term of the
Supreme Judicial Court, which commences its
session, on the last Tuesday in this month:—
Joseph B. Hall, Eugene E. Little, James O.
Parsons, Levi Weymouth, Thomas A. Roberts,
Jeremiah Howe, George Conant, Jr., Benjamin Tukey.

whether he affords yon any relief or not.

on Union Street yesterday, our attention was called to a very ingenious
Large Seizure of Alb and Liquors.—
machine designed for Book-binders’ use, for
Deputy Marshals Wentworth and Irish yesterand
down
the
backs
of
rolling
rounding
books.
at the store of Mr. Moses Mon-Ill
It is so constructed that it may readily be adapt- day seized,
on Fore Street, 60 barrels and 15 half barrels
ed to books of any size or thickness, is run by
of ale and about 40 barrels of various kinds of
Steam power, and will do the work perfectly
The ale was of Jones’ manufacture,
liquors.
as fast as the operator can handle the books.
N. H.
All that the opera to sjias to do is to lay the Portsmouth,
The same officers visited, for the third time
book upon a metalic table before him, against
within a brief period, the shop of Charles E.
a gauge,and take it from the jaws in which it is ;
on Fore Street, Dear Exchange
Greenlaw,
grasped, when they let go their hold. As we
and seized a small quantity of liquor.
Street,
witnessed the operation it seemed to us that
we had never seen one which would perform
Bowdoin College.—Dri Whu W. Green,
so many different offices, and never fail to do
late lecturer upon Surgery in the Pittsfield
them perfectly, unless it was one of those maMedical School, has been appointed to the
chines which staud on two legs, and whose
Professorship of Surgery in Bowdoin College.
motive power is placed in the top in a compact Dr. G. Is a native of Waterford, and studied
box technically styled a cranium.
with Dr. Hunkins when the latter was pracThe inventor of this “Rounding and Back- tising in that town.
ing Machine” is Mr. John E. Coffin, a PortMilitary.—The eighth and eleventh regiland man, who is not only a practical machiments are expected home soon, in addition to
is
but
with
booknist,
practically acquainted
the second Maine Cavalry.
The State will
binding. The machine, a patent for which
then have only the twelfth, fifteenth and
has been applied for, is to he sent to Boston,
twenty-ninth regiments and the first battallion
and we cannot doubt that it will prove a
of infantry in the field,—but little, if any, over
source of profit to the ingenious inventor.

Winn’s Machine Shop

Mr. Coffin also showed U3 another beautifhl
machine of his

construction, for cutting cardhoard and book-binder’s cloth, scarcely inferior in its nice adjustments and apparent value
to the larger machine noticed above.
Pearl Street Univebsalibt Society.—
We learn from the Committee of this Society
that a call recently extended to I. M. Atwood
of Watertown, N.

Y., to become their pastor
has been accepted by htm, and tt is expected
that lie will be here by the 10th proximo.
It i3 due to this Society to say that the reported call to Rev. G. T. Flanders of Nashua,
which appeared in the papers, was not authorized, bnt was based upon reports which were
supposed to be correct. The Committee state
that but one official call ha3 been extended to
any one, before the call given to Mr. Atwood.

pastor, the Pearl
Street Society is particularly fortunate, as Mr.
Atwood is a young man of acknowledged ability and great'promise. Rev. Dr. Chapin, Rev.
Dr. Thayer, and other eminent Universalist
divines speak of him with great favor, lie has
contributed some *f the finest articles published in the Universalist Quarterly during the
past season.
a

Twelfth Maine Regiment.—The
right
wing of the I2th Maine Regiment, composed

of companies A, D, G and K, arrived in Savannah on the 22d of October, under command
of Lieut. Col. Sturgis. This regiment has been
stationed along the line of the Gulf railroad,

performing guard duty at Darien, Thomasville,
Doctortown and Biackshear, where, says the
Savannah Republican, by their soldiely conduct they won the esteem of the citizens to
such an extent that the deepest regrets were
expressed by the people residing iii the vailous
counties at the departure of the hardy sons of
Maine.
Horatio Kendall, of Co. C, was drowned in
Warsaw River on the 20th of October. He fell
overboard from the steamer Gibbons while
drawing a backet of water.

___-

five days

LATER

FROM EUROPE.

DEATH OF LORD

PALMERSTON.

S. J. Comer.—The Court will come in at 9

It is expected that the
Executors of David Pingree, will be taken up, and that the Colonel
will have a hand in the management of his
o’clock this

case

momihg.

of Goddard

vs.

own

case._
The sale of linen and woolen goods will be
continued to-day, forenoon and afternoon, at
Patten’s Auction Booms, Exchange Street.
There was a large crowd of ladies and gentlemen present at yesterday’s sale.
Musical.—The three Formes brothers
to

give a Concert in

BY

this

city

are

next week.

TELE&B4PH
-TO THEV'._

EVENING PAPERS.
VarUnu Jtem*.

The Herald’s

New Yoke, Oct. 81.

says Mr.
the Bank of

Washington dispatch

Lnrbent, formerly President or
Tennessee, and an applicant for a pardon, was
loudly declaiming last evening at a hotel
against the justice of any interference in the
matter of the Southern States, paying their

__

'**

dS.«“ts',

'unimportant.

nsnwtsarg*

Many of our estimable citizens have been
benefited by using Pease’s Vegetable Hair Eenewer and can sufficiently
testify to it« mj.
equaled merits for promoting the most wonderftd results for the hair. Crosman & Co.
keep
the genuine, which is a characteristic of their

'New York, Oct. 81.

..

Marina Ditatter.

Fortress

Monroe, Oct. 29.

Beports of the disaster to the steamer Victor
show that Bhe escaped foundering. Steam
her
pumps have been put aboard to
afloat.
The steamer Alabama reports

C. W. Reeves, a barque and
atsea.

a

keep

seeing ship
brig dismasted

The Recent Murder at Brad’s Bastn, F. T.

The

The steamship City of Boston, from Liverpool the 18th, via Queenstown the 19th, arrived this morning.
The steamships Moravian, City of Cork and
Bavaria had arrived out.
The steamship United
Kingdom put in at

Rathmallen, disabled.

Lord Palmerston is dead.
He had been
dl for some days from the
effects of a
cold. The symptoms had been
very alarming,
but he steadily improved. On the
night of the
17tn, however, a bulletin was issued to the effect that he had become worse since
morning
and that it could not be
disguised that he was
very seriously ill. Telegrams were constantly
being sent to the Queen at Balmoral. Palmerston would have
completed his 81st year
on the 20th of October.
Tlie sensation news, published
by the London Times, that Secretary Seward recently
sent a peremptory dispatch to
France, continued to attract attention; but it was
generally
as
regarded
wholly unfounded, and this view
was confirmed by the Moravian’s news.
The Times
contends that, let this remonstrance be what it
may, coolness has certainly
arisen between France and America.
The Star pronounces the Times’ news en-

seriously

tirely baseless, a mere absurdity.
The Paris Temps says that the deaths from
cholera in that city were averaging 200 per
day.
IMo Janeiro, Sept. 25.—Uruguay is closely
invested by the Brazilians, but had not been
taken.

Cape of Good Hope, Sept. 13.—The Basuto
still continues, but Moshesh has sued for

peace.

Latest by Telegraph to Queenstown.

London, Oet. 19.—Lord Palmerston died on
the 18th at 9.35 A. M. Great anxiety prevailed yesterday to know the result of his ill-

the Stock Exchange and
other quarters was almost suspended, and deep
and universal regret was expressed by all par\
ties at his loss.
Earl Bussell will probably succeed Lord
Palmerston a3 Premier, Lord Clarendon taking the Foreign Office; but nothing official has
on

transpired.

F aether Point, Oct. 81.
The steamship Damascus, from Liverpool
the 19th, and Queenstown the 20th, for Quebec, arrived off this Point to-day.
The Premiership has not yet been filled. It
is generally believed that Earl Bussell will accept the position, but nothing official has trans-

pired, the Queen being in Scotland.
The news generally is unimportant.
From

Washington.

Washington, Oct. 81.
The Postmaster General has ordered mail
service on the Alabama and Florida and
Montgomery and West Point railroads.
The credit of recruits and enlisted men of
the regular army to the quota of the States and
Territories required to be made by Circular
No. 7, Feb. 16th last, from the War Department, will be discontinued from and after tomorrow, and all reports required by that Cir
cular to be forwarded to the Adjutant General’s office and to Governors and Assistant
Provost Marshals Generals of States and Territories, will cease to be rendered from and after that date.
The body of Col. Ulrich Dahlgren, after lying in state at the City Hall last night, was
to-day brought under military escort to the
First Presbyterian Church, where the funeral
address was delivered by Ilev. Henry Ward

Beecher. At the conclusion of the ceremonies
the remains were escorted to the railroad station to be transported to Philadelphia.
Brig. Gen. Schriver, who was directed to investigate certain complaints made by citizens
of Charleston, has made a report frilly exonerating Gen. Hatch from all acts of mid-administration while in command of the post.
The following is a copy of a recent letter
fronrithe Secretary of State to the Secretary of
the Navy.
It is also understood that official intelligence has been received to the effect that Admiral Denman, British Naval Commander in
the Pacific, has been ordered to send cruisers
in quest oi the Shenandoah, to capture her, i;
met with.
Dkpartmeet

op

)

State,

Washington, Oct. 80,1805.)
To Hon. Gideon Welles Secretary of the Nary:
Sib:—I have the satisfaction of

murdered at Brad’s

Harvey Putnam,

was

the crew have fled.

Collision of Freight Trains.
Boston, Oct, 31.
This morning two cattle traiu3 on the Fitchburg railroad came in collision at South Acton.
The saloon cars were smashed but no persons
were injured.
Two cars filled with cattle and
sheep, valued at about three thousand dollars,
the property of O. E. Trumblc of Malone, N.
were

entirely demolished anfl the cattle

thrown in every direction, many being killed
and nearly all having their legs broke;). The
engine of the rear train was also badly injured.
Effects of the late Gale.

New York, Oct. 81.
The steamer John Bice, from New Orleans
10th inst., reports having experienced a hurri-

the 22d. On the 24th she was at Fort
Jefterson and found that the hurricane had
blown down a brick building, killing the post
Quartermaster General and injuring several
others. The buildings inside the fort were unroofed, &c. The steamer also went into Key
West and make3 a similar report to that received by the Massachusetts at Philadelphia.
cane on

Mutiny

of Jamaica.
New Yobk, Oct. 31.

at the Island

The Express says Havana advices confirm
the accounts of a mutiny at Jamaica.
Many
revolting murders have been committed. A

white magistrate has been killed. His fingers
and toes were cut off, and his bowels ripped
The greatest alarm
open by negro women.
prevailed among the whites, and the mutiny

spreading.
California

From

Japan.

and

Oct. 20.
Japan dates of Sept. 15th say tliat the Tycoon is not disposed to return to Yeddo.
Seventeen miles of the Pacific Kailroad has
been graded and the track D being laid from
San

Kbancisoo,

San Jose.

quick ilver mine is being developed by

A

freedmen from Richmond.
Movements

of the Enf/lish Capitalists.
New Yobk, Oct. 81.

Sir Morton Petro and party, together with
Judges Chase and Field and other distinguished persons, will be the recipients of a complimentary soiree this evening at the residence of
Cyru3 Field. The English party will sail tomorrow

for England.

The Funeral of Col. Dahlgren.’

Washington, Oct.

81.
The funeral ceremonies over the remains of
Col. Dahlgren took place to-day. The President, Cabinet and a large number of army and
navy officers were present. Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher preached the funeral discourse.
Arrest of Counterfeiters.

Astoria, L. I., Get. 31.
A den of counterfeiters was broken up at
the Mospeth to-day. Dies, stamp, and, it is
said, $100,000 in counterfeit fractional currency were taken. Two of the counterfeiters were
captured

and ten

escaped.

From South Carolina.

Columbia, S. C., Oct. 80.
Returns from all the districts give Orr, for
Governor, about 500 majority over Wade
Hampton.
Gov. Perry was elected United States Senator to-day for the long term.
Commercial.

Per steamship City of Boston at New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Oct. 20.-The
Broker’s Circular reports the sales for the week at
86.000 bales, including 32,000 U> speculators and 19,500 to exporters. The market owned. buoyant and
with an advancing tendency iu the first of the week,
but receded and closed dull with a decline of fully '{
@ Id lb. Tie following are the authorized quotations: Fair Orleans 25Jd; Middling Orleans 24d;
Middling Mobile 23}d; Fair Uplands 25d; Middling
Uplands 23}d. The stock in port amounts to 280,000
bales, of which 37,000 hales are American. The sales
to-day (Friday) were 10,000 bales, the market closing
firmer but unchanged.
LIVERPOOL BilEADSTUFFS MARKET, Oct.
20.—The market is firm and all qualities have advanced excepting Corn, which is very dull and declined 3d
quarter.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Oct. 20.-

Tlie market is quiet and bare of stock.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Ocz. 20.
Consols
closed at 89 @ 894 for money.
AMERICAN SECUR1T1ES-The latest sales were
made at the following quotations:—U. S. 5-20s 64} @
64}. Illinois Central Shares 83L Erie Shares 57} (o’
—

53}.

___

submitting

New York Markets.
New York, Oct. 31.
Cotton—heavy and lc lower; sales 900 bales Midat
57c.
dling Uplands
Hour—State and Western 5 @ 10c better: sales
15.000 bbls. Round Hoop Ohio 8 35 @ 12 25. Western
7 60. Southern, sales 500 bbls at 9 60 @ 16 25. Canada, sales 350 bbls.
Wheat—dull; salce 43,000 bushels. Chicago Spring,
old, 1 74 @ 1 75. Milwaukee Club, common, 1 70.—
Amber State 2 35 @ 2 38.
Western
Corn—lc lower: sales 54,000 bushels.
88 @ 90c

Beef—firm.

Pork—lower; sales 7800 bbls. Mess 29 50 @ 29 75.
Lard—heavy; sales 600 bbls at 24 @ 284c
Whiskey—dull; sales 200 bbls at 2 34}@ 2 35.
Petroleum—active; sales 4600 bbls; crude 35}c.

Race against Time at Riverside

horse had to trot on a full hali-mne course.
The weather was gloomy and the track somewhat heavy, but, as rain threatened, the horse
was started a few seconds before the advertised time.
There was an immense assemblage of spectators, and the greatest excitement prevailed, the betting slightly in favor of
the horse. To the astonishment of the larger
portion of those who had invested money the
horse won, accomplishing the feat in the unprecedented time of 58 minutes and 25 seconds,
never having made but one slight skip in the
twenty miles. After accomplishing the task,
the horse was but very little distressed.

Robbery and Reported Xurder

at

New Turk.

Stock

Markets.
New York, Oct: 31.‘

Second Board.
American Gold.ft....1464
Treasury 7-30. 97;'<
United States ono year Certificates. 971

Tennessee Sixes,.371
Canton Company.43}
Cumberland Coal Co. 43}
New York

Central.99§

Erie.91$

Hudson.

.108

Read‘ng.

115§

One of the family, said to be
Washington
Loomis, was killed outright, and his brother,
Grove Loomis, mortally wounded.

Another account say that neither were
killed, hut were terribly beaten, their skulls
being fractured in several places, and that
both were alive this afternoon, but with no
hope of their recovery.
No arrests have been made. There is much
excitement In Utica and throughout the
counlv.

Letter from Capt. Hall, the Arctic Explorer,

New York, Oct. 31.
Osborn, Naval Reporter, has received
h letter trom Capt. C. F. Hall, Arctic Explorer,
dated at Repulse Bay, latitude 06 degrees and
31 minutes north, and longitude 86 degrees
B. S.

and 8 minutes west.

The letter

was

written

Aug. 20th, 1806, and is eight months later than
the letter published a month ago. Capt. Hail
was in excellent health and spirits, and confiLast windent of succeeding in his mission.
ter he made a sledge journey along the west
coast of Sir Thomas Lowe's Welcome, but ascertained nothing new.
At the time the letter was written, he was
preparing to make further explorations, and
hoped to find some of the surviving members
of Sir John Franklin’s party.
Accident to the Steamer Northern Light.

New York, Oct.'SI.
Steamer Northern Light, from New Orleans
the 18th, has arrived. She lost her rudder and
wheel-house in the hurricane of the 23d, and
put into Port Royal for repairs. She left there
twe steamers
Guiding Star and Patapsco,

Lime.

_

Raisins, new,
J
Bunch,li>bx5 00 @5
Layer.525 @ 5
Dates.
@

Ginger.
Nutmegs.1

25
75
13

30 to
60 to

Mace.160 @
Pepper. 30 @
Pimento. 30 @
Prunes, new.. 33 @
Grain.
Starch.
Rve.125 @ 130 Pearl. 12 @
Oats...!. «d @ 65
Sugar.
Muscovado... 14 @
SouthYclCorn none.
16 to
Corr*v mixed.. 1 08 @ 1 05 Iiav. Brown
Barley.1 00 @ 110 Hav.White... IS!®
ShortsJ> tombs'00 @30 00 Portland A A. It Pa.
Crushed. 21iaJ
Gunpowder.
Blasting..6 50 @ 7 00 Granulated... 2l'* @
Sporting.8 50 @ 9 00 Powdered_ 21}@

ptonlT00

Pressed
@16 00
Loose.15 00 @16 00
Straw.9 00 @10 00
Hides and Skin3.
B.A. Hides... 27 @
31
Western. 18 @
19
9
SlaughterHds
@
Calfskins.... 18 @
29
Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 25

Hop3.

First Sort,’64. 45 @
Iron.
Common. 5 @
Com. Refined.
52@
Swedish.
81@
Norway. 9J@
Cast Steel.... 28 @German Steel. 20 @
Eng.Blis.Steel 25 @

Spring Steel.. 12$@

Oolong.
Oolong, choicel
Japan.1
Souchong_

21}
21}

95 @ 1 00
10 to 1 15
20 to 130
75 to
90

Tin.

Banca, cash..

@
cash..
@
English.
@
Char. X. O... 15 00 'air,
Char.I.X...18 00 @18
50
Tobaooo.
Fives & Tens,

Straits,

5*

64

9
lrt
30
25

Best Braude

70

brands.

Nat'lLeai; tbs.l
Navy lbs.

75
00
75

Twine.

16

@

Medium_ GO @
Common... 55 to
Half tbs. best

@

51
48

45

m
50

80
65
60

PLEASE REMEMBER
-THAT-

N. S. GARDINER'S

81

117

..

Portland Dry Goods Market*

Expressly corrected for the Press,

Clothing

-IS

81

Oct. 31.

Price.
Heavy Sheeting,..
*.37.33 @ 35
Pine Sheeting,.•...36...35 ® 37}
Pine Sheeting,.
40-,...36 ® 38
Medium Sheeting,*..37.31 ® 33
Light Sheeting,.37.27Ha) 30

Shirting,.27

to 30. 28 ®
BLEACHED SHEETING.

DRILLING.

Heavy Drilling,.,,'.30.321® 37}
Medium,.30.27}® 32}
Corset Jeans,..32}® 37}

Bleached

Cotton Flannels,..

50

Middle
Assortment

a

of Cloths

-AND-

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Embracing

twist,.50®

DELAINES.

DeLaines,.,.22}® 35
BATTING, WADDING, &C.
Cotton Batting, ty &,.25 ® 40
Cotton Wadding,
lb,.30 ® 40
Wicking,..55 ® 85
WOOLEN GOODS.

Kentr. cky J eans,...*.40® 65
Broadcloaths,
'Satinets,*..60® 87}
Cassimcres,
Onion Meltons,.,.75 ®1 00
Doeskins, Black Union Cassimeres,.SO ®1 00

and

Fancy,

Which he will make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. Hia stock of-Furnishing Goods
is large, embracing the best styles in the maiKefc.
81 Middle Street*
DON’T FORGET THE NUMBER.
Oct 2"«—aotlGw

H. OSGOOD,
33ENTIST,

_

00
00
50
50

WOOL FLANNELS.

Mixed Twilled Flannels,.45 @ 60
Blue and Scarlfet,.. .15 ® 60
White, plain,.3-4.45 ® 55
White, plain. 36
...75 ® 87}
Printed.45 ® 60
Fancy Woven Colors.65® 85
Blue

..

Portland Daily Press Stock Uit>
CORRECTED BY 1V!I. ifl WOOD ft BOX,

Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland.
w«.QFp’s Block, Karket Square,
For the week ending Not. 1.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Par Value. Offered. Asked
Descriptions.
Government 6’s, 1881,.1 >6.10T
Artificial Teeth inserted on
6-20,.102.103
Grid, Sih'er and Vul- .Government
State of Maine Bonds,.
94.06
canite base. All operations warranted to give uatlsPortland City Bonds,.94.98
»ction.
Bath City Bonds,.90.92
angll’66eodie&wly
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.90.92
90.92
Calais City Bonds...
REMOVAL!
Cumberland National Bank,_40.40.43
Canal National Bank.loo.102.103
From 18 Exchange Street to 74 First National Bank,.100.160.101
Casco National Bank,.100.100.101
Merchants’ National Batik,.78.74.78
Middle Street.
National Traders Bank.100.100.101
Second National Bank,.100.90.96
Portland Company,.too.100.108
Portland Gas Comnany,.80.85. 60
Ocean Insurance Company,_W0.106.108
removed from
00.70
Exchange to No. 71 Middle At. ft St. Lawrence R. R.',
St., two doors west of Exchange St., and having At. ft St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,106..83.88
A. ft K. R. R. Bonds.83.86
received his son, ,T. H. WEBSTER, as co-partner
they will insure the various classes of risks against Maine Central R. R. stock.100.9.11
5£aine Central V. R. Bonds,.80.86
fire, at as reasonable rales as ether reliable companies, and would solicit a shave of the public patronage. Androscoggin R. R. Stock,.60.worthless.
Androscoggin 1st Mortg*ge Bonds,.75.86
ELIPIlAliET
& SON.
Slock atotl

E. WEBSTER, Insurance Agent,
HAS
WEBSTER

Sept 18—edlw

Albums,

AND
Oct

t codtf

Engravings,

Crayons,

FANCY ARTICLES, for sale at
A. M. McKENNEY'S,
281 CongresB St.

3—«od*eow8m

&
New Style
FITZGERALD

Portland R. B. Stock,. .100.worthless.
Portland R. R. Bonds,.100. 96.100
Portlands Forest Av’n’c R. B., WO.95.100
Portland Glass Companv,.100.98.100
Port. Shovel Slanuihc’cCo.,.... 100.nominal.
Portland Steam Packet Co.,_ion_none ror sale.
R chnrdson’B Wharf Co,,.......100.90.100
Cape Ell*. Wharf ft R. Co.,..60.nominal.
Ken. t
Ken. ft

showing their

are

COMMITTEE

OF

D. J. Farr,

John
James O’Donnell,
Fran is O’Relley,

O’Donnell,

HODSDON

Cloaks, from $7.00

$50.00.

io

Knit

& hodsdon

Hoods, from

showing th^ir

are

75c to $3.00.

Oct 11-dtt

&

FTZGERALD
New
Kid

HODSDON

managers:

O. C. O’Donogbue,
Edward Landregan,
P. E.

Maloney,

J, H.
John
P. C.

J. J. Majrbury.

Costelle,
Clehan,
Ward,

Music by Chandler's full Quadrille Band.

Gloves, for $1.00

Single Tickets lor the Ball,.1.5t
(admitting one gentleman and two ladies).
Spectators to the Ball fifty cent-*. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing chocked free.

TjUTZGERALD
trade.

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
their

are

JjUTZGERALD
New
AT

& HODSDON

Gloves

at

WHOLESALE

RETAIL^

148 and. ISO Middle Ht.

Octal—dtf
J.

5 Free Street

Block,

HAVE

2800

OR

PORTLAND, ME.

LIFE INSURANCE.

From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
in n akee that we can recommend for SERVICE.

Woolens,

FlanJtels,
Housekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,

THE

Life Assurance

Society

Of the United States.
(Located in New York City, Organized July 25, tS68,)

Including

BLANKETS,

ALEXANDER, President.

Assets,—-$1,500,000.00.

Linen

Damasks,

traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—AH of its profits

are

divided among the

insured.
Sixth.—Its ra io of disbursements to receipts Is
less than that of any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of pi emiums are as low as
those of any other first class company.
References.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden
New York.
CHARLES B. HALL, Agcui.
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

Molasses, Syrup, Sugars,

&c

COMMAlfDAWT’S OFFICF, \
October 18, 1£65. J
rnHE U. S. Steamers “Dawn,” “Montk-tllo,’’ and
1 “Emma,” and the Barque “Midnight," will be
•old at Public Auction without reservation, by HORATIO HARMS, at this Navy Yard, on WEDNESDAY, the first day of Novenrt.er next,at 12 o’clock.
The “Dawn,” is a screw steamer ol 301 tous, old

measurement.
The “Mouticello" is a screw steamer, G'5 tons,
o'd measurement.
The “Emma” D a screw steamer; register length
153..* 5 feet, breadth 20X0 feet, depth 12.11 feet; tonnage, old measurement, 850 tons.
The
is a
barque; register
length 125 feet, breadth 27.63, depth 12 icet; tonnage,
old mi aaui ement, 3S6 tons.
Five per centum of the purchase money mast he
(it 1 on the day of sale, an * the remainder before tho
vet.vjl Is removed from the Navy Yard, which must
be done within six day* afler tale.
An inventory of the articles to be sold with the
vessel can be seen at this Yard.
8. H. STRINGHAM,

“Midnight”

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

Wldgcry’* Whnrf,
Portland, Me.

—

and

Best

Kids Imported.

invito the special attention of the

our

White

Goods

Department

/'

Comprising the most desirable goods lor EVENING
WEAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMBRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
Wo are now opening a choice selection of

MOTTO is the
of our customers.

Refined Sugars,
Havana White Sugars,
Havana Brown Sugar8,
Muscovado Sugars,

&C.,

BY

THOMAS LYNCH,

Block,

ELDEN & WHITMAN,
ONE

WAYMOUTH ;

Kingston,

TWELVE ILLUSTRATIONS.

Price,.
$1.30.
“Antony Waymouth, or the Gentlemen Adventurers, by Wm. H. G. Kingston, is issued by J. E. Tilton & Co. It is just such a book as boys like, full of
wonderful adventures, hair-breadth escapes, fierce
fighting and chivalrous generosity. It is a story of
the times of Queen Eliza)>eth, written in rather
quaint style, giving us an account of the manning
and fitting out of a fleet for the search of adventures
These gentlemen adventurers now
and wealth.
would be called pirates; but in those days, even U
doubt rose in any one’s mind as to the legitimacy of
such deeds, they were silenced by the recollection of
the exploits and rewards of Sir Francis Drake, and
there are some modern writers, not excepting, Kingsley, whose -m also to have felt the same dazzling inr
flence.' —Advertiser.

by mail, post-paid, on receipt of prioe.
Our Illustrated Catalogue of Books sent by
free, on receipt of stamp to prepay return.
Sent

E.

TILTON

&

mail

GO.,

BOSTON, PUBLISHEBS.
Oct 31—dit

SAWS,

Bracket and Scroll

Sawing.

Manufactured by
S. I1EALD Si
SONS, Barre, Pass.,
where they can be seen In
ocaldlw
operation.

M. C. M. A.
A stated meeting of the Maine Charitable
■a
Mechanic Association, will be hold in the
Library Room on Thursday evening, Bov. 2d,
at 7J o e
°^giji£pgjaj MARSH, Secretary.
Octal—dtd

Garments,

93 tc 91 o per yard.
E7~ Please call early and make yoar selections.
Oct. 30,1865.
oc3ldlw

Winter Bonnets l

Opening of
MRS.

COLBY,

A.

THURSDAY, Nov. 2 at her rooms. No.
4} Free Street Block, (up sta rs) a variety of WINTER BONNETS, male from the chileest staados of
Velvet, Satin and Silk, Warble the attention of tho
public la respecttullyjmvlted.
Will open

on

Oct 31—BHdtl

The Portland
Aro

Furnlah

Wood Co.

Kindling
prepared to

now

Stove

Wood !

__,

Strayed
TT'ROM the premises of S. T Raymond, Cumberland
1. Mill*, oot. 13th, one Chestnut Mure, fi years old,
feet, striped thee, light mane an t tall.
Any ono giving information to the subscribers, or

8. T. Raymond,where she may^hc found,will bo suitably rewarded.
H. L. TAYLOR & CO., Tempie 8t.
Portland, Me., Oct. 28, IMS-dtf

SAMUEL

!

French Fluting!
Mrs* S. SIIEPPARD S,

see Sampler*
40 Preble Street
CALL
Oxinrd Street.
Notice
door
at

below

one

Sept a —63m*

__

$100.00^Neward !

No. 353 Congress Street.
AT

Fluting

and

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
BELL’S

bo found
of the beat selected stocks
ASS&A'Ata
CAN
ot BOOTS. SHOES and EUBBEKS that
be
toloo It'S, has about 2 Inches below tberight
from
in
found
this
which will be
one

can

cash

sold at the lowest
city,
price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.

Oot

24—dtf_SAMUEL

BELL.

The Secret Service
The Field, Tlie

Dungeon,
Escape.

BY ALBERT

D.

and The

wt ,1,0 size;

fa sliver dollar;

LEE, ot Hartford, Conn .who Is
lz«d agent tor this City. This Is one of he most latere ting works called ont hr the events oftiwlart
four yoars in this country.
known as ono of the ablest whg"«Ig® h?i ta"™

th#,05j*J2t£-

more

uiniWie^.

the offhub than on the near, and two cualdona on
the seat, el ptk springs, the right onehaving been

on

pariially broken.

Also it

fbe

with hotting, and the edges fimood.
Whoever will return said property, or give Infor
matim whore t may lie found, to the subscribers at
Ox old, Maine, si an he suitably ru waived; and whoever will securo the thlcl or Ihievca, and totuni the
property, shall receivo One Hundred la Hors Re-

ward I

WM. W. OLIVER,
RICHARD FRYE.

Oct 31—dlw

Proposals for Erecting
Chapel.

jndpnreliase

_octttkuw

Mrs. Susan E.

Sflvcr-I'lutrd linrocss,

every buckle of which is sllv«v-plated,thc strap acr> a
the forehead ol a light blue color, anu the cron straps
The wagon contained a
on the n sc tilled with nails.
ituffed
Sleigh Kobe made (Tom a woman's

S^^woMeVtronsceo^rymWopportonlty
igent
Pceure

cond-

a

LhLTra-

render.

a M

Miller &
?£? HaracM, sllvei mounted; Wagon oiblack
and
Vt..«cwly pointed
■rKu’.maUiymloJ.,
an«l striped with red, with one
stripe

shawl,

RICHARDSON.

of thrilling interest, will J?PSfSfVf
THISthework,
people of Portland by MB* BA«MA

Slight,

ffiairvoyant Healing Medium,

from 1200 to 2000

revolutions per minute—the best Mill for Chair Manufacturers’
MAKING

TOWN

XT IP

the valable work.

SCROLL

Outside

Prom

French

Oct 20—dti

Author ol 4,Dick Onslow among the Redskinrf,” &c.

J.

PRICE!

And No Variation.

-OR,-

By William H. G.

Ladies’

3 white

139 Csokouireial Si*

TI1E GENTLEMEN ADVENTURERS*

a

Sawed any required length, (and Split it wished,)
A» LOW at it can be Jumithtd in the City.
Please call ruid see, 322 Commercial Street,
or address through the Poet Office,
A. I. HODSDEN, Portland, Me.
Oct 2V-d2w«

J5p-Iiemember the Number

31—<12w

ANTONY

LARGE

just returned from Boston
HAS
and SPLENDID ASSORTMENT of GOODS, of
kinds fbr

all

our SUCCESS thus fhr that oar
true one to secure the confidence

5 Free St.

Exchange Street,
wfth

Wares* Hosiery

Gloves* including the

Quality

We would

Ladies to

94

Also—

Small

frobtT

B.

P.

Oae Price, and No Variation!

Being convinced by

New York Amber Syrup,

Oct

octiedtt

at

and

STURTEVAWT,

Commission Merchants,

.Of the LATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATTEENS, and of the BEST materials, which we offer

Trimming*

k

GENERAL

CLOAKS,

ONE PRICE, and So Variation*

BEEF, PORK, LARD,

20—21,24,26,28* 31

CHASE, CRAM

SHAWLS,

MUscovado Molasses.

Clayed Molasses,

clipper

Rear Admiral.

Oct

in Plain and Fancy Styles, including the flu. t qualities of FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at

Clenfuegos Molasses,

Cotton.

And ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

Hanclliercliiefs !
Porto Rico Molasses,

Mobile

Navy Yard, Boston,

(Accumulated in Six Years.)
Considerations far Insuring in the Eyui«
table Life Assurance Society.
First.—Ire mi ums on all regular Life Policies
cease at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies dec ared non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount.
Tm.tD.—Its cash income is greater than that ol
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized < ilher in Europe or America, has experienced such ex-

Bales

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by O. W. Amory, and may bo seen In bale at Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at the otllco of
the Auctioneer*, No. 38 Pino St., New York, two
days before the sale.
Oct. 27—dtd

labncs, nnd

[RETAIL! Black and Colored Silks,

148 and 150 Middle Street,

WILLIAM C.

GOODS

In styles of Plain and Fancy of the beat
in the Choicest Shades.

Oct 11—dtf'

Equitable

Stock comprises

DRESS

Order!

Prices!

Cash

Our

At Exchange Sales Boom, 111 Broadway,NY,
SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Conor. A gent,

-AT THE-

Lowest

O’CLOCK P. M.,

AT 1

By order of

GOODS!

MANUFACTURE

WHOLESALE

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.,

On FRIDAY, November 3d, 1865,

fall
now in store,and are weekly receiving
and carefully selcted stock of FOREIGN and
DOMESTIC

FITZGERALD i HODSDON,

AT

United States Cotton Sale.

a

DRY

To

H. DRAPER, Aacllaaeer.

WILL SELL

Oct 11—dtf

HOOP SHIRTS i

Sleighs, Ac.,
Co., Auctioneers.
V

Blankets,

nesses,

ELDEN&WHITMAK,

Cost!

AND

AT AUCTION!
Saturday, at 11 o’clock a. m., on
Every
Lime St.,
shall sell Horses, Carriages, HarRobes
Ac.
HENRY BAILEY A

showing their

are

at 3 P. M.,
two story

c inter

wo

-AND-

NO VARIATION!

11—d'f

Exchange it

12

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.,

One Price !

showing

Bibbed Hose for 40c per pair.
Oct

the Auctioneer.

PATTEN, AUCTION F.EE,

E. M.

showing their

are

on

on the
double
Chestnut Streets.
House H roomy and In good order, well arranged lor
-wo Ihmilics, with plenty oi hard and soft water. Lot
about 75 x 65.
octSkitd.

One Price!

Oct 11—dtf

FITZGERALD

For particulars call
Oct 26—did

House

-AT-

| fit:

Ladles’ Under Vests, for $2to 2.50.

& HODSDON
best Manchester

containing 12
rough r. pair, and
always commanded go.4 tenants, will bo sold
ogethcr or seperately as the pnrebaters may desire.
Land about 58 feet on India, by 11)0 In depth.
Immedialely after will be sold a lot of Land on the
northerly side of Fore near India St., 10 eet on Fore
>y about 4:> in depth.

have

FRIDAY,
3d,
will bo sdd the
ONPremises,
of Cumberland and

DRY GOODS!
»

their
bonce
oclldtf

the Mock of woo..en dwelltogel her with be land.—
two storied, and

are ofmodern build,
rooms each, in th-

November

and $1.75.

& HODSDON are selling
per cent* less than any other

The oulldings

Real Estate, corner ot Cumberland
and Chestnut St*., at Auction.

Oct 11- dtf

goods 20
fin the

th,

on Fore and Indin Sts.,
at Auction.

and Fore Sts, will be sold
ings numbered 14 and 16,

oct21 to nov22

showing thoir

are

on

Street.” uM. a^fa

Bracket
story wooden house, Aniseed throuchantS good rooms, good closets and cellar, abundance’
water. The lot a g tod sizo, with a tine
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auctlon-aiTOct 31—did

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 8, at half paat twelve
ONo’clock,
the premises, India, between Mid. lo

Tickets for the Course, including the Ball,—$4.00
Single Tickets for the Assemblies,.1.00

Fitzgerald
New Style

Xuetlon.

ON
ise», house No. 75
uul a half

on

showing their

aro

HOLMES, Auctioneer.

House and LandTt
TUESDAY, Nov. 7, at 3 P. u

Real Estate

J. Jennings.

R.

c- W.

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange St.

P. C. Ward,
J. H. Costello,
Thomas Noonan,

J. J. Maybury,
J. M. Hale,

Wool1

gar°en iwJT

ARRANGEMENTS

McAleney,
John Kelley,
Hugh Dolan,
P. McGllnchy,
John Clehan,
John

showing their

are

Oct 11—dtf

prints.

Black all wool Cassimeres,..1 50 ®2
Black Doeskins,.1 50 ®2
Fancy Doeskins,.1 25 ®2
ttepeDant, 6-4,.1 37}®1

$5.00.

to

at Auction.

*ild tw» (Wednesday) Evening, at tbo
Stre' .f*0® Store of W. (,'. BAl.NKS, It* Federal
consisting
of Coats Panif.i4,7n’“ an'1 Boys' Clothm
Overcoats, Ac.
AlaoalotofVr^?at®t Jackets,
®
Drawers, T.avelinc
Shirts,
How”*"*
1 **•
s»le to commence at 7
o’clock.
Nov. 1—dtf

Following each week in succession on the Wednesday evenings oi November, together with a
BALL ON THANKSGIVING EVE,
Under the auspices of the O'Donoghue Circle of the

10c to $2MO.

FOR SALE

Colored Cambrics,...22}® 25
Best Prints,... ..30 ® 32
Medium Prints,.25 ® 27}

HALL,

Tuesday evening, October 31,

their

FLOOR

40t

80

Clothing:

ofFOUR ASSEMBLIES

D.

CRASH.

Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

aC

Buttons, from

Oct 11—dtf

Heavy Denims,...45 @ 55
Medium Denims,...33}® 37}
and

showing

are

from 1.75 to $9.

T7TCTZGERALD & HODSDON
1? New Styles of

DENIMS.

CAMBRICS

THERE

course

a

LANCASTER

Oct 11—dtf

Clash,.....16 @ 21

Moscow Overcoatings,

Both Plain

Breakfast Shawls,

SHIRTING.

COTTONADES.

and

HODSDON

& HODSDON
FITZGERALD
New

Heavy Striped Shirting.27.30 ® 36
Medi um Striped Shirti ug,.27.20 ® 25
Heavy double

will be
held at

Commencing

&

8-4. in-4,11-4 and 12-4LinenSheetInga; 2upiecest-8,
5-4, 6-1 pillow Case Linen; 150 pieces 4-4 lienv y Family Linen; 250 pieces 4-4 Slnrting Linen, P.ichor'1soa Maaufac ure; 750 doz. Diaper and liuckabmk
Towels; Scot h Diapers, Bird’s t ye Diapers. Lai lit s’
and Gent’s Handkerchiefs, Russian and American
Crashes: French and American lb dSpreads; Broadcloths, Beaver
lotlis, ( a si.i eres, Pilot Clutis:
Shirts and Drawe ■»; Water-Proof (lotlis; Balmoral
Skirts; Wool Tab e Covers; 50 if airs Wool Blankets;
with a great man/ other ariicles too nuunroua to
m >ntion.
Aiso, Cashmore Square and Long Shows.
The above stock may be examined the day before
the sale, and every article warranted porf.ct.
oct26 dtd

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.

Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

50
40

Heavy Ticking,...50 @ 67}

Street,

if

Oct 11—dO

® 67}

Heavy Striped Shirting,.30. 35 @

Ilarnew.

Tickets 50 cents,

Middle St.

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00

COTTON FLANNELS.

Heavy Cotton Flannels,.45 @
Medium Cotton Flannels,.35 ®

Harac“-

to

Oct 31—dtd

Octll-dtf

New
FITZGERALD

0

day.

32

Good Bleached Sheeting,.30.424® 47}
Good Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.50® 55
Medium Sheeting,.36.35 ® 40
Shirting,...27 to 32. 30 ® 35

SAVAGE, of Water villa, namc»
B'S~’ T1<;ONlC

TTGood Day and Good Track 1 It not, Cret fcir

Ilodsdon*

&

143 & 150

TICKING.

AT-

Where he keeps

Full

to

COTTON GOODS.
Inches.

STRIPED

Establishment

Ifitzgerald

Pona^|tK^Ai1,

.LADY GAY spAnker

G.M

A.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

AT

80

@ 1 25
@ 85

Cotton Sail...
@120
Flax.
@ 75
Vamiah.
30 Furniture_2 75 @ 3 00
27 Coach.3 50 @ 6 50
Uamar.3 60 @ 4 50
31
Wood.
32 Haru, retail. 11 00 @12 00
Soft.6 50 @7 00
Sheet & Pipe. 15 @
Kin<iiing}rbox 35 @ 50
Leather.
Wool.
New York,
Fleece. 60 @ G5
Light. 32 @ 36 Pulled. 60 @ 76
Mid. weight 38 @
41 Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 25
Zinc.
Heavy...... 38 @ 41
47 @
50 Sheet MosselSlaughter
Am. Calf.150 @175
16 @
mann.
17

Iron,
im
a. 10 @
Rtrssia. 26 @
Russ.Imit'n 23 @
Lard.
Barrel, $> lb.. 30 @
lb.... 31 @
Kegs,

exchanged

Lin-

Hen,., Be,, Three in Fire.
JAS. TURNER, ot Boston,
names
*° W**“nGEO. H. BAILEY,of

GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

Sheet

English.

be

2d.

1

not worn

14}

31}

Thursday, November

SATURDAY, October ztth, ISCo, at 10 A. M.
and 2} P. xi., and coutiuuou mini uuy to day until tlie entire eiock is aohi.
’Hus siock is vidsuo at
over $20,000, and in it will he tonud the fi» »t and
best aesortmen ot goods ever clicudat :»icHon In
this city, consisting in part as follows, viz.; 500 Br,,r. n
Linen Table Cloths, ol’ ail sizes ; 1,000 Bleached
Doable Satin Damask Linen Table Cloth*. same suitable for extension tables, and ih. finest goods imported; 2W dozen j and } double Satin Damask Linen Napkins; 6J0 dozen double DtuuaRk
Doylies: 25
pieces 6-4, 7-1 and < 4 bleached and brown Tiible
en. suitable fir hotels aud boarUlogbousee; 76
pn cos

ON

$200.00!

difficult to got than cloth, and is as
much worth paying few.
Our decidod
success in the Hosiery and Glare
Trade has induced us this season to add
another Depart ment-that of CLOAKS*
from the celebrated Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY & CO., New York City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to obtain the Agency. The new styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
freely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,

sattsfhetory, will
or injured.

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange St.

Special Sale of Dry Goods!

PUR8E AND STAKE OF

more

40
33

16
171
19

Oil

of

but to persons of good taste

if not

PABK !

Sorrel Dan, Ticonic, and Lady
Gay Spanker,

secondary importance,
it will always
the
appear
very first consideration;—it is

people a matter

CITY

Saies.

Thle Sale el Dry Goods continued through
Tuesday, at 10 A. M. and 2j p. ryj., uu4
throughout the Week.

BETWEEN

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies’ Cloak is considered by some

35

13

FOBEST

LADIES’_DRESS!

Cordage.
Americanpib 491®

Nails.
21 Cask.8 00 @ 8 53
Manila. 25 @ 251
Naval Stores.
Manila BoUrope27 @ 27* Tar 4* brl.. .6 50 @10 00
Bussia
do
26 ’a)
27' Pitch (O. Tar 13 50 (a; 3 75
Rosin.10 00 @22 00
Drags and Dyes.
Alcohol P gal 475 @
Turpentine t*
Aloe* p ID
42 @
gal.1 50 @
Alum.
Oakum.
GJ@
Arrow Boot... 35 @
70 American_ 12 @
15
Bi-Carb Soda 13 @
OH.
Borax. 38 @ 40 Kerosene,_ 60 @ 96
7 Sperm Winter2 75 @
Brimstone, roil, @
Camphor ...145 @
whl.ltel.wtl'.l 90 @ 2 00
Cream Tartar 35 @
05 Bank.37 00 @8o 00
Indigo.1 50 @ 1 92 Shore.35 00 @37 00
Logwood ex... 18® 19 Pogie Oil... .32 00 @34 00
Madder. 19 @ 20 Linseed.1 47 @
Magnesia..;... 48® 55 Boiled.1 53 @
Nautha p gal. 50®
80 Lard oil.2 25 @2 56
Opium plb. 10 75 @1100 Olive Oil......2 25 @2 75
Castor Oil_3 76 @
laiubaro..6 30 @
Sal Soda. 6V@
Noatsfoot Oil.2 00 @
Onions.
Saltpotre. 17 (@ 32
8
Siv'skinsBbl.3
25 @3 50
Sulphur.
@
Vltsial. 18 @
Paints.
Union Lcad.,16 50 @
Dock.
No. 3,.
@120 Portland do.16 50 @17 00
No. 10,....1,.
@ 65 Pure 13ry L’dl6 00 @
Am. Zinc,... 13 50 @14 00
Bavcns.Hons.
Rochelle Yel..
Dyewoods.
41@Barwood.
3 @
Eng.Vcn.Red. 4J@
Bra-til Wood.. 13 @
Litharge. 16 @ 18
Camwood_
9 @
10 Red Lead. 16 @
18
5
Plaster.
Fustic,. 4 @
9 Soft, p ton.. .2 50 @ 2 75
ilypcrnic.
@
Hard.2 to @ 2 25
Logwood,
Ground.
Catnpeachy. 3 @
@ 9 00
St. Domingo
3
Produoe.
2J n
Nio.Wood_
Beef, side p lb 9 @ 13
@
Peach Wood.. 8 @
Cranb’r’s,brl 12 50 @14 00
Quercitron Bk 2"@
Eggs, p do2.. 33 @ 35
lied Sanders.. 7 @ 10 Potatoes,p bu 65 aj 76
Bed Wood.... 7J@
8* SweetPotatoes
P brl.4 50 @ 500
Sapan Wood..
@
Chickens. 18 @ 20
Feathers.
IdvcGeeseptb S3 @ 1 00 Lamb. 9 @ H
Fish.
Turkeys.. 18 @ 22
Veal. 10 @ 12
Cod, p qtl.
Large Shores 25 @ 8 50
Provisions.
Mess Beef,
LargeBauk 7 00 @
Small.4 50 @ 5 00
Chicsgo,. ..16 00 @17 00
Portland .16 00 @17 00
Pollock.5 25 @ 5 75
Portl’d extl8 00 @19 00
Haddock.none.
Hake.3 50 @ 4 00 Pork,
ExtraClearSO 00 @52 00
Herring,
Clear.44 00 @47 00
Shore, p bl.7 50 @ 8 25
Mess.37 00 @3S 00
Scaled,pbx. 55 @ 60
No. 1. 45 @
50
Prime.28 00 @29 00
Round Hogs., none.
Mackerel pbl.
Bay No. 1.18 50 @17 50 Hams. 25 @ 27
Rice.
Bay No. 2.. 1150 @15 00
Rice, p lb.... ll @ 13
Bay No. 3. -none.
Shore No.1.22 50 @23 50
Rum.
ShorcNo.2.15 00 @16 00 Portl’d distl’d2 50 @
Saleratus.
LtrgcNo.3. none.
Saleratus p lb 13 @ 15
Flour.
Salt.
Wosiern,
Superfine...8 25 ® S 75 Turk’s Is. p
hhd.(8bus.>i 25 @ 5 00
Spring Ex..9 50 @10 00
Choice do. 10 25 @10 75 Liverpool.4 00 @4 60
liedWinterll 75 @12 75 Cadiz.4 00 @ 4 50
White do. 12 00 @13 00 Gr’nd Butter. 33 @
St. Louis,..14 00 @16 00
Seeds.
Herds Grass..3 50 @ 4 25
Canada,
Superfine .9 25 @ 9 50 West’n Clover 16 @ 17
Fancy.10 25 @10 50 Red Top.2 50 (a) 2 75
Extra.11 25 @11 76
Shot.
Double Ex.12 00 @13 00 Drop.p lOOtbs
@16 00
Buck.
Buckwheat,.. none.
@17 oo
Corn Meal.... 1 03 @ 1 06
Soap.
Ex. No.l.p lb 16 @
Fruit.
Almonds—"Jordan $> lb. Family do.
12) at
Soft SlieH...
@ 35 No. 1. 13 @
Oleine.
Shelled.
50
10 @
@
Cm rants.
@ 17 Crane's. 16 @
new...
33
46
Soda.
16 @.
Citron,
@
Castile. 18 to!
Pea Nuts.4 00 @
35
new.
'g)
apices.
Figs,
Lemons,box. .6 50 @ 7/00 Cassia, lb.. 1 05 @
Cloves. 50 @
Oranges. none.

Auction

--AT-

%

C’d-y..

4 v o

their

Entertainments.

A GRAND RACE!

0 50 Rockl’d,cask. 1 75 @ 1 80
1 23
Lumber.
Pried pin.... 18 @ 20 Clear Pine,
Western do. 15 @ 18
Nos. 1 & 2. .45 00 fo.50 00
Ashes.
No. 3.38 00 @12 00
I’f .iri p lb.none
No. 4.18 00 @20 00
POt.9® 10 Sbip’gLaiurJJl oo @24 oo
Beans.
Spruce.17 00 @10 00
Marrow P bu. 2 00 ffl 2 25 Hemlock.14 00 @16 00
Pea.2 75 @ 300 Clapboards,
Bluo l’od.1 50 <m 1 75
Spruce Ex.23 00 @27 00
Box Shooks.
Pine Ex...
uonc.
Fine,. So <n> 1 00 Shingles,
Bread.
Cedar Ext. .4 37 @ 4 50Pilot p loo lb 9 00 @1100
CedarNo.1.,3 25 @3 37
Ship.7 00 @ 8 00
Ext. Pine..
none.
Crackers p brl li 00 ® 6 50 Latlis,
Crackerapioo 50 ® 00
Spruce.3 25 @ 3 DO
Butter.
Pine..3 25 @ 4 00
Family P lb... 42 @ 45 R.Oak StavosS'O oo @55 00
Store. 28 @
SI Hiid. Sh’ks a Hds,
Mol. City.. .2 87 @3 00
Candles.
Mould p lb... 22 @ 23
Sug.City.. .2 50 @ 2 75
75 @125
Sperm........ 45® 43
Sug.
Cement.
C’tryRifl Mol.
Hnd. Sh’ks.l 50 @175
p brl.........2 40 ffl 2 50
Hhd. HM’gs,
Cheese.
Vermont p lb 18 @ 20
Soft Pine... 20 @ 22
New York.... 15
Hard Pine.. 30 @ 33
20
Coal—l lie tail).
Hooped 14 ft).40 00 @45 oo
Cumberland. 11 00 <j02 00
morasses.
Chestnut- 12 50 @13 00 Porto Rico.... So @100
Lehigh...It 50 @15 00 Oienfliegos.... 75 @ 85
Bed Asb.14 50 @15 00 Trinidad. 75 @ 80
tgliile Ash.. 14 50 foils on Cuba Clayed.. 6J @ 62
coffee.
Clayed tart. 60 @ 63
Java pit.. 63 @ 66
Muscovado. 70 (u, 76
Bio. 34 @
37 AmberSyrup.l 26 @ 1 30

For Coughs, Colds and Throat, use
“Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” having proved

Waterville,

Utica, N. Y., Oct. 31.
A family named Loomis, who have been for
ijaany years natives in this country, but managed to escape legal punishment, last night
were robbed at their house near Waterville.
Their dwelling was surrounded in the night by
a large crowd of people,
supposed to be a vigilance committee, composed of the citizens of
Marshall and Sangerlield. They burned the
buildings on the place, with the exception of
their dwelling house. All the property in
their bam3, including eight horses, was burned.

Applos.

p brl. 8 00 @
Cooking p bu.l 00 @

Green

r.

efficacy by a test of many years. The
Rark.
Troches are highly recommended and prescribBoston, Oct. 31.
ed by Physicians and Surgeons in the army.
The greatest twenty mile race against time
Those exposed to sudden changes should alever
been
took
at
the
recorded,
place
tha^has
Biverside Park, near this city, this afternoon, ways be supplied with “The Troches,” as they
the conditions being that the Kentucky thor- give prompt relief.
cct30dcodot<few
oughbred gelding Capt. McGowan, should trot
twenty miles within the hour, a feat never before accomplished, except by Trustee and Lady
Custom Tailoring*!
Pulton, and by both of these the trotting was
on a mile track; whereas, in this match, the
The Great

Miscellaneous.

Portland Wholesale Prices Carreat.
Corrected for the Press, to Oct 31.

....

was

Oct. IS.—A telegram
on the morning of the
18th, received at Liverpool, stated that Lord Palmerston’s illness
took an unfavorable turn during the night of
the 17th, and that he was gradually sinking.

Business

man

captain’s room, and took possession ol his
pocket book containing upwards $300. All

Y.,

The Markets.

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 31.

of Canastola. The owner of the boat was not
killed. Oapt. Putnam was aroused froip sleep
and told that the boat was adrift. He hurried
on deck, where he wa3 seized
by the steersman, and, it is supposed, the rest of the crew,
and murdered him with a hatchet.
After
the murder the steersman rushed into the

Latest.—Liverpool,

ness.

of the

name

Basin, on Sunday night,

for your information a copy of a dispatch received from Mr. Adams, together with its accompanyment, a copy of a note of Earl Bussell
relating to the restrictions upon American Natwo thousand men.
tional vessels which lately were maintained by
Her Majesty’s government in British ports and
Bales of Heal Estate.—E. M. Patten
waters. The dispatch shows that all the obsold at auction yesterday the lot on the comer
jectionable restriction referred to have now
of India and Sumner streets, 43 by 57 feet, been entirely removed, and that it is the desire
with the old wooden dwelling house thereon. of Her Majesty’s government that unrestricted
hospitality and friendship be shown to vessels
It was purchased by Mr. Egliuton for $1,805.
of war of the United States in all Her MajesA lot on Sumner Street, in the rear of the
ty’s ports, whether at home or abroad. The
President has directed me to make known to
above, was also sold for 30 cents per foot.
Her Majesty’s government his satisfaction for
The attention of the ladies who are purthis pleasing manifestation of consideration
and
justice on the part of Great Britain. I
chasing cloths for outside garments is Called to
hade, therefore, to request you to inform the
the advertisement of P. B. Frost, No. 94 Exnaval officers of the United States that the inchange Street. He has just returned from structions that have heretofore been given them
to make discrimination in regard to vessels in
Boston with a large stock of the most iashionBritish ports, and their intercourse with Britable goods for ladies wear.
ish naval ve self, are countermanded and withTKAjrKSGrvnrG.—We learn that Gov. Cony drawn, and that henceforth the most liberal
and
will be expected to be
has reconsidered the appointment of Nov. 23d, hospitalitythe courtesy
shown by
navy of the United States to the
as the day of Thanksgiving in this State, and
of
Great
Britain.
navy
I have the honor to be, Sir,
has appointed the day selected by the PresiTour ob’dt servant,
dent for a National Thanksgiving, as the day,
Wm. H. Sewabd.
7th.
December
Thursday,

Forest City Park.—A race came oft’ yes
terday afternoon at this Park for a purse of war debt.
$50, mile heats, best three in five to saddle.
Col. Dahlgren’s body has arrived, and two
The horses entered were sorrel colt Gen.
veteran regiments 'will escort the remains to
the City Hall, where it will lay in state.
Weitzel by H. Bradley, and roan mare
Lady
The Herald’s correspondent states that the
Webster by A. S. Dyer. On the firet heat the
steamer Victor,hence for New Orleans, which
bolted
General
from the track. Another rider was towed into Hampton Boads
Sunday last,
was mounted on him and he won the next ’was almost a complete wreck.
A Mesllla,’ Mexico, letter of the 1st. to the
three heats easily. The best time made was
Herald, states iliat Juarez was then at El Pass.
2:16.
The French weie ou the way to that place, and
A trotting match for $500 will come off this were
expected id a few days.
Several bogus note* of large denominations
afternoon upon the course, if the weather is
received at Washington, having
pleasant, between Ticonic, entered by A Sav- have been
the hands of several snb-treaspassed
through
entered
by Harry urera.
age, aftd Brighton Dick,
All the members of the 5tli corps having
Bradley.
papers or details of service, are revested to
United States Hotel.—Mr. Oliver C. forward them to Gen. Chambetiin, Brunswick,
Rcjjlins, late of the International Hotel, will Maine.
to-day assume the control of the United States
From Havana.
Hotel. Mr. B. has managed the affairs of the
New York, Oct. 31.
since
he
The steamer Star of the
“International” with much success
Union, from New
held the lease of it, and if he is as successful Orleans 22d, has arrived.
Steamship Perritt, from Savannah 22d. has
at the “United States” as his enterprising and
also arrived, with loss of sails
and otberdamgentlemanly predecessor has been, this excel- age by the gale.
lent Hotel will be
to
kept well enough satisfy
*
Mr.
any reasonable man’s expectations.
Havana
advices
of
the
21st
are
Myrick retires with the confidence and respect
The health of the city is good. No cholera has
of the entire
community, and in any field of made Its appearance. All vessels l>om Spain
enterprise in which he may heicafter appear
the best wishes of the
community will attend Havanians.
him.

Prug Store.

DAILY PRESS.

war

Course,
nor the Committee who manage it, are expectMedical Electricity.—We would invite
ed to endorse all that may be spoken by the
attention to the advertisement of Dr. Deming,
various lecturers. They come here as loyal
who, as a Medical Electiician, has been very
men, and will give their own untramelled successful in his treatment for various diseases
thoughts in their own way; and as they will of the human system—such as are specified in
speak in freedom, so will the public hear, and the advertisement. We know some of the
weigh, and judge with like freedom.
patients he has treated and have heard them
We understand the course will commence
expies3 their gratification that they were inin about two weeks, of which due notice will
duced to place themselves in his hands. It
be given.
can certainly do no harm to give him a call,
Ingenious Piece of Mechanism.—At and then, if you are suffering, you can tell

In this selection of

TO THE

m.

winter.
J lie

TEIEGRAPH,

BY

taken a Room 110 Federal St., where sh® rill
*be happy to sec all those who are affected with
Scrof >1% Salt Khenm, Liver Complaint, Dvspe still,
and all diseases arising ft-m impurities of the blood,
which are t-eated succsssfully by her. Patients v is
itod at their homes if des’rsd.
Also. Sittings for Business and Communications
Oct 25—dlw*

HAS

Annual Meeting.

a

Sealed proposals for the creel Ion of a CImpel on the
of Dantorth and May greets, eccotding to the
plan of tho architect, Mr. Fa-sctr. win be rccelvirdat
the office of H. M. Pa) son. No.« Exchange Btrict,
un'il Saturday, N
be tern at Mr. I ayPlans and specifications can

corner

vemecrMb,*ocjoekP.M.

*°Bt order of Befiding Committee.
Oct 31—3td

_

Copying

any

_

Pictures

kind done ,at A. M. McKFNNEY’S. 2S4
a new method, in a superior
oc*3eod*eow3m

OFConSvseSt., by IE
manner; call and try

Annual

Meeting of the "Association ibr the
F. W. A. TREUTLER, Architect late of
Rdllei ot Aged, indigent Women,” will be held at
THE
lsw. wlabcs important Information, be should
JpBrewrite
the "Home,” corner of Elm and Oxford Sts., on
to the Editor ol the “Vossiaoho
Tuesday, October the 31st, at 3 o’clock P. M.
Portland, Oct 28th, 186B.-dtd

soon

at

Berlin.

Zeitnrg,’'

ooMd.-w'

For Sale and to

|

Poetry.

IN THE TLEA.8ANT VILLAGE
1NOEEOW.
When I heir the wafer, fretting,
When 1 hear thech»U>W letthS
All her lovely blossom. <Wter down'1 “a*.
BY JEAM

.weet singing
‘towUl. m^ical
set the woodland ringing,

April hours

awakes no more while
selves away.

That

wear

A1*8.

them-

our

Five minutes walk from ifie Corner.
A very desirable Farm of 25 Acre*
of good land, well fbneed and water_ed, embracing hay-field, orchard.
---large garden and pasturage. A good
two story house and oat-buildings, with stable and
bain; all in go >d repair. To any gentlemau wishing
a country residence, this property is particularly
recommended.
Enquire on the premises of
Capt. J. A. MITCHELL:
PROCTER, Lime Street, Portland.

JOHN C.
oct3dd2w

Or

splendor

April’s here and Summer’s coining;
Don’t forget us when you walk, a man with men, In
pride and joy;
Think on us in alleys shady
When you step a graceful lady;
For no fairer days have we to hope for, little girl and
and boy.”

“Laugh and play, O lisping waters,
Lull our downy sons and daughters;
Oome, O wind, and rock their leafy cradle

in

Dwelling Houses in
and desirable location
TWO

Game.—It

the

Fob-

St.

mrtic-ilarsinquire ol

JOHN C. PROCTER,
streetL,me

Dwelling Houses, situa'ed

for calc

Pearl

for

Cash,

if sold im-

JOHN

C. PROCTER.

Portland, Oct. 26—d3w

Of TO acres, or more, on very lavorable terms, on Oak Hill, in Scar boro,
no v
occupied by the subset iber.—
Distance from Portland fifteen minutes by Raihond thirty by the county

1

Oct 25,1865.—eod5w*

For Sale.
The two-story house and lot corner of LinStreets, containing twelve
Hjji coin and ItMayo
jjaUllrooins.
is finished for two families, with
abundance of hard and solt water. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situated and in good repair.
Terms
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
Oct 24—dtf
144 Middle St.

to Let!

Storage

ways render satisiac-

all, and will

tion.

Cts.
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
25
2
Worms, W'orm-Fever Worm-Colic,
25
3
or Teething of infants, 25
Crying-Coho
**
4
Diarroea of children or adults
25
5
Dysentery, liriping. Rillious Colic,
25
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausoa, Vomiting, 25
7
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
26
8
Neuralgia Toothache, Faccache,
25
9
Headaches, Siek-lleadaciie, Vertigo, 26
f* Dyspesvi, Biilious tttomuch,
10
f25
**
11
Suppressed or paiiy'ul Periods.
25
“12
Whites, too prufusc Periods,
25
“13
Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing,
26
14
15
“16
17
18
“19

Salt Rheum

“20

25
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains.
25
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
50
Piles, blind or bleeding,
50
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak cycp,
Co
Catarrh acute or chronic, Influenza, 60
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
50
Asthma, oppressed Breathiug.
50
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
50
Scrofula enlarged Glands, Swellings, 50
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
50
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
60
Kidney Disease. <jravel,
50
Nervous Debility Seminal
Emissions,
involuntary Discharges,
1 00
Sere Mouth, Canker,
50
Urinara Incontinence,
bed,
50
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 60
Sufferings at Change of Life,
100
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
50

••

21
“22

“23
“24
“25
•‘26

••

“27
“23
M

29
“30
“31
“32
33
“34

Erysipelas Eruptions,

•*

wetting

FAMILY

CASES.

nFor
FOR

receipt of the price. Address,

OCtTdtf

JONAH H. JPER&ET.

THE

and Clark Street.
The property consists of a lot of
Land 63 tf-et front on Spring Street, and
running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried
house thereon: fitted up for two
being tn a good stat e of repair.
terms, 'Ac., application may be made t-o JOHN
KINSMAN, 53 Union Street; or to the nndersizned
at 406 Collar cm* Street,
octl4dtf
.JOHN J. W. REEVES.

dwelling
families£ax£

apply

Pobtland, May 17th, 186fc.
Johnson:—Sir—I commenced using your Reproductor last Fobruary, my head being almost bald.
1 have used but one bottle and now have a healthful,
thick head of hair which does not fall offf and is in as
good order as I could wish. Being convinced that in
its producing a good head of hair for ine where I had
almost none, I am glad to add my testimony to its exMb.

remedy.

WM.

For Sale.
and is very handsomely laid out.
ticulars, address Box 696 F,0.
Oct 4—dim

fy to its value, or we are willing to give further personal information of the good results v. hich follow the
use of your honestly termed Hah
Reproducer.
Cor. St.

WILLIAM CHASE,
Lawrence and Sherbrooke Streets.

Pobtland, May 10,1885.

I have used and shall coutlnuc to use Johnson**
Reproducer, wididi I have found to be a splendid
lasting Hair Dressing, which also keeps the scalp
perfectly clean and tree from damlnilf.
S. H. DOTEN.
No. 12 Spring Street.

Manufactured and sold by HORACE H. JOHNSON, No. 80 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. Price
Single Bottles 50, 75 cents and $1. Sent to any address on receipt of letter. Liberal discount by the
septl$eod8w*
quantity.

for

Proposals

Forage and Straw!

Assistant Quartermaster's Office, U. S. A.,

PROPOSALS

PORTLAND, MAINE,
October 3d, 1865
invited by the undersigned, lor
of

are

the delivery
good, merchantable Timothy hay
and straw on board of vessels, at such wharf in Portland Harbor as may be designated.
The Hay and Straw must be securely baled, ard
weigh (200U) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive
of wood.
Proposals must state plainly, the quantity, price,
ard time of delivery.
The Hay and Straw will be inspected by a Government Inspector, and weighed before being shipped.
Proposals will also l>e received to deliver llay and
straw at Washington, D. C., Richmond, Va., and
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to the above require-

ments.
Bids will be accepted from time to time, to meet
the requirements of the Government.
Payments to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter as funds for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quartermaster General.

I1EXRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M.. U. S. A.

_

Get 4—dtf.

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
THE
Payson Block, No. 37$ Middle St. •Apply to P.
S.
the

W., on
premises, f>r at house No. 42Middle St.,
oc6dtf
Portland, Me.

TS

b**t

tn th«

Oct 3-*rwl.o

City.

A-

on

Also, MELAINOTTPES

M* MeKEN WET’S

3-eoa*6QW3m

281

Congress St.

T14TR. ALVAH Lirbpt

M Agency for GouPk\
HEATINGSAppKSSYS0

tbe* 8016
*»TEAM and
celebrated McGregor Hot Air //^nd the justly
ofwhicb
have a world-wide reputation
l>ot,ahereafter
at the store of Messis. C. H. rttt a
& co> 171
and 173 Middle St., where ho
those in want of fhrnaees, and receu-j7^Py to
ortiers*
He attends personally to
WAm

Furnacework

^au^^EY•

Portland, Aug 21,1885.

~s

o uthi: it
BRADFORD

Nriy^f,

&

RENICK,

given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

COMMISSION
York, execute orders ior Southern Timber of any

required dimension with despatch, and on the most
favorable terms. Shipments made
directly to all domestic and foreign
ports. They are also nrer ared to
rural h Oak and Northern
Pine Timbei, hewn or
sawn to order.
ocl2d3m

rS2.000A
2S.S/Vpl15r,Stencil

YEAR made by any one with
Toola- So experience

an<1 Treasureraofth&e *i£t^deu‘VC“Wer8Hanks indorse the circular.
Rent
irsoi

rare-

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
take charge of an India Rubber Tree during the
winter. Apply at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
Oct 19—dtf

SOME

Wanted.

ft™

the Amcrlcln steuen T»1
yvork*, Sprliigfleld, Vermont.
oc«d3ro

situa'ion

Cashier

young lady,
in
BYKeeper,
Dry Goods, Millinery,
The best of references
a

a

as

N. M. WOODMAN,

Oct 19—dtf

Wanted

Immediately,

hand,
GENTLEMAN,
in
New Machine, which is
built
A interest
and
to be
to Horse Oars and Locomowith

means

at

ready
applied
tives for the purpose of

the Wheel Track

mortgge.

Address,
R. L. PALMER,
No# 1104 Federal Street,

Portland, Maine.

octl3dtf

To Let.
Chambers

for

business

retail,inatthe new block,
For terms
or

apply

Aug. 4-dtf

purposes,
ttiddle

147

cheerfully

year,

Offioe Mo. 64 Middle Street, Boom No. 1.
8. H.

ONE

Boston, Oct. 10.1SC5.

ocl2dlm

Tenement Wanted.
D a tenement suitable for one
"VJ|7'ANT
small

or

two

▼ f
families, with good water privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1503.
Oct 10—dtf

State Agent

Aug. 26—dly

for

without

a

a

small genteel tenthe

Office,

city.
aug5eodtl

“A

o

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates oi1 freight.
To load lumber at same place for GalvesRichmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,

j/nuauelphia and

No. 4 Central Whart.

QAA LARGE DRY GOODS BOXES, for sale
OUU CHEAP,
By the Portland Kindling Wood Comp’y*
COMMERCIAL STREET.
Oct 25—d2w*
322

137

Commercial St.

lteal Cstate for Sale.
and LO r No. 37 Middle
Street, known
the Payson H^use.

HOUSE
House and

*) — > BOXES Choice Vermont Dairy and FacO* 40 tory Cheese, for sale by

as

Trinidad
Qrt HHDS.
Oi l SUGAR,

Valuable Real Estate!
FOR

H.

the

For Sale.
TONS square Hackroetack Timber.
iJUl l Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackroetack
Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial $t.
Ocf 24—dtf

-\
1

Co.

;

2nd,~ITIS THE CHEAPEST;
Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary result Is,
in it than in any other.

it

costs

LESS to Insure

Comparisons will

Confirm these Facts.

whole subject.

SPARROW,

State

Agt.

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Central

Office 30 Exchange Street.

Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

LITTLE’S

FIRE AND

Phoenix Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CON*.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
(1,000,000
Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.
PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Cash Capital and Surplus,

(250,000,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Capital aud Surplus,

(450,000,

(350,000,

resider.co in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is

Sugar

one

two stories, containing 13 rooms,
closets, &c., all in
complete arder. Also well arrange 1 Stable and outbuildings. lhe lot contains 60.000 feot, and for beauty of location Is unsurpassed in this \ icinty.
Term easy. For particulars
enquire at
>t0* Vonurwn S'.,
July25dtf
Portland, Mo.

For

hogsheads

Lease tor

a

Just
rw

Oct.

and Winter
100 Tubs Choice Butter.
received and lor sale by

feet ol

Lewis st. for

Charles’
ukion
Ind
smfme ft'

Store and Wharf now occupied by
H. Merrill, a tuated between
Wharf
MerriU’s. The Wharf contains about 15w
with a two story budding the. oon, 2uby7S. For fi.rl
of
ther particulars Inquire
JOSEPH H. WHITE
No. #} Union Wha’rt.
may2Sdtf

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lola in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk trom the Cape Bridge.
Inquire ol E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff's Oilice, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elisabeth lota may be
seen.
mayl3tl

SEVERAL

Sails and Rigging lor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ot the
Atlanta, 400 tom* old mcasuremeni.
*n

tpHE

Perfect order.
btore.

Tlie draft ol the spars

can

20.—dtf

3500
?«&?EmETELL0W MEAE200 Bbls.
n

o

i5?. P.a

Cargo Sell.
lor sale by

Aid,

be

T o'1,,VivoS.' n»"miy hoc R?iolnr' '""‘rally located, in

qiOWNandCo,mtFH^h2fole*,

requ,r^,4dtt

ithr^-likllfa^, i'omc SSftSSg
inquires Room

“Oswego Family Flour,”
“Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
from Baltimore, now landing and

CHASE

equitably adjrsted

and

promptly

Life Insurance

Hackmetack.
FEET ITackmetack, Plank
and Flat Timber for Sale
by
C* S« CLARK* Agent St. Francis* Mills.
Oct. 17, 1665.—dlinis
Smith’s Whabf.

OUU?UUU

_FLOUR

I

FLOUR!

A

SHOOKS.ANTED

Scotch

Canvas,

-FOB BALE

JAMES

BY_

r\

}■T*,*

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 00 A M.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Hontreri and Queb c at 125 P. m
Trains will arrive as follows
205 p.m.
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
817 a. m.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,

$1,000,000

Surplus, 204,188,40

A«acts

Thi*

ized

LITTLE, Agent,

Mutual Insurance
61 Wall St,

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Absured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and for which
Oort*ficates are issued, bearing interest until re-

deemed.

The Dividends in the Years 1833-4 and 6 woro 40
per cent each.
The Profits for 22 Years amount to tho

819,691,030
12,663,730

The Company has Assets, over Eleven Million
Hollars, viz:—
United States and State of New-York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
84,974.700
Loans ?eonred by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,960
Premium Notfs and Bids Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securit'es,
8,140,630
United States Gold Coin,
%4l jpe
Cash in Bank,
288.430

Barstow,
AP Pillot,
Danel S Miller,
Joshua J H«Lry,
leorgeG Hobson,
A>avid Lane,
Caleb

As

1

:

■■■r.

Hotels.

C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

Applications received by

J. W. MUNGEB, 166 Fore St.

HOUSE,

Foot of Moose Head Lake !

all the modem improvements. Those travell-

_ing for health or pleasure will find hc-re
convenient stopping place.

persons indebted to me are hereby requested
to settle their accounts with mo at once, and all
claims against me are requested to
persons
present them for settlement, and all persons are here-

having

on

my

ac-

HORACE B. RICHARDS.
ocl0d3w*

Portland, October 9, 1866.

management oi

this

thus within two years takes the lead of scores
Companies that have been established from
quarter to a half century.

a

oct3dt?

CAPI SIC POND HOUSL,
TBEXX MIEXS FROM PORTLAND.
are

respectfully iniormed tha4

It is the intention of the Proprietor that
this House shall be kept a first-class roeo
House.

Copartnership

THE

foot

TAYLOR,

general COA L B L'SIJS ESS
of High Street.
.S. R. JACKSON,

a

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

BRUCE, Vice-President.

John IF.
o

Hunger <® Co.,

rtftlly

Agents.

Great

Inducements

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a largo qnantitv ol
desirable building lots in the West End of tliu
on Vauglian, Pine, Neal,
lying
city,
Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
Imild houses of satis&ctorv character, they v-Ul advance, t(desired, one fourth oj the coat if building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who buUu im-

THE

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS HEQOIMI).
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ton
A. M., at the office of the
subscribers, where plana
may be seen, and full particulars oblalned.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
raavttf
Portland, May 3, 18G3.

REMOVAL.
tako this method to Inform theft
customers and the public generally that they have
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to their new Bakery. Nos. 6 and 8 Union
to see all theft old
Street, where they wiU be
customers and as
new ones as will be pleased to

THE
give

undersigned

us a

>

'many

call,

pleased

R. W. SMARDON,
R. S. SCAMMAN,
8. E. SMARDON.

Portland, June 12,1885—tf
August 1C—dtt

Copartnership.
undersigned have formed

der the
THE

name

and firm of

KING

&

a

copartnership un-

DEXTER.

And hnving purchased the stock of Clisse, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general H ARDW ARE BVSINE S at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
JOSEPH A. KINO,
J. D. DEXTER.

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new lira.
tep29 ’85 tf

MECHANICS’ HALL.
arranged for Concerts, Lectures, Exhjbi■\X7ELL
» V
&c„ mav be obtain^ on
dons, Levees,

application to
RICHARD COLE, Superintendent,
'
No. 3 Tolman Place,
junelSdtf

President.

C. C. HINE, Secretary.
DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 1GG Fore Street, Portland, Me.

Notice.

undersigned have this day lormed a copartners' ip under the style el
S. K- <1 AtJKljON & SON.

lor the purpose
Whari,
at Sawyer’s
3

complaints should engross the whole time of these
who would be competent and successful in their Ireatami eure.
The Inexperienced general praetitner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with tneir pathology, commcnly
one
treatment, In most cases makpursuesindiscriminate
system ofuse
of that antiquated and daning an
gerous weapon, the Mercury.
HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ol any kind,
whether It be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced conlideuce in malurer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may fellow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, fer Loss of Beauty

la the

Great

Helmbold’s
COMPOUND

Concentrated

EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.

For purifying the blood removing all chronic eonitidiseases arising from an iuipurostate of the
blood,and the only reliable and effectual known rem-

tulional

edy for the cure of Seroftila, Scald Head,Sail Rheum
lams and
Swelling of the Roues. Ulceration of the
Throat and Legs, Blotches. Pimples on the Face. Tetter, Erysipelas, aud all Scaly Eruptions of the skin,
AND BEAUTIFYING

THE

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPEDIENCE!

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad halm in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure wavranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passe* but we are consulted by one

Diuretic.

Highly

FLUID

BUCHU

COMPLEXION.

Not a few of the worst disorders that affect mankind
arise from the corruption that accumulates in the
•flood
Of all the discoveries that have been male to
parse it out, none cuu equal in effect HELM HOLD'S
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
It
cleanses and renovates the blood, instils the vigor ol
htaith into the system, aud puiges out the humors
wh ch make disease, it stimulates the healthy functions of the bony,and expel 1* the disorders that grow
aud rankle in the blood, buoo a rcin> dy that could
be relied on, has long been sought for, and now, for
tile first time, the pub io have ope on which they can
depend Our space here does not admit of certificates
to showits effect0, but the trial of a single bottle will
sfiow < he sick that it lias virtues surpassing anything
they have ever taken.
Two able spoon fulls of the Extract of Sarsaparilla
added ton pint ot wat.r is equal to the Lisbon Diet
Drink, aud one bottle is ful y equal to a gallon of the
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoction as usually

or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though
had

they

their friends supposed to
the consumption, and
All such cases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, and iu a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

by

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There arc many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be lound,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will bo of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appt aram o.
There are many men who die of this
ant of the cause, which is the

difficulty, ignor-

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,

can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, Ji desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle
Street], Portland, Me
|y Send a Stamp for Circular.

made.

rhese Extracts have been admitted to use in the
United States Army, and are also in very general use
in all the State llospl alsund Public Sanitary Institutions throughout the land, as well as in pi ivuto practices, aud are considered m invaluab e remedies.

,.tsr

See Medical Properties of Buchu,
FROM

DISPENSATORY of the UNITED STATES

See Prof. Dbwee’
of Physic.
See remarks made

valuable works on the Practice,

by the late celebrated Dr. Physic

of Philadelphia
See remarks made by Dr. Ephraim M’D^well, a
celebrated Physician ahd Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, Ire laud, and published in the Transa tions of the Kin ; and Queen s Journal.
See Medio Chirurgioal Review, pub Ished by Ben-

College cf Surgeons

Fellow of Royal
of the 'ate Standard Works
EXTRACT BUCHU,

jamin Travers,
mot t

of Medicine.

jElectic

THE

Infirmary,

LAJOIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly mites all Ladies, whe
noed a medical adviser, to call at lib rooms. No. 8
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for thuii
accommodation.
especial
Dr. H.*s Elcctic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all

Irregularities.

Female

specific

Their action is

and

certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all iases of ob
btruction* after all other remedies have been tried In
vain,
if is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
tbe least iqjuriou.i to the health, and n.ay be taken
with perfect safel y at all times.
Sent to any pari of tbacountm, with full directions
©ft. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 8 Temple Street (corner of Middle\ Portland.
N. B.—
own sex.
ance.

Principal Depot—

Medical

TO

Ladies desiring may consult one of theh
A lady of experience in constant attend

janl.l865d«&wly

HELMBOLD’S

THE GREAT

England Remedy.,

New

* Dr. J.

rr. 1‘OLAXD'S *
■(

*

rTa.

as

Fall."

COMPOUND,

1ST T

’

S

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Is now oActed to tho afflicted fhrtraghc t the ^ untry,
after having b.nn proved by the teat id eleven years,
;n the New
States, whore i; s merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
It derives ita virtues.

England

sad Speedy Cure tor s.’l dbsas.
Kidneys and Urinary Or pans,
eitbnr in the male or female, frequently performing
a perfect onre in the .hurt spaoo of lira or >oai

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND

Compound Extract qf
Copaibs

Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Brone! itia
Spitting of Blood, and Pnhnoi arv Affcc'ions
generally. It is a remarkab e remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Diflicnli y at V oiding Urine, Bleed-

Orlertn,

days, and aiwavs io lee. time than any other prepa
ration. Inthonseol
Tarrant’«

Cubebs and

tbereia no neod of oonflnement or change of diet
In lte approved form of a parte, It I- entire!, tasteless, and caases no napless *nt seas.-ion 10 the pa.
tient. and no txpssnre It ia now aaVnnwledged by

Tarrant’s Compound Extract nf Cubebs and
Copaiba MEVER FAILS.

CURES

from the
and Bladder, Gravel, and other compla'nts.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very va.ua-

Kidneys
ble.

Give ita trial it yon would learn the value of agood
and tried meilicine. It is pleasant, safe a id si re.
SaJd by All Druggists, and dealers in raedich • gen-

ally.

rv;

r

J. W. PERKINS,

Manniactnred only by

A

_

Copartnership

Notice.

htv.lcrsigncd have this day formed
nership under the firm name of

THE

a

copart-

CHASE EROTHEES,
For the purpose of carrying on the FLOUR, MEAL,
and GRAIN BUSINESS; and will occupy the now
store, head Long Wharf.
HKNRy

CHASE,

Portland,

DANIEL CHASE.
ocl9tT48tf

Oct. 18, 1S05.

For Sale.
TOTE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
A Street, at
For

a

OBEAT BARGAIN.
enquire oi

particulars,

V
1

octlSdtf

BEN J.

KNIGHT,

Atlantic Wkarf.

w.

t

CO..

•i

PHILLIPS,^]||

W. F.

978 Greenwich St., Sew York
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
mayfl fiddly

H. H. HAT,
General Agenle
Oct S—0*w335

Slate of Maine.

far

Whiti Lead.
to the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and tor elderly persons, females and children, arc just the thing. Two taken at night movthe bowels gnte the next morning,
warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure (or all symptoms of the Dyspepsia, ,
.such as Oppression after eatjng. Sour. Stomach, Suit*
tin* 6t food, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dieainess,
Pain in the Back aud Loins, Yellowness ol the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coqted Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Compliant, Loss ol Appetite, Debility,

PLEASANT

Atlantic V' hite

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

k,

Manufacturer* of PU -E WHITE

Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities. Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges Just
Faintness, drd.
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
hat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60

LEAD, Dry and, in Oil, .ED LEAD,
Lead,

Julyidly

Red

Gliss-nv crs’

LITHARGE,

cento per box; small boxes 30 cento. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cento.

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Eoiled
and Refined.

For sale by

add be convinoed nf their superioriof the lira ever enured to
Bronchitis, Goughs. Colds, Hoarseness Sore Throat, Ca arrh and •uiluenza
Numerous cestimouia s irons tne Clergv, and others, sooompasying eaoh box. For sale by the principal
Druggists throughout the city.
ma>27eodtf
Try Thbm !

omr everything else
ty
the
t^r

generally,

public

and

bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance
rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no
fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
and

most

elegant head-dress.
S*W b7 ill

Druggists.
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. H. Y.
Sept 27, 1865—<ltw6m

287 Pearl St.,

ty S.
Commienou, I
f
..roadway, H. ?„ Dee, 30, 1864.
ON. ISRAEL
JB., ef Portiaad.
has consented to accept tbe duties ol
General Agent of tbe Commission for Maint and
Is hereby appointed snob agent by authority of tbe
Oommls'ton.
He will he ready to furnish adrioe to the f-iendf
of tboComnuosiOD’B work throughout the 8t»te.
All money contributed in Maine tor tbe use of tnto
Commission should be paid to Mr. Wssbborn or
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn la tbe solo agent reoognlsefl
_

by

the

jraKIH8,
CmmimlonfcjM^
Genoral Secretary.

o3Sdfcwlf

J.

NEW YORK.

W. STICKS,

PUBCHASEB FOB EASTERN ACCOUNT,
_

OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, tARD, BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE
generally.
Particular attention given to shipping hy quickest
and eheapeet routes. Xo. 1S9 South H ater St.,
_
p. o.
Bo* m.

Chicago,’

Illinois,

Reference—Messrs, 8. G. Rewd'ear

ard ft
■

ft Co; MsynSons; U. ft W. Cbtekcrli g: V, 11. Cuioro'u.s

Co: Cha*. H. 8ton«; Uallett,
N. Bacon,

Davis ft On: Boston.

President Newt-n National Back.
Newton.Mail; C. B Coffin.Ks<). N.T.City feb'/UHT
J.

K-q,

Third Mortgage Bonds—Androscoggin JR. if. Co.
Rail-

Third Mortgage of tho Andnwooggin
road Company toSothMay and als. «•* “*>
been t reclosed. A new coriwration has been onfanized thereon, called tho Leeds and
road Company. Holders of
cured by said mortgage, are hereb^re-inettw to_ presont the m to the snbse,' tbit at
p !v
Week to
theLe oda
and receive therefo. Ccrttfeate* of
In ncoonlnnco
anil Farmington Railroad Company,
with the Statute.
BJJZ r, WOODMAN,
RaUrood Co.
freasurer ,f the Leeds ami

THE

}*“*

>yu,"i"a"l

,U*n)J’

Sept

rrtHE

Commission.
Sanitary
Office <4
canitary
WASHBURN,
H8H
Maine,

Dealers

General Agents,

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

pears,

&

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required Tiourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

Druggists

by

OLIVER A.

a

A beautiful Steamboat starts from the wharf a few
rods from the Eveieth House, and makes a trip to
(he “Kineo House,” every day, and once a week
through the Lake. Capt. Thomas Robinson commands the Steamboat, and also “Keeps the hotel”
lust as it should be kept. Good shooting and angling

The public

physician,

from inexperienced physicians hi general practice;
for it is a point
generally conceded by the Vest syphilograpber*, that the study and management of these

sterling corporation,

of other

The Fairy of the Lake 2

PORTLAND.

one

illfnl

s

HAMILTON

This is a most excellentfliousc for the traveller. The house is well kept, and contains

Streets.

NOTICE.

count.

an

CHARLES

Portland, Sept. 22,1885.

by forbid harboring or trusting any

%

point of patrona e in
t hi.* City.—Neic York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable foot, best
understood by those who best know the real merits

Greenville, Maine,

of doing

Benj Babcock,
Fletch r Wesfray,
Rob B Mintiirn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chaunoey,
James Lew,
mes Bryce,
Chas H Marshall.
John D Jonhs. President.
Charlks Dbnnib, Vice-President.
W. H. H Moore, 2a Vioo-Pros't.
J. H. Chapman, Acting Seoretaiy.

ALL

call.

far behind the International in

and

rheeboiewt Supper*served.
GEO VV. jCUKCH.
—ti

Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gsilmd, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,

Keb21edlm llmeodftw6w

a

indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, wo take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New. Yoyk Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864* and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE 1 This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall

all about.

regularly

and

SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
The public will lind it for their interest

New York Eitimntc of the Inter national.

For the OIL REGIONS of Nkw
Pknfmylvatjia, Ohio, and s?!
pan* of the Wbpt, via the Utuir it airway, for sak
at the lowest rate*, at th**UxiOH Tickbt Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
D. LIT J LB, Agent.
mar!8d&w’stf

Sturgis, Jr,
llerrv K Bogert,
William E Dodge,

Lewis Curtis.
Charles H Russell,
Lowell Urlbrcok,
R Warrnn Webton,

give us

HULLS, CARGOES,

on

TAKEN

Bangor.

4k_JYork

TRUSTEES :
Wm

Pickeragill,

POLICIES.
to

Through Tickets.

•11.138,600

Wm C

FREIGHTS,

L'iAIWJLKK.

PBINBLB, Af/eut,
Exchange Street,
PortLaNd.
August to—ii'm

EYE LET H

and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for genoral use should have
their ollicacy established
by well tested experience ii»
the hands of a
whose
educated
preparatory studies tits him far all ti e duties ho must
ftilflll; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-all*, purporting to Ik* the best in the world,
are not only uncle**, but
always iujurieus. The no
fortunate should be particular in selecting hi*
physician, as It I* a lamentable yet lncontrovertawe feet, that
many syphilitic paiicBts are made
miserable with rained constitution* by maltreatment

INSURANCE,

which

Insures Against Marine and Inland Nayi
gation Risks.

John D Jones,
Charles Denote,
WHH Moore,
Henry Cnii,

MARINE

90

Company

CAUTION TO THE PUTHC.

Every intelligent

We are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

J5.

William, NEW YORK.
Jaucary, 1866.

BUCHU,

the most learned in the profession that In the mbovi
olasa of diseases, Cnbebaand Copaiba are the ooli
two remedies known that oan be relied u|on with
aay certainty or enooess.

DEPARTMENT.

FIRE

Marine Insurance

Eastern

...

ces*.

and Complexion.

Agfent.

>VM.

EXTRACT

In all diseases of these organs, whether existing In
Male or Female, from whatever cause originating,
It is peasant in
and no matter how long standing
taste and odor,immrrfta/rin action and m< re strengthening than any of the preparations of bark or iron,
Thus sufferin'' from Broken Down or Delicate Constitutions, procure the remedy at orce.
The reader must be aware that however slight may
be the attack of the above diseases it ^ certain to affect his bodily heal h, mental powers and happiness.
All the above diseases require tlie aid of a diuretic.

TAB BA NT

Grand Trunk Railway.

cor.

of

organ-

Dollars !

One Million

up stairs.)

Passage Tickets for California, by tho Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad p»ay be secured
by early application at this offioe.
March 20, 1866.
marSOd&Wtf

■

which here has been redeemed by

ever

Original Capital

Railway Ticket Office. 31_Ex-

JAS.

FLUID

Helmbold’s

» Sure,
m of toe Bladder,

Tbatbllero will find it greatly to their advantage
to proour e Through Tickets at the

|

dreg* of disease from the system, uud making a

Cenfc

Ute

IS

Jan’y 1* 1805*

Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
this Continent, with an

RATES OF FARE,
needful information cheerfully furnished.

r-“1

Office 31 Exchange St., I p.Sluir*.

on

LOWEST

E. if. BEAun, wen. a^i.
276 Broadway, New York.

these diseases.

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

paid ia*

all

tar Fares from $4 to $7 lower via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other reute to the West.

Which, as is well known, odors greater advantages
than any other Life Co. in this country.
Tlw-rates of Premium are less than with most other companies, while the Dividends are
larger and
the security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and may he applied
to the payment of luture premiums, or to augment
the amount insured. Policies with this company are
constantly increasing in value. All needful information oheerftdly furnished on application to

Will radically exterminate fr
the system Diseases
arising from habits of dissipation, at litt e expense
little or no ohange indiet.no inoouveni nee or exposure; oomplete y superseding those unpleasant and
dange oua remedies, C'opaiva and Mercury in all

T A. IR,

$1,204,188,40

90 Exchange Street.

$14,000,000.

CAPITAL,

CASH

LITTLE

change Street,

EXT. BUCHU

“There ftfi no such Word

UP4IS

W. D. LITTLE,

the

WHITE Pl.VE

for all the great Leading Routes to ChicaCleveland Detroit, Mi waukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, 8t. Paul, LaCross**, Green Bay,
Quincy, tit, Li uis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
ftc. an* is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and tbo Canacas, at the

PorManJ

recently contracted, entirely removing

standing

DRUG AND CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE,
B94 Broadway,
Sept 29,186.)—eod l yr

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Agent
13 go,
Cincinnati,

And all

FLUID

Bold by all Druggists.

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

D.

OtAt*
profession, he iee!9 Warranted
CUBE IK ALL CASKS, Whether ol long

He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
feet of hi* long standing and well-earned reputation
some lent assurance of his a?JH and suc-

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,

INSURANCE COMFY

Important to Travelers
TO THK

the medical

RAN I BEING A
or

._•_____

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given aud paid for at the rate of
one passengT tor every $509 additional value.
C. J BRY DUES, Managing Director.
II BAILEY, Superintendent.
ociOdtf
Portland, June 22d, 1865

W.

HEMBOLD’S

See

INTERNATIONAL

oi

sell-abuse.
impure connection or the terrible
branch oi
Devoting bis entire time to that particular in

“SARSAPARILLA

OF NEW YORK.

T. PATTEN cfc CO.,

EOLTS Superior Bleached |
300do All LongIlax "Got- a)
«k»,
omment contract.”
Arbroath.
300 do Extra All Long flak f
300 do Navy Fine,
J
Delivered in Portland or BoBton,
Bath, April 20,1863.
apSSdti
r-a

Portland. Mav 31, 1885—dtt

are suite ring under the
arising from
private diseases, whether
vice ol

addresses those who

Dr. H.

affliction

furnishing

complaints
dissipation,

t—

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

BATH, ME.

<aUU

follows

run as

Wharf.

l863.—dtf

Fare Seduced to the Penobscot River

APPLY TO THE

Cash Assets,

Oct 27tli,

RAILWAY,

General Western Ticket Office,

Royal Phelps,

LARGE assortment nl all grades of FLOUR
now
arriving and for nale by the CAR LOAD, or
at faff prices.
ornerwise,
1 he
patronage of my former customers solicited.
B. HAMBLIN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
vr
n
...,
to purchaso, HOOPS and
August 5—d3m

Portland,

Canada.

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

^'r^bh.

N. B.-In store WO bnshels While Corn
oel!)TT& 9

A. SOMEHHY. Agent,
At Oflice on the

On and after June 1, the fare between Portland and Bangor will |*e
$3.00; Rockland $J,00: ether landings on the River reduced in proportion, t>er 8*earner Regulator.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.

Witv the Great

BROTHERS,

Convoy from Nc r folk. Va.

EYAK * DAVIS,
161 Couimc rcial Street.

App^y to w^37!

All losses

heretofore.

Cwk.

Yellow Corn and Flour.

1unclr,-<nrMcOILV^PYi

_No.

paid,

Oi

Apples.

W. SMITH,
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

aa

112 Federal st.

term of Years.

THE

Particular attention given to the insurance ot
Farm Properly, Cliy anil Village Dwellings, anil Household Furniture, on ONE,
THREE, or FIVE YEARS, on very favorahlk

»uni

AT>

House Lots.

Muscovado

and Butter.

Q/'Y/'k BBLS. Fall

COOLIGE & CO.,
^or• Commercial and Franklin streets.

’*

H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

Apples

jyG—df121 Commercial Street.

comprising 43,000

Cienfuegos

Molasses;

sale by

Oct. 20.—dim

It

STEPHENSON,

Cualy"la;i

Molasses;

20

THE

EuldVKr10!?’
J’

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. H.
Capital,
(100,000.

and Molasses.

AAA BOXES Yellow Sugar;
75 hogsheads “Remedios” Muscovado

For Sale or to Ret.
new French Cottage, on the
Cape Cottage
road, opi>o»it« (’apt. Green Walden’s, containing

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres of land.
is unsurpaasod on th« Cape.
Enquire of

New England Fire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
(250,000,

ATLANTIC

ONIONS,

5.30 P. M.
Portland,
5.54
Westbrook,
C*.18
Cumberland,
6.33
Yarmouth,
7.00
Freeport,
Oak Hill,
7.30
Arrive Brunswick,
W. HATCH, Train Manager.
sopSOutf
Augusta, Sept. 25, 1865.
Leave

HARTFORD, CONN.

| North American Fire Insurance
Co.

terms.
as

laaul, Camden, Belfast. Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport and Hamden, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on twe Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passnge a~ply to

follows:

Company,

Cash Capital and Surplus,

ONIONS.

1000 Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
lOOO Bushels White Mounlain POTATOES.
HATCH & FROST.
Oct „„
20— d2w

8.42
9.0G
9.30

City Fire Insurance Company,

Sept 21—d&w6w

Street,

8.00

8.27

trains will

ARRANGEMENT!

On and after Monday, Oct. 30th,
the new and fast-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Capt. W H.
Movvttft, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at lOo’clbck, connecting with the 3 p m train from Huston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6 o’clock, touching at Rock-

-—

On and after Monday, Oct. 9th, 1S65,

viz:

OF

FALL

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

to issue Policies on Building*, Merchandise, and other good property agains!. loss or
damage by FIRE, at rates as low as other FIRST
CLASS Companies, to the amount of $50,000 if

Merchants9 Insurance

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

ally,

unequalled

Monday, March 27. the
York,Capt II W Chis-

Passports required.
Freight received on days of eailing until 4 o’clock
p. m.
c. c. Eaton. Agent.
mch21ti
Portland, March 20.1865.

RETURNING will leave Portland for Brunswick
and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted)

Af+*icy.

..IP—

Bos on.
At Eastport the Sleamer “Queen" will connect
for St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais, with the New
Brn8Wick and Canada Railway for Woodstock and
Houlton stations.
S age Coaches a'so connect at
Et^tport for Mnchiss and intermediate places.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Wind or, Dfgby and Halifax, and with steamers for
Frederic and the 8t Jobn River.
Through tickets
procured of the agents or the clerk on board. No

7,30 A. M.

Ot

undersigned having the Agency of the followTHE
ing well-known, sound and reliable Companies,

Cash

_

s On *nd after
Steamer Nkw

be consulted priTatolv, and with

he can

UrHEEE
the utmost confluence by the aMicled, at all
and from 8 A. IVi. to tt P. M.

hours

perfect uud PEKMANENT <U HE.

HELMBOLD’S EXTBACT

lioim, win leave Railroad Wharf, loot of Stati 8t,
evary Monday a* 5 o'clock p. w; and the Steamer
»uw BuubswiOK, Capt E 13. Winchester, will leave
every Thursday at 5 o'clock f.m, for Eastport and
St. John.
Returning vriU leave Ft. John every Monday and
rt.uraoays at S a. m, for Eaetport, Portland and

and atter Monday, October 2d, 1SG5,
I
Freight Train, with Passenger Car attacbed, will leave Brunswick for Portland and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as follows:

Ilill,
Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,
Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,

Go.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Leave Brunswick,

SteamBhip

Calais and St. Jobn.

Eastport,

KENNEBECRTr.

LIFE GRAND TRUNK

continues

wanted,

requested to send their freight to the
early as 8 P. M. on the dnyr that
sent the»
tney

international

Boston dally.
CHASE, Supt.

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.

Established in 1843.

BBLS. WINTER APPLES,
300
200 Bbls. Silver Skin
50 Bbls. Red

—

ensues

in affections peculiar to “Females” is
by
uy other preparation, os in Chlorosis or Retention,
Painfulncss or Suppression of Customary Evacua*
ions Ulcerated or Sch rrousState ofth'i Uterus. and
all
incident to the sex, whether arising
from habits of
imprudence in or the dec Ine or change of life.

are

-as

For freight or passage apply to
EMERY ft FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland
If. B. CROMWELL ft CO., No. 86 West
Street,
hew inrk.
May 29, 1866,
dtf

On and after Monday next, trains will
lil'leave Portland daily for Bai.h Augusta,
Watervilie Kendall’sAlillsand Skowliegan, at loO
P M. and on Saturdays only for Bath aud AugUsta at
The train from Portland at 1 P. M con815P. M.
nects at Kendall’s Mills with the t ain for Bangor
and other stations east same night Passe ogers from
Portland desiring to take this route, can purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform the conductor
in the cars that they g> through to Bangor and ho
wili so arrange their fares that it shall cost th. m no
more by this route lmn anv other.
Trains hue in Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 820 A. M, and every day at 230
PM.
Freight train leaves now depot Portland at G45 A.
M daily.
EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.
Apri 127,1865.
apr20tf

as

WARREN

SALE !

At 16 Lime

Shippers

leave Portland.

ex-

Heinbold’s Fluid ExtractBuchu

St.John.

steamers

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Oak

Those who really wish to know all the foots, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheeriully offered to understand the

W. I).

FOR

LLett.1 JbCstate lor
Hale,
In Cape Elizabeth..

and

EATON,

Oct 30-d3w*

cor-

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
„
..
For particulars
enquno of ids Attorneys, Messrs.
DanLois A JxcKsoa, OS
Exchange Street.
July C.—dtf

To Let.
T ARqf,cjjaMBEKS over 110
aj
Apply to

MUSCOVADO

No. 1 Central Wharf.

State and Danforth Ste.,
Now owned and occupied
by the subscriber.

A.

<£• Molasses.

CHOICE

jg"I‘ul»«DAT

PORTLAND

Portland, April 3,1865—dtf

Consumption or Insanity

H

aatll further notice
"
loliorvg:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland,everv Wk'nvvq.
DAY and SATURDAY at 4 p.
M., and leaveRicr
» North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P
These vessels are fitted up w'th One
accommodations lor passengers, making this the most aneedv
safe and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine
Pm sage, in State RnonT
K
88.00. Cabin passage 86.GO. Mrals extra
Goods lerwarded by this line to and from Mon
troaj, vuobeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eaatport and

The

Inability

ran as

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. u. and 3OOP.

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Commercial Street.

and

SALE.

finely located Real Estate, on

Sugar

fMt Steamship*
Cant W w

Freight trai leaves Portland at 8 A.M. andieturning is due in Portland at 1 r M.
Slag'S connect with trail s at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and cast of this line
C. M MORSE, Supt.
Waterville. June22,lo65.
jbue'23tf

and
FRANCIS

1st,—IT IS THE SAFEST

England Screw Steamship Co

and Fit ANCONI
.-g^fggW
A," Capt
S HKgwooD, will

ton-

Freight trains leave Portland

i

344 Hhds. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
42 Tcs. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cargo brig Eudorus, now landing ami for sale by

Lot corner oi Waterville and Sherbrook
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to
Apply
W, 37 J YUddle St.
j uly lldi l

or

Vermont Cheese.

Portland, Oct. 25,18C0.—dlw

CO MMENCE MON DA F, June 26tA
C5S—To
Uiiijii jlji an Trams leave Portlaud, Grand
Trunk station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M.. and i.25 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. if aad arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 *30
A M and arrive in Portland at2 15 P. M
Both of
those trains connect at Portland with trains lor Bos-

FOR Weakness ariging from Indiscretion.

hausted powers of Jiature, which are accmupanle*
so many alarming
symptoms auion < which
wul 1m found
Indisposition to Exertion, Loss of Memory, Wakefulness, tiorror of Disease, or Forebodings
of Evil: in fact Universal Lassitude Prostratiou.
and
to enter into the enjoy rnents of society |
The Constitution ouce affected with Organic fVeaA»«»*, requires the aid of medicine to strengthen and
invigorate the 8y>tein, which Hembold's Extract Huchu invariably does. If o treatment is submitted to,

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

Yo. S

a

H.

Maine*

BENEFIT

Life Insurance

BILLINGS. Agent.

feb 18,1803 —dtf

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

On and after April 3, 1865, Prsamger
Trains leave as follows
“Leave Portland for Boston at 8 40 a. m. and 250 p.

HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital aud Surplus,
(400,000,

Merchandise.

Choice

Now

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Wisely” PORTLAND &

MUTUAL

L.

q,.A“o B> 18('5-

MAINE CENTRAL RJULROflD.

REASONS

t

OF

Wanted.

ton,

Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Saecarappa for South Windham, Windham Ilill,
and North Wiudhaiu, dai ly
DAN CARPENTER, Supl.
Portland Oct 26 1565—d:r

M

TWO

OF

Wanted.
children,
family
the centra* part ol
J ement,
I)Y
Address X. Y.
Press

^

Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. if
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-F-ugle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfleld,

v

McALPINE,

Insurance

thousand acres, more or less, of Wood Land;
it roust be covered with a heavy growth of wood,
mostly hard, and so situated that vessels drawing
from
to ten tcet ot water can approach it. Protor the same addres ed to JOB A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 56
Washington Street. Boston, stating loca ion, price
per acre, &c., will receive prompt attention.

S2

3uly25 dtf is

_

precediig

TW1TCHELL BROS. A CHAMPLIX,

SITUATED
Sts, 50

our

to effect new insurance, or inexisting policies, will do well to examine the
Information from official

merits of this Company.
sources for the past or

Wanted to Purchase.

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

House Lot for Sale.
on the corner of
Deerlng and Henry
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

at

Those‘intending

crease

CUMMINGS'S

FOR SALE.

To be Let.

ELEGANT
wholesale

*

Company.

Wanted.
Aperient Bottles, emptied, tor
which a good price in cash will be paid, or goods
exchanged on liberal terms, if returned clean and in
go -d order to
H. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,
Oct 14—d3w*
432 Congress St.

use.

Street,^p steirs,^

To Let

an

now

Aug. 29-dti

STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale
Dry
Gcede business, or for the manufacture of
Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
the next. For further information inauire of DR
HETO OlbUB Exchange
of J. E. DOW, comer of Milk and
Exchange Streets.
Portland, Sept. lfith, 1865.
dtf
FOUR

anlikltt
1
P

to take

a

several

on

or

_

Street.

28 Oak

Sept

mThe

Fancy

given.

Apply to

Book-

or
or

a

Goods Store.

Horses for Sale.

of

Dividends of this Company are
exactly what
they appear to be, lining payable at the close of
each year, in cash when the Premium is paid in
cash,
in
and
cancellation of notes when notes are given.—
On the payment of EACH renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend Is paid, thus
aiding the insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in
four
or Jive years, or “on voteof the Directors.” are obvious.
Ko other Company has ever paid a Dtvlueud in this
wav.
Tho Dividends are equal to those of anv Lile

OF

the

ner

DIVIDENDS AXXLAE.

Also,

Railroad Stable
Spring street,
ATgood13—dSm
Horses, suitable for work
lainily

Street.

Settled.

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED
A CLAIM l

Me.

Topsham,

B.,

coi ner

A

Promptly

—

CHARLES PERRY,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street,

Coolidge

as

Wanted.

desirable
4G Brackett St.,
the residence of J. G. Tolford, Esq.
120. Enquire of

Sept 27—dtf

foil it re

Losses

on

and

run as

—

with passenger rars attached.
eonuect at Gorham for West

Gorham,
Standisli, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiraai, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Por-

Life. Ten Year Non*
Ten Year Non-Fora
Endowment Plans.

Forfeiture?

notice,

—

train? will bo freight

a.

Montreal,

further

CAN BE VOUSU AT BU

Fluid Extract Buchu! PRIVATE AIEDICAL

follows
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday Tuesday Wednes!*ay, Thursday, Friday and Satur,.
day, at To clock P. M
indja vvharf, BostoD,
Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a, A o'clock
P M*
1* are in (<&hin
a1) An
Freight taken a* u*ual
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding |r>olu value and that
personal. uulrss notice is given and
paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every {:,ju
Additional value.

jjjr"8tages

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

head Cook
Wages $4 per week.

Oct 19—<12w*

Store to Let.

heeu

MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New

Washington

Z.,

For Sale.
dwelling house No.

Brick Store
Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer& Co. 1 ossestion

son

Policies Issued

St.

GOOD reliable Amercan Woman

8aportia«d, April 86,18C3,—STEPHENSON.

Glass !

a Ilotel, Saloon, or Boarding
COOK, by a man who has had expe-

as a

p

Will, until

WHY THOSE WHO

SITUATION in

A House

rience. Appy at 79
Oct 26—dlw*

and 200

Arrangement!

Forest Oity,Lewiston and

ter

Wanted.

near

aide bv

Ambrotypes

For iurther par-

For Sale and to Let.

J. GARDINER,
No. 18 Middle Street.

Mb. Johnson:—Sir—My wife for a Ion." time w±s
sorely troubled by her hair falling out, and we ieared
she would become entirely bald, notwithstanding she
had used almost all the adve Used remedies. She has
used your Rcproductor, and to our astonishment the
falling oft has entirely ceased, and she now has a fine
head of hair, and I am
ready In this manner to testi-

Lost!

eight
posals

Commercial St.

121

LOT ifi Evergreen Cemetery, on the main AveSaid lot Is composed of two lots in one,

Sept 20— dtf

Congress Square-

STEPHENSON,

A nue.

COMPANY.

18C5.
This certifies that 1
have used Johnson’s
Keproductor for several
years past and
hare been perfec ly
sa" rie
wiui it.—
While it Is entirely
free from the objec
\ tioiiaiwe qualities ot
\ r>re’>ar*tfonB of that
f 1- ind, I believe it to be
<apable of doing all
lor cue scalp and hair
that can reasonably
e expected frdm any
applications to those
LUDWIG, M. D.,

to

A. B:
m

Portland, May 3d,

as a

Trunk

a

HELMBOLD’S

the steamers

notice
Leave Saoo River fbr Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. a.
and 3 40 P. M
Leave Portland for Saoo River at 800 A. a, and 203
and 5 30 p u

train?,

C. WALKLKY, President.

given.

Sabattteville Depot, or between that place and
the Kennebec Depot in Portland, on tlie 15th
day of August last, a medium sized Black Trunk,
marked “HATTIE D. HAMILTON, Pori land.”—
Any person having knowledge of said Trunk will
please address the Baggage Master at Kennebec Depot, or E. T. CUSHMAN, Portland.
Oct 11,1865.
0Cl3d&w3w

For Sale.

PIca*c Read the following Notices.

cellence

Oct 14—d&w3m

of Mod, Dirt, Snow and lec*
An interest in the Papers now being prepared for
the Patent Office can be secured by assignment and

undersigned, a-> Guardian of the Estate of
Charles II. Place, Chnrles rf Kinsman, and
others, would offer for sale the desirable Real Estate
situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett

\

Wanted,

Ladies or Gentlemen.
Remember that
WM. GRACE & CO., offer belter inducements
to returned Soldiers, aiid others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravngs and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.

Clearing

House and Land lor Sale.

45

V/

Agents

House,

REPRODUCTOR. THE
adjoining
Lot
by

GARDINER

SALE1

All in Good Repair.
For further information inquire of
Mr. F. A. 1-Kltr.EY,
On the Premises; or to the Subscriber at

^

Office and Depot, No. 662 Broadway, New York.
Dr. Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of
disease.
H. H. HAY, Agent, Portland.
July2G’65eodiy

parts.

A

a

Summer

_Medical.
DIt. *T. B. HUGHES

PORTLAND ANDBOSTOri LINE 1

t^C?gS2traias

The940a

THE

Grocery and Pr vision Store who is
acquainted with Cutting Meats.
JOSEPH F. DUNNING,
55 Danforth St.
Oct 27, 1865.—dlw*
MAN in

CONN.

Organized A. D. 1850.

Tho finder

Two or Three Rooms Wanted.
"IXTANTED by a merchant and his wife (no chilVV dren) two or three unfurnished Booms, suitable for housekeeping, or would take a good furnished
room with board hi a quiet family or small boarding
house. Address Booms, Box 1590, Portland Post
Office.
Oct 28—dim

One Mile from Cumberland
Center,
Ten Acres of which are covered wrrn WOOD.
The Buildings are a Two-story
Dwelling
House,
with good Carriage House, Bjrn and Wood

Oct 3—lsdtf

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC

r

Whu^,

AFARM

thereon.
For particulars

10 Vials,
Mahogany
$10 00
Single Vials, with directions,
1 00
Q^Tlicse Remedies by the Case or single Box,
are sent to any part of ho
country, by Mail or Ex-

JOHNSONS

BETWEEN

Rigging,

containing about Seventy-Fiye Aches
good Land, situated
ON THE ELANCHARD
ROAD,

Case

MEDICINE

Lost.

A

A FARM IN CUMBERLAND!

Portland,

OF HARTFORD,

J.

Dr. Cumming’s, Park Street, and tho
corner of State and Peering Street®, a Linen

on

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

HOMEOPATHIC

control

cumberlandTii

On and after Monday. Oot 30. 1865,
will leave as liihowa, until further

.-cysBSSJ

Medical.

STEAMBOATS._

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CHARTER OAK
Life Insurance Company,

noUo™adayte

in a Boys’ Boarding School.
An assistant lulmished. Address
WARREN JOHNSON,

the northerly side
LOT, situated
THEof desirable
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

35 Vials, Morocco Caso, and Book,
$10 00
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
6 00
20 large Vials, plain case, and Book,
5 00
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 16) and Book.
3 00

press, free of charge on

the man who controls a
from one hundred to hve hundred dollars, than Coin
dollai s tm ested m uny
one thousand to iivo thousand
be so lucky
business in Portland. Parties who would
valuable
this
invention, must
territory on
ts to
securing it, as the territory is being
ever before offered the
■wUfiuterthan any invention
Street,
nuMbT Call at o» at No. 80 Federal
oct27 dtf
and sciect your county.
for

Wanted.

The Schooner SPLENDID, fifty-eight
tons burthen, well found, Sails,
Chains and Anchors nearly new.
For terms, &c., enquire of
SAMPSON <£ CONANT,
n, io65—d3w*
Commercial

ucc

munty

mere

YORK &

--IS THE-

BICHARDRON’S WHARF.
Enquire of
E. E. UPHAM & SON.

ON

e

AT

J. B. THORNTON.

Sale.

HAVE

perfect, indispensable
the year, and lUsalc will make

EITHER

Farm lor Sale,

HUMPHREYS’

SPECIFICS,

day

in

is

Wanted.

For Sale.
TWO-STORY BRICK HOUSE, containing 20
A rooms; centrally located. Also a two-story
WOODEN HOUSE, on the same lot. Lot contains
4500 feet. Inquire of

was a common

PROVED, from the most arnplo experience. ao entire success;
simple— Prompt— Efficient, ana Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly adap ed to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to l>e always reliable. They hare raised the highest Commendation from
ai

use

“pROCTJCU; Lime Street.
26—d3w

Oct

Oct. 21,1865.—oct23<l2w

HOMOS OPATHIC

Comity rights for the most Important
F)U
uible iltuicstic invention ever broughton_o Mai|e.
In every &mdly .'.ry
Its

Railroads.

-WITH THE-

va.-

suitably rewarded by k aring the same at Mrs.
octSOdlw*
FESSENDEN’S, Peering Street*

pleasant

a

Cumberland

Brick
cheap
TWO, tlireo-storv
St.,

little girl

verified.

was

and

will be

For Sale.

practice

tion

insure

Caff and Gold Sleeve Button attached.

11T Middle St.

For

Portland, Oot 26.—d3w

on

During the last illness of Dr. Cibrac, a celebrated French physician, he was attached
with delirium, oil recovering from which he
felt his own pulse, mistaking himself for one
of his patients.
“Why was I not called before?” he said.—
“It is too late; has the gentleman been bled?”
his attendant answered in the negative.
“Then he is a dead man,” answered Cibrac;
“ho will not live six hours f and his predic-

EMPORIUM,

good order;

on

given flr„t of Nov.

seet ion

ure

in Belfast, to lay trains of com to attract the sparrows in view of a window, opentar
ed ju3t
enough to afford room for the muzz e of a gun, neither the
weapon nor its wielder being visible from without.
A tame raven,
the
in
the
esod
to
kept
yard,
scamper away at
sight of a man taking a gun towards the
house, and hide himself somewhbere within
view of the scene of slaughter. As soon as a
s oot was fired, He would dash from his shelter, seize a defunct sparrow, scurry back to
his nook with his prize, and repeat the per
forinance as long as the battle lasted.

at

For Sale.

pleast.v.

Bagging

Rent $17 per month, paya-

Apply

“ALL’S RUBBER
Oct 30—dtf

thy

wandering coy;

And

Wanted this Very Day !
PURCHASERS

To Let.

Free St.

211

ble in advanc*-,
HOUSE

Piping, fluting, “Bees a-humming,

When they wake we’ll end the me
With a wild, sweet cry of
*
a Hey down derrv, let’s be merry,
and boy !*

Insurance.

FreEFORT.

OF

™ ■

hearts fhir hope lay smiling,
Sweet as air and all-begoiling;
And there hung a mist ol blue-bells on the slope and
down the dell;
And we talked of joy and
That the years unborn would ronder—
And the blackbirds helped us with the story lor they
knew it well.
In

Wants, Lost and Found.

Valnable Real Estate for Sale.

The Music of Childhooi-

Blackbirds

Let,

Farming

28,1W3-_sepg.Migw6w

Copartnership.
this

subscribers

liave

MORSE

t[

day entercil iuto Co-

1 partnership under the firm name of

for the

purpose of

Furnishing buslnese,

WITHERELL,
carrying on the Clothing
at

Portland, Oct. 2, 1?6S.

and
Xa. OS E reliance Street.
N. W
W. B.

Mobsf,

WIT1IERE1.L.

oct!id3w

Fop Sale Cheap.
Two second-hand FIRE FNA- Nf.v.
-Ckr.ty*.... til NFS, wit* Hose Carriages; all In
Vwf» ! good order.
"/“£—uU.. Also, a lot ot Hoae suitable for
Hand Fire Engines. Apply to
EZRA RUSSELL, Chiol Engineer,
Or A. P. Morgan, Chairman Committee on Portland Fire Deparlment.
JuneMti

^

